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SUMMARY 

The object of the research described in this thesis is to examine 

the possibilities of developing analytical and computational procedures 

for a class of structural optimization problems in the presence of 

behaviour and side constraints. These are essentially optimal control 

problems based on the maximum principle of Pontryagin and dynamic 

programming formalism of Bellman. They are characterised by inequali ty 

constraints on the state and control variables giving rise to systems 

of highly complex differential equations which present formidable 

difficulties both in the construction of the appropriate boundary 

conditions and subsequent development of solution procedures for these 

boundary value probelms. Therefore an alternative approach is used 

whereby the problem is discretised leading to a non-linear programming 

approximation. The associated non-linear programs are characterised 

by non-analytic "black box" type representations for the behaviour 

constraints. The solutions are based on a "steepest descent -

alternate step" mode of travel in design space. 

The·thesis is in two parts: Part I considers structural optimization 

from a nonlinear programming standpoint and begins by reviewing some 

constrained problems based on plastic and elastic redesign concepts. 

This is followed by the development and discussion of procedures 

applicable to problems with "b"lack box" type behaviour constraints. 

They are illustrated with reference to the optimal design of a steam 

turbine disc idealisation subject to stress and vibration constraints. 

Part 11 describes the continuous formulation of the disc problem 



based on the formalism of 'optimal control theory. These problems 
, 

are characterised by inequality constraints on the state and control 

variab les. Considerable progress has been made in studying these 

problems using purely analytical techniques embodied in the maximum 

principle of Pontryagin. This has led to the scope of optimal 

control theory being extended to include a more general class of 

structural optimization problem than considered hitherto. Part 11 

includes a derivation of the Principles of Pontryagin and Bellman 

using a first variation technique in conjunction with generalised 

Lagrange multipliers. 

The thesis concludes with a brief statement of some structural 

optimization problems under investigation by the author. 
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Part I - Nonlinear Programming Formulation 

CHAPTER 1 

SOME STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS BASED ON ELASTIC AND 

PLASTIC DESIGN CONCEPTS 



1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The object of the research described in this thesis is to 

examine' the possibility of developing computational and analytical 

procedures based on the methods of mathematical programming for a 

class of structural optimization problems in the presE,nce of design 

constraints. These problems are essentially of a variational nature 

and are based on the formalism of optimal control theory. Exact 

solutions in general are impossible and recourse must be made to 

numerical procedures based on-adiscretised nonlinear programming 

approximation. The behaviour constraints are represented by 

functional constraints which correspond to nonanalytic constraints 

in the nonlinear programming formulation. For purposes of simplicity 

this initial investigation is restricted to a nonline.ar programming 

representation. 

The design requirements and specifications are represented by 

constraints on the behaviour and design variables. The behaviour 

variables describe the behaviour or response of the structure to 

the applied design loads and consist of structural variables such 

as stresses, vibrational frequencies, deformations, creep strains 

and so on, which are constrained to satisfy specified behaviour 

conditions in order to prevent failure of the structure. For 

example, the behaviour constraints may include statical constraints 

which constrain the stresses to lie below given yield stress levels, 

instability constraints which prevent failure under given buckling 

modes, dynamical constraints which constrain the vibrational 

1 
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frequencies to lie outside specified resonance bands and so on. 

Similarly, the design variables specify the design configuration 

of the structure and are constrained to satisfy prescribed side 

conditions in order to ensure physically reasonable design con-

figurations. For example, the side constraints may impose restrictions 

on the dimensions of the structure which constrain the design variables 

to vary within prescribed bounds. The behaviour and side constraints 

are represented mathematically by a combination of equality and 

inequality constraints. The merit function to be optimised is 

usually the weight or cost of manufacture of the structure but other 

criteria such as some optimal combination of frequencies or structural 

efficiency may also be used. The problem can be formulated as a 

problem in nonlinear programming - optimizing a merit function in 

the presence of equality and inequality constraints. When these 

functions and conditions are obtainable as analytic functions of 

the design variables, the solutions can be based on standard non-

linear programming procedures. 

Because of the variational nature of some problems, it is not 

always possible to use closed form analytical functions for 

describing the behaviour characteristics o{ the system. 

behaviour variables are functions only in the sense that 

The 
,~ 

they are , 
computer-oriented rules for determining the behaviour associated 

with a given design configuration. The behaviour variables may be 

regarded as a "black box" into which are put the design variables 

characterising a given design configuration and out of which comes 

the behaviour variables for that design. The box may contain such 



items as differential equations, matrices, numerical procedures, a 

digital computer and so on. 

The synthesis is based on the concept of a design space which is 

the multi-dimensional Euclidean space spanned by the design variables. 

The behaviour and side constraints are represented by constraint 

hypersurfaces which separate the regions of feasible designs from 

regions of non-feasible designs. Since the behaviour variables are 

of a "black box" nature, the corresponding surfaces are unknown. 

The contours of constant merit are also surfaces in this space and 

the problem consists of determining the path to the optimum merit 

contour in the feasible regions. The synthesis commences from an 

initial (feasible) trial design which is systematically improved 

by an alternating iterative process of analysis and design 

modification. This automated synthesis capability generates motion 

in design space along paths on which the merit improves and consists 

essentially in the proper selection of the directions and distances 

of travel in design space. 

The.synthesis procedures specifically applicable to structural 

optimization problems in the presence of non-analytic constraints 

on the behaviour variables are those developed by Schmit and his 

co-workers for the minimum weight design of aerospace structures. 

Although the behaviour characteristics are described by analytical 

functions, the synthesis is independent of this analytical 

representation. Since these procedures are central to ·this 

investigation, they are briefly reviewed in this chapter and their 

applications considered in the following chapters'- An attempt is 

3 
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also made to generalise and modify them to improve their computational 

efficiency and convergence rates and to develop further methods 

applicable to a wider range of problems. Other methods which have 

recently been used in the structural optimization area are based on 

the penalty function ideas of nonlinear programming [80,236,23~ 

whereby a constrained problem is reduced to a series of unconstrained 

optimization problems which are solved using the techniques of 

Rosenbrock (hill-climbing), Powell (conjugate direction), Nelder-Mead 

(Simplex) and Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (variable· metric). 

The problems considered by way of illustration are: (Figure 2.1) 

(1) weight minimistation of a steam turbine disc idealisation 

4 

subject to specified behaviour and side constraints. For purposes 

of simplicity, the behaviour constraints are restricted to a 

consideration that the stresses everywhere should be below 

the yield stress for the material and the frequencies of 

vibration should lie outside specified frequency bands. The 

side constraints on the other hand impose· restrictions on the 

dimensions and tolerances of the disc. The optimization is in 

two parts, based on a separate consideration of the stress and 

vibration constraints. 

(2) calculation of the optimal vibrational modes of the disc, 

whereby some linear combination of the frequencies is optimized 

in the presence of a constraint on the total weight. 

The problem consists essentially in determining an optimal 

thickness her) where r is the radial distance from the axis of 
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rotation, the thickness being measured parallel to the axis of 

rotation. The stresses are obtainable from a set of ordinary 

differential equations which contain her) and its derivatives. These 

equations are solvable only when her) is a specified function of r. 

Therefore the stresses are functionals of her) and correspond to 

"black box" type variables. The frequencies have essentially an 

eigenvalue structure corresponding to a functional differential 

operator, while the computations are based on a discretised transfer 

matrix method. The frequencies have again a "black box" type 

representation. The function her) which defines the design 

configuration is approximated by a discrete set of variables which 

define the design variables fo~ the disc. These variables are 

read into standard programs for the stress and frequency calculations. 

The output from these programs determine the corresponding stresses 

and vibrational frequencies which must be subsequently checked 

against the behaviour constraints. The side constraints on the 

other hand ensure the non-negativity of her). 

These problems are considered in detail in the following 

chapters. As a preliminary, this introductory chapter reviews 

some minimum weight structural optimization problems appearing 

in the technical literature with emphasis on nonlinear programming 

procedures of relevance to problems with non-analytic constraints. 

These problems are based on plastic and elastic design concepts 

and are briefly described below. 

5 



1.2 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

In the past engineers have judged the suitability of materials 

mainly in relation to their elastic range because a structure must 

be designed so as not to collapse under the design load system and 

it has been the custom to consider collapse to have occurred when 

the first yielding or permanent defo.rmation has taken place. Lately, 

attention has been extended to the plastic regions in which permanent 

distortion occurs under stress. This is to enable a more efficient 

use of materials by obtaining a better understanding of the 

behaviour of the structure throughout the complete loading range 

leading up to final collapse, and also in order to understand the 

processes involved in the mechanics of formation such as the 

." 
shaping and machining processes. 

The theory of elasticity is based on the following assumptions: 

(1) there is complete recovery of the initial unstrained 

configuration when the distorting forces or the 

externally derived strains are removed. 

(2) the deformation of the body depends only on the final 

stresses not on the previous loading history or strain 

path. 

(3) the stress-strain relations are given by a generalised 

Hooke's Law. 

On the other hand none of these assumptions can be applied to a 

plastic body. There is no unique correspondence between stress and 

strain, and the corresponding equations have to be integrated by 

6 
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following the history of the deformation. Plasticity may be 

defined as that property which enables a material to be continuously 

and permanently deformed without rupture during the application of 

stresses exceeding those necessa·ry to cause yielding of the material. 

Thus permanent distortion occurs under stress, and this distortion 

can build up to large amounts if the yield value is exceeded. The 

final deformation therefore depends not only on the final state of 

stress but also on the series of intermediate stress states from 

the initial state. The laws of plastic flow which relate the 

stress components and the corresponding deformations satisfy four 

main condi tions: 

(1) the volume of material remains constant under plastic 

deformation; 

(2) hydrostatic pressure does not cause yieldi"g; 

(3) hyrdostatic component of a complex state of stress does 

not influence the point at which yielding occurs; 

(4) a yield criterion must be formulated which will determine 

when yielding will start under a complex state of stress, 

given only the yield stress under a simple state of stress 

(e.g,uniaxial tension). 

The yield criteria most frequently used are the Tresca maximum 

shear stress criterion and the Von Mises criterion. Further require-

ments must be satisfied in the case of work hardening materials. 

For problems in which the plastic strains are constrained to be of 

the same order as the elastic strains, the solutions in the elastic 

and plastic domains have to be solved side by side. In addition, 



various continuity conditions have to be satisfied along the 

elastic-plastic interface which is itself unknown. For a perfectly 

plastic material the stresses everywhere are less than, or equal to, 

the yield limit. Plastic collapse occurs when the design load 

system reaches a limiting value. As the loads approach their 

limiting value the deformations increase indefinitely and the body 

cannot sustain any additional loads. This critical load system can 

be determined using the theorems of limit analysis. Limit analysis 

is usually simpler to apply than an elastic analysis and may be 

used to obtain efficient designs resulting in considerable savings 

on weight and cost. An analysis based on the elastic-plastic 

regions is extremely complicated as it involves tracing the entire 

load history of the structure -and a step-by-step integration of 

the equations of plastic flow. However, for designs based on a 

limit analysis the critical load system is independent of the 

previous loading program and may easily be determined using the 

theorems of limit analysis. 

The general theory of minimum weight design may be based on 

either an elastic analysis or on a plastic analysis. The criterion 

of minimum weight design based on the theory of perfect plasticity 

is that the structure is on the verge of unrestricted flow under 

the applied loads and contains a minimum of material. The solutions 

are based on the theorems of plastic collapse formulated by Drucker, 

Prager and Greenberg [3J and applied to the minimum weight design 

of membranes, shells, plates and discs. These theorems provide 

bounds on the minimum weight solutions. 

~--
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However, when it is undesirable to have any permanent plastic 

deformation and the structure is required to be reusable, the problem 

of minimum weight design must be formulated within the elastic range. 

The classical theory of optimal elastic design of structures was 

formulated by Michell [36J and extended by Cox [45J, Hemp [38J 

and Ch an [!,O,4:i] , who showed that for statically determinate 

structures subject to a single load condition, the fully-stressed 

design criterion in which the stresses in the structural members 

were at their limiting values was equivalent to the minimum weight 

design. Later generalisations by Schmit and his associates [65-74] 

to structures under multiple load conditions in the presence of side 

constraints have shown that the fully-stressed design criterion in 

general is not always equivalent to· weight minimisation. 

1.3 PLASTIC DESIGN 

The problem considered is that of determining the minimum 

weight of a structure capable of sustaining given design loads in 

the form of concentrated or continuously distributed force fields. 

The material is assumed to be perfectly plastic and of uniform 

density so that the condition of minimum weight is equivalent to 

minimum volume. The essential characteristics of. plastic design 

are that it provides a first approximation to the behaviour of 

structural materials beyond their elastic range and provides a 

more realistic model for the behaviour of ductile materials. The 

9 
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minimum weight solutions are based on the plastic collapse theorems 

[1-3J where the geometrical changes of the body prior to and during 

the initial stages of collapse are neglected. They are valid for the 

initial motion of rigid perfectly plastic materials. The basic 

assumptions are: 

(a) collapse occurs at constant load and at constant stress; 

(b) plastic strains only take place. 

These are equivalent to the following collapse theorems. 

(1) . Upper bound theorem 

If an equilibrium distribution of stress exists which is everywhere 

below yield, then the structure will be safe against collapse at 

the given loads. 

(2) Lower bound theorem 

Collapse occurs when the rate at which the design loads do work 

exceeds the rate of internal plastic energy dissipation. 

The yield condition for the structure is assumed to be of the 

form 

f(o .. ) = k 2 
1J 

(1.1) 

The material behaves elastically for f < k 2 and plastic flow occurs 

when f = k 2• Stress fields for which f > k 2 are inadmissible. 

The yield condition defines a yield surface in stress space where. the 
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components of stress c .. are used as rectangular cartesian coordinates. 
1) 

The plastic strain rate tensor is then given by the external normal 

to the yield surface 

e .. (p) 
1) 

= A af 
ac·. ; 

1) 

where A is a small positive constant. At singular points there is 

no unique normal and the strain rates lie within the cone bounded 

by the normals to the yield surface at adjacent points. The 

dissipation rate per unit volume is given by 

D(e .. ) 
1) 

= 0'.. e .. 
1) 1) 

* 

where the strain rates treated as purely plastic are defined by 

e .. 
1) 

= l [aU i + 
2 ax. 

) 

au.] 
-) 
ax. 

1 

(1. 2) 

where the u. are velocities defining a compatible deformation field. 
1 

The dissipation function can also be written in the equivalent form 

D. = LQ. q. 
1 1 

where Q. are the generalised stresses corresponding to the generalised 
1 

strains q .• For admissible structures, the lower bound theorem 
1 

f T. u. dS + f F. u. dV ~ f D(e .. (P»)dV 
1 1 1 1 1) 

S V V 

where rate of internal energy dissipation arises purely from the 

plastic strain rates. 

* summation convention is used, where a repeated suffix denotes 
summation with respect to that suffix. 

gives 
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50 that, 

f lI(u.)dV >- f T. u. d5 
~ ~ ~ 

(1. 3) 

V 5 

where 

lI(u. ) = D(e~~» - F. u .• 
~ ~J ~ ~ 

The surface S can be written in the form 

5 = + 

where 

= part of the surface on which the non-vanishing 

Hence, 

surface tractions T. are prescribed 
~ 

= part of the surface on which the velocity u. 
~ 

vanishes. 

For a structure on the verge of collapse 

f lI(u
i 

(c»)dV = f Ti 
(c) dS u. 

~ 

V 5
T c 

For any other admissible structure V 
s 

f lI(u
i 

(c»)dV >- f Ti 
(c) 

d5 u . 
. ~ 

V 5T s 



This implies 

>, J lI(u
i 

(c»)dV 

V 
c 

Letll(u. (c») = constant throughout the bounding volume. This means 
1 . 

V >, V 
s c 

and 

13 

= V 
m 

(1. 4) 

where V 1S the absolute minimum volume. Therefore a structure 
m 

designed for such a continuous collapse mode wi 11 be of minimum 

weight. Some applications of the condition II = constant, are 

considered below. Consider first the minimum weight solutions for a 

circular disc [4J for which the inner radius a 1 is assumed stress-free 

while the outer radius am is subjected to a tensile load T per unit 

circumferential length. The material is assumed to obey the Tresca 

maximum shear condition (Figure l.la) 

where a = yield stress. 
o 

= a 
o 

The equation of dynamic equilibrium is given by [13~ 

+ E.(a - a ) 
r r e + = o 

where w is the angular velocity. This equation has been derived 

(1. 5) 

(1. 6) 

on the assumption of radially symmetric plane stress. This simplifying 

assumption in which the influence of the shear stresses ha~ been 
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disregarded is sufficiently accurate if the thickness does not vary 

too abruptly and does not become too large in comparison with the 

diameter. The plastic minimum weight condition becomes 

(J e 
r r 

+ constant 

where the strain rates er' ea are given in terms of the radial 

velocity u by the relationships 

du 
er· = dr 

u 
= 

r 

The stress state cannot lie on the sides AF or CD because the 

normality condition (1.2) requires e = 0 
r ' 

(1.7) cannot be satisfied in view of (1.8). 

ea ~ A and condition 

Sides BC, FE are also 

prohibited because ea = 0 and this implies u = O. The normality 

condition for sides AB, ED gives 

From (1.7) 

From (1. 8, 1.9) 

u = 

(J 
o 

A 
r 

) 

constant (k = ±cr ) 
o 

where A is a constant of integration. From equations (1.10, 1.11) 

(1. 7) 

(1. 8) 

(1. 9) 

(1.10) 

(1. 11) 



e = B 
r 

Therefore from (1.8) 

15 

(constant). 

u = Br + C (1.12) 

where C is a constant of integration. Equations (1.11, 1.12) lead to 

a contradiction. Therefore the solutions must lie at the vertices 

of the hexagon. Th·e corners A, D are not permissible because or = 0 

and equation (1.6) gives h = O. The stresses everywhere are tensile 

So that the vertices B, C are prohibited. The vertex E is also 

inadmissible as it gives a riegative radial velocity at the inner 

radius al' Therefore the remaining vertex F must define the solution 

(J 
r 

= = a 
o 

Substituting this in (1.6) and using the loading condition at 

r = a gives 
m 

h. = T 
- exp a 

o 

pw 2 2 -(a 
20 m 

o 

The condition a = 0 at r = al can be satisfied by defining the 
r 

optimal thickness as follows (Figure 1.lb) 

h(r) = 
T 
a 

o 
exp 

where bl is some specified upper bound on the thickness and the 

radius ~2 is to be determined. The stresses within the region 

(1.13) 

al ~ r ~ a2 are represented by points on the side AF of the hexagon 

for which Os = 0
0

, o ~ a < (J , so that equation (1.6) becomes on 
r 0 



simplification 

Cl 
r 

= 

The radial load at al is continuous, therefore 

and 

= h(a2 + 0)0 o 

= T exp 
pw2 2 -(a 
2C1 m 

o 

2 
- a ) 

2 

16 

(1. 14) 

(1. 15) 

* This equation can be used to determine the hub radius a2' The thick-

ness is discontinuous at a2' The analysis can be extended to include 

a thickness distribution of the form 

h(r) = b l al t:. r ~ 82 

= h exp (-i~: r2] a2 < r < a (1.16) 
0 m-I 

= b a ~ r ~ a m m-I m 

thickness at the inner and outer radii respectively assumed constant. 

The stresses at these edges are given by 

(Cl ) 
r 

r=a 
m 

= s < 0 

I = S > 0 

where s, S are constants. 

* A more general analysis based on limit theorems in theJ?resence 
of side constraints is given by Kow1owski and Mroz U26J 

(1. 17) 
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The calculation of aZ proceeds along lines similar to that considered 

earlier. A point r is first considered where a 1 < ro < az' such 0 
that a ~ 0 in a 1 ~ r ~ r and a >, 0 in r ~ r ~ az • r 0 r 0 

Let r be the radius at which a = O. The stress states within 
0 r 

the region r ~ r ~ az are represented by points on the side FA of 
o 

the hexagon where 

o ~ 

=a 
o 

a ~ a 
r 0 I 

Solving the differential equation (1.6) gives 

a = ao[l - :0] pwzrz [1 -~) when r 3 
, 

Again, a - a = a where al ~ r ~ r e r 0 0 

r 
0 

~ r ~ az 

This corresponds to stress states on the branch BA of the hexagon. 

Solving (1.6) using the condition a = s at r = al gives 
r 

al 
s = a R.n-

o r 
o 

This equation enables r to be calculated. The radial load at az 
o 

is continuous, which implies 

From (1.16, 1.19), 

h(az + O)a 
o 

" 

= h a exp{- pw
z 

/} 
o 0 2ao Z 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

(1. 20) 

(1. 21) 
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For a m-l the stress states are represented by points on 

the side M. 

o o 

c 0 
o I 

Using (1.6) in conjunction with 0 = S at r = a gives 
r m 

o 
r 

= 
a 

o (1 - ~) 
o r 

when a 1 ~ r ~ a m- m 

a 
+ ~ S 

r 
+ pW2( 3 -- a 3r m 

The radial load at r = a is continuous, therefore 
m-l 

b (0 ) . = h(a
m

_
1 

- 0)<1
0 m r am- l +O 

Hence, 

b ~ (1 
mLo 

a 
_ -2!!-) 

a m-I 

From (1.21, 1.24) 

a 
+ 

+ S + 

a pw2 m 
S + 

= <1 h 
o 0 

(1.22) 

(1. 23) 

{
-PW2 2 } 

exp 200 am- l 

(1. 24) 

( 3 3 ) <1 (1 - -2!!-) 
b 3am_1 

ani - am- 1 0 am- 1 a m-I (-PW
2

) ( 2 2) m 
bl = exp -za- am- 1 - a2 r pw2 

<1 (1 - .-£.) (a 3 - r 3) 0 
o a2 3a2 2 0 (1. 25) 

Equations (1.20, 1.25) enable a2 to be determined. Some 

numerical computations based on this analysis are considered. The 

computations were performed for a standard turbine disc of the type 
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considered in this investigation. The results are summarised below: 

DATA al = 14'0", a = 32'3", am- l = 30' 3" , bl = 9-011 

m 

b = 3-0", m = 7, p = 0'283 lb/in 3 , a = 6 x 104 lb/in2 
m 0 

TABLE 1 

RADIUS (ins) OPTIMAL THICKNESS (ins) 

-2 
a2 = 15'58 7'053 x 10 

21· 313 6.618 x 10-2 

22·813 6'487 x 10-2 , 

29'5 5'838 x 10-2 

30'3 5' 755 x 10-2 

MINIMUM WEIGHT. = 0'7463 x 103 lbs 

The corresponding results based on an elastic analysis are 

also included in this chapter for purposes of comparative study. 

These optimal designs have been derived in the absence of side 

constraints. The modifications in the presence of side constraints 

are considered in Chapters 2 and 3. Further applications of the 

optimality condition ~ = constant are considered below. In the 

absence of body forces (F. = 0)· the minimum weight condition 
1 

reduces to 

~(u. ) 
1 

D(e .. ) 
1J 

= constant 
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This means that the designs must be based on a constant dissipation 

rate per unit volume over the entire structure. 

For thin plates [4 ,SJ, the dissipation rate is linear over 

the thickness, thus precluding the possibility of D = constant 

everywhere. The strain rates are given by 

o where z is measured from the undeformed middle surface and eaS is the 

maximum value of the strain rate. The rate of internal energy 

dissipation is given by 

= (1. 26) 

Suppose the plate.is on the verge of collapse under a transverse 

load p per unit area. Therefore, 

+h/2 

J !D~ J pw(c) dA J J 
2Do 

J 
I zl dz . = h dA 

= D(eaS)dV = h dA c 
A 

A V A -h/2 c c 

This corresponds to the critical thickness h = h • c 

For a plate not on the verge of collapse 

J pW(c) dA ~ J ! DO h dA s s 
A A s 

Hence, 

J ! DO h dA ~ J ! DO h dA (1. 27) c c s s 
A A c s 

Consider a small perturbation in the critical configuration 



.. ---=. ~~-~-

h " h + oh 

) s c 

A " A 
s c 

From (1. 26) 

From (1. 27. 

DO h 
s s 

= h DO c 
c 

1. 28) • neglecting 

J D~ oh dA >- 0 

A 
c 

second order terms 

Suppose DO is a positive constant over A. 
c 

From (1. 27) • 

J hs dA 
A s 

21 

(1.28) 

(1. 29) 

in oh 

Therefore plates which are compatible with a deflection rate for which 

DO is a constant on the middle surface provide a relative minimum. 
c 

An alternate formulation can be based on the bending moments MaS and 

curvatures kaS of the middle surface. The rate of dissipation per 

unit area is given by 

h/2 

= J D dz = 

-h/2 

Therefore the condition for a relative minimum becomes 

= constant (1. 30) 
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This result was derived independently by Freiberger and Tekinalp 

[6J using the calculus of variations. The latter approach required 

far greater effort and there was no real indication that the solutions 

corresponded to an actual minimum. 

They considered the case of a simply supported thin circular 

plate under a transverse load per). The generalised stresses were 

the principal bending moments Mr' Me while the generalised strain 

rates were the curvatures kr' ke' in the radial and circumferential 

directions respectively. On account of radial symmetry these 

variables are functions of radial distance only. The equations of 

equilibrium were given by 

r 

Me + J r p(r)dr 

o 

The yield condition for the plate was given ~y 

= 

o 

where M is the fully plastic moment of theplate defined by 
o 

h/2 

Mo = f Izloo dz = too h2 

-h/2 

(1. 31) 

(1.32) 

where ° is the yield stress in simple tension or compression. The 
0 

function F was assumed to be continuously differentiable and homo-

of 
1 in M Me' The weight of the plate is proportional geneous order '2 r' 

to R 

.w = J (1. 33) 

·0 
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where R is the radius of the plate. The minimum weight solutions 

are obtained by minimising (1.33), subject to the constraint conditions 

(1.31, 1.32). These are provided by the Euler-Lagrange equations 

which give on simplification 

D h = constant (1. 34) 

where D is the rate of energy dissipation per unit area defined by 

where 

Therefore, 

D = 

D = M k 
r r 

+ 

k = 
r 

A (M aF 
r aM 

r 
+ 

1 dW 
r dr 

A~ aM 
r 

= A 

= 

Equation (1.34) was derived on the assumption of a smooth yield 

surface. Therefore the analysis is applicable to the Von Mises 

yield condition but not to the Tresca yield condition. Equations 

(1. 35) 

(1.33, 1.35) indicate that for .each plate ele~ent at collapse, the 

weight is proportional to the dissipation rate. This is a general

isation of a result obtained by Foulkes [7J for structural frames. 

The minimum weight solutions for the Tresca yield condition have 

been derived by Hopkins and Prager [8,9J using the concept of a 

hinge circle [Iq] to show-that the radial and circumferential bending 
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moments at each point are equal to the fully plastic bending moment 

at that point. 

M 
r 

= = M (r) 
o 

= 

This corresponds to the stress state represented by the point F 

of the Tresca hexagon (Figure l.la). 

(1. 36) 

The concept of a hinge circle is a generalisation of the concept 

of a plastic hinge used in the theory of the plastic analysis of 

beams and frames. Substituting (1.36) in (1.31) gives' 

r 

Mo + f r per) dr = 0 

o 

where M (R) = 0 theplate being assumed to be simply supported at 
o 

the outer edge. Therefore for a uniform pressure p this gives on 

integration 

M (r) 
o 

= 

Therefore the optimal thickness is given by 

her) = 

This plate design theory has seen significant improvements and 

modifications in recent years, details of which are given in 

(1. 37) 

(1.38) 

references [11, 12, 19~. Megarefs [106-108] gives a comprehensive 

analysis of minimum weight plate theory based on the Tresca condition. 

For shells [l3,14J condition (1. 34), becomes D/h = constant 

where h is now the thickness of the face sheets gives an absolute 

minimum weight solution. This result can also be derived using the 
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calculus of variations [15,16J. This section on optimal plastic 

design is concluded by a brief discussion of the design of beams 

and frames.- They are based on the limit theorems given at the 

beginning of this section. The minimum weight design of continuous 

beams and frames which derive their strength from a bending action 

is based on the concept of a plastic hinge and is characterised by a 

finite number of design variables. A linear relationship bet<1een 

bending moment and curvature is assumed for small values of the 

curvature. As the curvature is increased the bending moment tends to 

a maximum limiting value called the fully plastic moment and a plastic 

hinge is formed at the cross section where the bending moment attains 

this critical value. A plastic hinge allows a finite change of slope 

to occur at the place where it forms. The structure collapses when a 

sufficient number of hinges have formed to transform the structure, 

or any part of it, into a mechanism. This represents a deformation 

field corresponding to rotation at the hinges. The design is based 

on the assumption of a linear relationship between the weight per unit 

length (m) and the fully plastic moment M 

m = a + bM 

where a, b are constants over the entire frame. Therefore the total 

weight of the frame is given by 

a LL + b LL M. 
• 1 . 1 1 
1 1 

where L is the length of the .th structural member and M. is its 1 
1 1 

fully plastic moment. Theproblem is that of minimising the weight 
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function G defined by 

G = L M. R.
i 1 1 

(1.39) 

where the constraint conditions are provided by the second collapse 

theorem 

W :; L M. e. 
. i 1 1 

·(e. = hin@'rotation) 
1 

where W is the work done by the applied loads, the right hand side 

representing the rate of internal energy dissipation at the plastic 

hinges. Hence. 

where 

L a. 
i 1 

M. 
1 

>- I 

e. 
1 

a i = W 

Therefore the behaviour characteristics of the frame are described 

by linear inequalities of the form 

L a .. 
i J1 

M. >- 1 
1 

j £ J 

where J is the set of all possible collapse mechanisms. Therefore 

the problem of minimising (1.39) when the non-negative variables 

M. satisfy the constraint conditions (1.40) constitutes a linear 
1 

programming problem. 

(1.40) 

Foulkes [7.l7.l~. Chan [19~ have derived necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a minimum weight solution by representing the collapse 

mechanisms in a hyperspace whose coordinate axes are the fully plastic 
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moments. The inequalities (1.40) define a polyhedron dividing the 

hyperspace .into a feasible and a nonfeasible region. The minimum 

weight solutions lie at the vertices where the constant weight hyper-

planes (1.39) touch the feasible region. 

Methods of solution to the linear programming problem include: 

the method of inequalities developed by 'Neal and Symonds [19J for 

determining the load-carrying capacity of a frame. The method consists 

in the successive elimination of redundant variables and was applied 

by Heyman [20, 2lJ, Lives1ey [22] to the design of frames subj ect to 

single and multiple load condi tions. Lives ley [2:TI and Toakley [24] 

have proposed a modified simplex method of solution which is suitable 

for programming on a digital computer. Livesley starts from an 

initial trial design and uses a steepest descent technique to reach 

a vertex of the constraint set. The method then moves from vertex to 

vertex until a minimum is attained. Toak1ey, on the other hand, uses 

the dual simplex algorithm to obtain his solutions. Prager [2~ 

uses network theory [26J, and has also considered a weight function 

given by [27J 

G ~ L L M~ 
i 1 1. 

(1.41) 

where a is a positive exponent less than unity •. This means that the 

function G is convex in the variables M. and the problem of minimising 
~ 

(1.41) subject to the linear constraints (1.40) constitutes a convex 

programming problem. The weight contours are convex surfaces in the 

plastic moment space and the optimal design lies at a vertex of the 

constraint set where the tangent hyperplane to the weight contour 



contains the collapse mechanism associated with the vertex. Similar 

problems have been investigated by Chires [28J, and Chan [}.9~, 

amongst others. Brotchie [29J and Cohn [35J have discussed the 

practical design considerations involved in these minimum weight 

design problems. 

The minimum weight design of beams of variable cross-section is 

based on a deflection shape which gives a constant rate of curvature 

[30,3i]. Gross and Prager [)2,311 have used this result to design 

beams under a single moving load assuming piecewise linear variation 
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of the plastic moment along the length of the beam, thereby reducing 

the problem to a linear programming problem. Save and Prager [3{} have 

extended the analysis to beams under the combined action of fixed and 

moving loads. More powerful procedures applicable to a wider class 

of pr.,blems have been developed by Hegarefs and Sidhu [l09]·, 

Gjelsrik [230J, based on a different minimality criterion. The 

volume was expressed as a functional of the bending moment, giving 

rise to a variational problem. 

1.4 ELASTIC DESIGN 

Elastic minimum weight design is based on the assumption that 

the optimum lies at the intersection of the behaviour constraints 

in the absence of side constraints. Such problems include the design 

of aerospace structures with buckling constraints, and the design 

of discs, plates, pressure vessels and so on where the solutions 

have been based on· the assumption that the material is everywhere at 

the yield stress. The presence of side constraints restricts the 
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design variables to vary within specified bounds, the minimum weight 

solutions being based on the methods of nonlinear programming. A 

fully automated synthesis technology has been developed by Schmit and 

his associates Qi5-7~ for such problems where they use a combination 

of steepest descent and random search procedures for the exploration 

of the feasible regions of design space. Modifications of these 

procedures have been applied by Gellatly and Gallagher [S2,S3,9"U, 

Best [S4J, and de Silva [179J amongst others to structural optimization 

problems. Taylor [90J, Turner [S5,S~, Zarghamee [S7,Sil] and de Silva 

[23~ have used variational techniques to study the design vibrational 

characteristics of such problems. Recently the penalty function 

concept of non1inear programming has been introduced into the structural 

optimization area to transform a constrained problem into a series of 

unconstrained optimization problems, which are solved using the 

minimisation techniques of Rosenbrock, Powell, Nelder-Mead and 

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell [?QJ. 

The introductory stages of this section sketch the historical 

development of optimal elastic design, fo11m,ed by the modern nonlinear 

programming treatment of the subject. 

The classical theory of elastic design was formulated by Michell 

[36], in 1904 for the minimum weight design of s tatically determinate 

structures under a single load condition. According to him, the 

weight of a structure is a minimum when the space which it occupies 

can be subjected to a virtual deformation such that the strain in the 

direction of each member is ±e (e > 0) where the sign agrees with that 

of the end load carried by the member. No other member is to have an 



extension or compression numerically greater than e. 

The deformation field which extends over the whole region of 

space occupied by the structure is characterised by an orthogonal 

system of curves along which the members of the optimal design lie. 

These curves remain orthogonal after the deformation and are lines 

of constant principal strain equal to ±e. For two-dimensional 

problems this condition is identical to that governing the slip 

lines for two-dimensional perfectly plastic flow D7 ,4q]. Using this 

* analogy, Hemp [is, 20cD and Chan [ig ,4lJ have made a comprehensive 

study of the Michell theory using the methods of linear programming 
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to determine the optimal design. Schmidt G:[] has extended the theory 

to problems with multiple load conditions, where optimal design is 

based on the assumption that each member of the structure reaches its 

maximum allowable stress in at least one load condition. Cox ~3-4~ 

has applied the fully stressed design criterion of the theory to the 

design of beams and frames. For statically indeterminate problems 

137-4~ a solution is obtained only after a sufficient number of 

redundant members have been removed to give a statically determinate 

structure. Further applications to problems with creep and vibration 

conditions are given by Hegemier and Prager CsO]. The minimum weight' 

of structures subject to buckling constraints is attained when all the 

possible buckling modes occur simultaneously [5l,5~. The condition 

that all the possible failure modes are equally likely to occur under 

a single load condition is satisfied in the absence of side constraints 

and enables the determination of as many optimal design variables as 

* See also recent \-Iork of Johnson et al [?3~ 



there are failure modes. Gerard [1S3,21i], Lakshmikantham and 

Gerard [is:[] have made an extensive study of these design concepts 

as applied to aerospace vehicles based on cylindrical shell concepts. 

Reference [lS~ includes an extensive literature survey of minimal 

weight based on stability considerations. 

Hil ton and Feigen I):D, Moses and Kinser [54] have considered 
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optimal design from a probabilistic standpoint. The strength properties 

of the material and the structure and also the magnitude of the loads 

obey statistical laws. Knowing the distribution of these quantities, 

the form of structural members can be determined from conditions 

connected with the minimum volume for the prescribed safety of the 

entire structure. The solutions are based on the assumption of 

Gaussian distribution and concern problems with multiple load 

* conditions. Kalaba [55] has solved a similar problem using the 

dynamic, programming formalism of Bellman ~6,S?J. Further applications 

of the Bellman principle in the structural optimization area are given 

in [18,S'!J. 

The optimal design of circular discs is now considered. The 

radial and tangential stresses are assumed to be everywhere equal 

to the critical stress [};cD, 

a 
r 

~ ~ a • 
o 

This corresponds to a state represented by the point F of the 

Tresca hexagon, Figure l.la. 

* Further extensions of probability conc~ts to more complex structural 
systems are given by Heer and Yang ~22J 



From (1. 6) 

h 

when h is a constant of integration. This result is of the same 
o 
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(1.42) 

form as that derived for the plastic case (1.13). But the displacement 

for the elastic case is given by 

(1.43) 

= 

where 

du 
e = 

dr r 

u 
ee = r 

) (1. 43a) 

where E is Young's modulus and v is the Poisson ratio for the 

material. These equations give 

u = (1 - v)<1o 
r 

E 
(1. 44) 

at the optimum. (Compare: 

u = 
_ 2pw2 

2<1 
o 

for plastic analysis 

based on a/;= constant. This result is given in [4J.) 

As in the plastic case, the optimal thickness is assumed to be 

of the form 

her) = b l al :; r :; a2 

) = ho ~xp [- pw2r 2) a2 < r < a (1. 45) 
2<10 m-I 

= bm a :; r :; a m-I m 



where bp bm are constants. the boundary conditions being given by 

(or) = s < O. (or) = S > O. The problem is to determine the a 1 am 

radius az. given aj, 8m-1' a m . The thickness is discontinuous at 

For al ~ r ~ az. equations (1.6) give. in conjunction with 

(1. 43) 

u = 

where Cl. Cz are constants of integration. Substituting (1.46) in 

(1.43. 1.43a) gives on simplification 

° r 

= + 
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hub 

(1. 46) 

(1. 47) 

Elastic continuity conditions on radial load and displacement at az 

give 

and 

= h(az + 0)0 o 

a ~ s at r F al 
r 

= 

The constants Cl. Cz are eliminated using (1.47.1.48). This 

gives on simplification. 

(1. 48) 



(l+v) a~ 

( 
pw2 2) 

exp - 20 a 2 
o 

Similarly continuity conditions at am- 1 are given by 
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= 

(1.49) 

PW
2

(a2 _ a 2) rv(a 2 - a 2) + (a 2 + 3a2D- 0 (I-v) (a2 - a 2) + 2Sa2 
4 m m-I L m m-I m-I m 0 m m-I m 

(l-v)am_f + (l+v)a; 

o 
~h 
b 0 

m 

Eliminating h from equations (1.49, 1.50) gives an equation for 
o 

(1. 50) 

determining a2' Some numerical computations for a2 are given below, 

the data being the same as in Table 1 for the plastic case. 

TABLE 2 

RADIUS (ins) OPTIMAL THICKNESS (ins) 

a2 = 16·46 1·962 x 10-1 

21· 313 1· 857 
-1 

x 10 

22·813 1.820 x 10 
-1 

29'5 1·638 x 10- 1 

_1 
30·3 1'615 x 10 

MINIMUM WEIGHT = 1'036 x 10 3 Ibs 



A comparison of Tables (1,2) shows that the plastic optimal 

design is lighter than the corresponding elastic design. The optimal 

thickness (1.42) was calculated on the a priori assumption that the 

stress state was characterised by a ; a = a. As before, the reo 

stresses must satisfy (1.6) which "as derived on the assumption of 

radially symmetric plane stress, whereby the axial and shear stresses 

were neglected. Ranta [§~ has derived opti~al designs on the 

assumption of rotationally symmetric stress in conjunction with the 

condition Or/De = constant at the optimum. 

Tadjbakhsh [§J] has designed thin circular plates using the 

Tresca condition and assuming that at the optimum the plate begins to 

yield simultaneously along its ~op and bottom surfaces under the 

applied lateral pressure. The theory assumes rotational symmetry 

for which the equilibrium equation is given by 

r 
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~r (r Mr) - Me + J rp(r)dr + yea) 

a 

o (1.51) 

where a is the inner radius of the plate and yea) is the shear force 

(compare with equation 1. 31 for the plastic case). 

The bending moments Mr , Me are given by 

M 
Eh 3(r) ( d2\v ~ dW) = 
12(1-v2) Ci?" + 

I 
r r dr 

(1:52) 

Me 
Eh (r) 

(v 
d2W 1:. dW) = 

12(1-v2) dr2 + r dr 

and the bending stresses are given by 



a 
r 

= 

= 

Ez 

) 
Optimal design is based on the condition 

la - a I r e z=±h/2 

and on substituting (1.53) in (1.54) 

where 

hr ~(l dw) 
dr r dr 

k = ± a 
o 

= a o 

2(1 + v) k 
E 

Substituting (1.52) in (1.51) and simplifying 
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(1.53) 

(1. 54) 

(1. 55) 

r ~[rh3 dr [ (rp(r)dr + V (a) ) 

a 

(1. 56) 

Equations (1.55, 1.56) constitute a set of nonlinear differential 

equations for the optimal thickness. Solutions of these equations for 

particular boundary conditions are given in [61]. 

An alternative derivation has been given by Huang [6~ based on 

the elastic analogue of equation (1.34): 

u 
h ;; constant 

where U is the strain energy per unit area of the plate given by 

u = [[
d

2
W + 1 dW) 2 

drL r dr 
2(1 - v) 

r 
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From the optimality condition 

C (1.57) 

For simplicity, take V(a) = 0 and the pressure p to be uniform. 

Hence, from the principle of virtual work 

1 - a 2) Work done = - 1T(R2 pW 2 

R 

= J U. (21Tr dr) 

a 

R 

= 21TC f h r dr 

a 

= CV (1. 58) 

where 

R = outer radius 

V = volume of plate 

R 

W 2 
J Wr dr mean deflection = RL - a2 
a 

Eliminating C from (1.57, 1.58) gives the central equation for this 

formulation. Full details of the approach are given in [6~. 

For pressure vessels, the equilibrium equations are given by 

Lakshmikantham and Gerard Q54J 

C1lh C12h 

I + = P RI R2_ 

pRI 
(1.59) 

C12 = 2h 
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when (J I • (J2 c principal circumferential and meridianal stresses 

RI. R2 c radii of curvature in the circumferential and mer-

idianal planes 

p c internal pressure 

h c thickness of the sheJ,.1 

These have been derived on the assumption that the shell thickness 

is small compared to the radii of curvature and neglecting the 

effects of gravity. 

From (1. 59) 

The minimum weight analysis is ~ased on the Tresca condition and 

for purposes of simplicity it is assumed (J3 c O. (JI ~ O. (JI ~ (J2 >- O. 

Therefore the optimal design lies on the branch EF of the hexagon 

(Figure 1. la). 

c 

and the optimal thickness is given by 

h (1. 60) 

Further results on the optimal design of pressure vessels are given 

in [}2~. Schmi t et al [§5-7I] have formulated an automated synthesis 

capability for the weight minimisation of structures based on the 

methods of non linear programming. The weight is assumed to be a 

single valued differentiable function W(x l ••••• ~) in the m design 

variables which define a point in an m-dimensional design space where 

each dimension represents a design variable. The weight contours 
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W(x1' •••• xm) = C generate a family of hypersurfaces in design space 

for different values of the parameter C. 

The side constraints usually arise from considerations of analysis 

limitations. compatibility constraints and fabrication limitations 

and are expressible in the form 

L. ~ x. ~ U. 
J J J 

for j = 1. 2. . .•• m 

where the bounds L .• U. are either constants or functions of the 
J J 

other variables. In vector notation these inequalities become 

where 

" = (xl' · .. , ~) 

) L = (LI' · .. , Lm) 

U = (U 1 • Um) · .. , 
A design-satisfying condition (1.61) is said to be feasible with 

(1.61) 

respect to the side constraints. The response characteristics of the 

system are determined by the behaviour variables which relate the 

design variables and the design requirements to the response of the 

system. The behaviour variables for a framed structure are typically 

of the form 

~F(x) = o ) q 

where 01 ••.•• 0 are the stresses and 01. 02 •.••• 0 the deflections p q 

at nodal points of the structure. The behaviour variables for 

structures subject to mUltiple load conditions are represented by 

matrices. For example. the behaviour variables for k load conditions 
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are given by 

01 
(1) 

0 
(1) 

01 
(1) 

0 
(1) , , , ..... 

p q 

~F(x) = 

• (k) (k) 
01 

(k) . (k) 
01 , 0 , , ..... 0 

p q 

The behaviour constraints can be expressed in the form 

* * L ~ ~F(x) ~ U (1.63) 

and a design satisfying condition (1.63) is said to be feasible 

with respect to the behaviour constraints. 

The weight minimisation problem can therefore be formulated 

as follows: 

* * Given matrices ~, Q, L ,.Q , determine a design which satisfies 

the conditions 

* * (b) L ~ ~F (x) ~ U 

and minimises the weight W(x). 

This constitutes a nonlinear programming problem - the minimisation 

of a general function subject to nonlinear inequality constraints. 

The behaviour and side constraints are represented by hypersurfaces 

in design space and the complete set of these individual constraint 

surfaces considered collectively forms a composite constraint surface 

dividing the design space into a feasible region and a nonfeasible 
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region. Designs above the composite surface are feasible designs 

and correspond to designs feasible with respect to both behaviour and 

side constraints. Designs below this surface are nonfeasible designs 

and correspond to regions of constraint violation. Designs on the 

composite surface are said to be boundary designs and correspond to 

critical designs on the verge of failure. The minimum weight ·solutions 

usually, but not necessarily, lie on the composite surface at the 

intersection of individual contributing constraint surfaces. But it is 

equally possible for the solutions to lie on the composite surface 

where the lowest weight contour touches a single contributing surface. 

The synthesis starts from,an initial feasible design and generates 

steepest descent motion defined by 

where 

(q+l) 
x 

!l! (q) 

(
X (q) 

1 , ..... , 

- y w(x(q») 

Iy w(x(q») I 

q :; 0,1, ... 

design point at 
th q iteration 

normalised steepest 
descent vector 

t(q) = step length at qth iteration 

The step length is defined by 

= E > 0 

(1. 64) 

(1. 65) 

where E is a predetermined increment. At each iteration the designs 

are checked against the behaviour and side constraints and if they 
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are found to be feasible, the step length is doubled and steepest 

descent motion continues until a constraint is encountered. The 

distance of travel back to the constraint is calculated by successively 

halving the step length until the design converges to a point on the 

constraint (to within a specified tolerance). Steepest descent motion 

is no longer possible without piercing the constraint surface and an 

alternative procedure was devised by Schmit whereby the structure 

is redesigned at constant weight. 

This was the method of alternate base planes [1q] and was used 

to generate the directions of search along the constant weight contour 

through the current boundary point. 

The basic steps of the algorithm are: 

(a) Set i = 1 

(b) Generate normalised directions of search 

(i) 
/(m 

] ! Iji. = R. L R~ j 1, • •• , m; j 'I i 
J J j'li J 

= 0 j = i 

where R. are random numbers 
J 

(c) Calculate distances to the side constraints 

t. 
(i) = (L. x,)/Iji, (i) j = 1, e •• , m; j 'I i 

J J J J 

(i) = (U. _x.)/Iji.(i) j = 1, • •• , m; j 'I i t . 
m+J J J J 

where x. are coordinates of the boundary point and L. , U. are 
J J J 

assumed constant. 
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Define 

A (i) = {min t. ; 
J 

(0 = {minlt·l; \l 
J 

t. > 0, 
J 

t. < 0, 
J 

(d) Proposed distance of travel in design 

tk 
(i) 

= ~ 
A (i) k = 1,2,3 

= ~\l(i),; k = 4,5,6 
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j = 1, ... , 2m, j 

'" 
i} 

j = 1, ... , 2m, j 

'" 
i} 

space is given by 

) 
where ~ is a random number such that ° < ~ < 1; k = 1, ... , 6 

(e) Proposed new designs are 

(i ,k) 
x = 

x + t(i) w(i))· 
n k n ' k=1, ••• ,6 

(i,k) where x. is calculated from the constant weight condition 
1 

W (xl> ••• , x ) 
n 

= W(x + t(i) ,,,(i) 
k '1'1 , 

... , x + 
n 

(i) 
$2 , ••• , 

k=1, ••. ,6 

(f) Check these six designs against the side and behaviour 

(i ,k) 
Xi ' 

constraints 

in that order. If anyone of x(i,k) is feasible steepest descent 

motion continues as before. Otherwise go to step (g) 

(g) Set i + i + 1; go to step (b) and repeat iterations. 



Step (g) is equivalent to changing the base plane. If still no 

feasible designs are forthcoming, the boundary point may be taken as 

the optimum. This "steepest descent - alternate step" search 

technique was applied by Schmit et al to the design of trusses and 

waffle plates, under mUltiple load conditions. For waffle plates, 

the behaviour constraints were provided by stability failure modes of 

gross and local buckling. The side constraints imposed lower and 

upper bounds on the design variables. This nonlinear programming 

problem being characterised by (a) multi-dimensional design space, 

(b) presence of relative minima, (c) nonlinear weight function, 

(d) non linear behaviour constraints, (e) linear side constraints. 

The design variables for the truss problems were the cross-sectional 

areas, the weight being linear in the areas. The side constraints 

ensured non-negative areas. The behaviour constraints imposed 

limitations on the stresses and deflections and precluded the 

occurrence of certain buckling modes. 

They also consider the problem of a simple shock isolator. A 

shock isolator being essentially a one-dimensional spring-mass-damper 

system. The supporting base was subjected to a series of shocks, 

which were transmitted to the attached mass through the spring-damper 

combination. 

These induced accelerations in the mass which provided a measure 

of the response to the impUlses. The function to be minimised was 

44 

the maximum value of the accelerations induced by the shocks. The 

accelerations were functions of the spring stiffness and the damping 

coefficient which corresponded to the design variables for the problem. 
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The acce1erations had, to some extent, a "black box" representation 

function, the synthesis being again based on a combination of 

steepest descent travel in the feasible regions followed by an 

alternate step which is a move more or less along the constant merit 

contour. The gradient directions were computed using finite differences. 

The problem was further complicated by the poor behaviour of the merit 

contours which gave rise to considerable zig-zagging. This occurs 

when a ridge is present causing the gradient directions to change 

sharply from point to point on the merit contour, so that the optimum 

direction of travel should be along the general direction of the axis 

of the ridge. Schmit and Fox IJfJ use a simple procedure for estimating 

this direction. They consider three consecutive designs ~(q-2), 

~(q-l), ~(q) using steepest descent 'motion (1.64). 

Define 

(q-1) 
m = 

(q-l) 
x 

(q-2) 
- x 

= 
(q-1) 

x I 
fur zigzag 

(q-l) 
m ~ o 

( (q) _ ~(q-2»). and the new direction of travel should be ~ 

Motion continues along this direction with a step length given by 

(1.65) until either a constraint is encountered or the merit fails to 

improve. In the latter case a new steepest descent direction is 

used to search,!he feasible regions. Steepest descent procedures 

break down completely when there are cusps where the gradient is 

undefined. The cusp "groove" can be estimated using procedures ~l 



similar to those employed above. When a cusp is encountered, a 

feasible design was sought in a more or less random manner. Steepest 

descent motion is initiated from this point until no further progress 

is possible. This situation corresponds to the vicinity of a second 

cusp and the line joining the two cusps would define the direction 

of search in the feasible region. The sense of the vector is from 

the point of lower merit to that of higher merit. For boundary 

points, the gradient to the merit contour is estimated using finite 

differences. This enables the tangent plane to be calculated. 
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~otion along this plane in one direction leads into nonfeasible 

regions, while in the opposite direction, leads into feasible regions. 

For concave contours a move in the latter direction would usually 

lead to designs of improved merit, while for very flat contours, 

a tangent move usually leads to designs of worse merit. For this case 

a feasible design is sought which lies inside the merit contour. 

This is achieved by searching the feasible regions along small steps 

perpendicular to the tangent plane. Troitskti 1}2~ considers a 

simila~ problem using a variational approach. An experimental 

discussion of the response characteristics of a shock isolator in 

the absence of side constraints is given in [?~. 

An alternate approach to the nonlinear programming problem is 

to use penalty functions to simulate the constraints by unfavourably 

weighting the merit function in their vicinity. The successive 

iterations of the problem are forced to lie in the feasible region 

since the violation of a constraint results in a sudden and rapid 

deterioration of the objective function. This technique enables the 
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constrained problem to be transformed into a sequence of unconstrained 

optimization problems, and has recently come into prominence in the 

structural optimization area J],S, 7~ where penalty functions are 

introduced through the Heaviside unit function defined by 

H(t) = 1 for t < 0 

} (1.66) 
= 0 for t >- 0 

Consider the function 

m 
= . L{(x. - L.)2H(x. - L.) + (U. - x.)2H(U. - x.)} 

j=l J J J J J J J J 

+ L 
p,q 

* * * * {(BF - L )2H(BF - L ) + (U - BF )2H(U - BF )} 
pq pq pq pq pq pq pq pq 

(1. 67) 

EOr feasible designs 

* L ::: BF (x) 
pq pq -

* :'0 U pq 
) (1.68) 

L. ~ x. ~ U. 
J J J 

Therefore from (1.66, 1.67) 

In general 

Define 

1/1 • (x) = Hx) + (W - \~ ) 2H (W - W)· 
s - - ss' 8=0,1, ... (1. 69) 



where W is an initial estimate for the weight satisfying the 
o 

condition 

and R is the feasible region defined by (1.68). 

are sometimes called the "draw-down" weights. 

Hence 

1/I s 
= 0 for q, = o· W fi \~ 

) 
• s 

> 0 for q, = o· W > W • s 

The parameters W 
s 

Therefore solutions for which 1/1 ~ 0 are feasible designs of weight 
s 
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less than or equal to W. The procedure is made to generate a sequence s 

of feasible designs of decreasing wieght 

with corresponding draw-down weights 

where 

Ws>l = W - flW 
s 

flW = specified weight reduction 

This procedure continues until it is not possible to make 1/1 

tend to zero. One of the main advantages of this integrated approach 

is that only feasible designs which offer a specified weight reduction 

are examined, thereby eliminating nonfeasible designs. Schmit et al 

[§s,7fl have used this formulation to obtain minimum weight solutions 

to trusses and cylindrical shells DID in the presence of stress and 
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buckling constraints. '1arcal and Gellatly C?iI and Felton and 

* Nelson 1}13(] solved truss problems using a different penalty function 

transformation based on Carroll's created response surface technique 

!}2iJ where the modified merit function is given by 

1jJ (x) 
s -

= r I s 
1 

1 

where the design constraints are represented by c.(x) ~ 0 and r 
1 s 

is a positive constant which is monotonically decreased to zero. 

The function (1.70), is minimised for a given r > 0, and this 
s 

(1. 70) 

minima is used as the starting point for the next minimization with 

a reduced value of r. This procedure. is repeated with r = O. 
s s 

Nonfeasible designs are excluded from the iterations. An efficient 

strategy for selecting the sequence- {r
s

} is given in [33n. 

The minima of 1jJ (x) as r ~ C* converge to the constrained minima. 
s - s 

The constraints correspond to stress and deflection constraints. t 

Klein [S(] has obtained optimal designs using slack variables to 

transform inequality constraints into equality constraints. These 

were incorporated into the weight function using Lagrange 

multiplier techniques. A detailed discussion of the various penalty 

function techniques is given in reference [S6]. 

G ellatly and G allagher i]2,S:D consider the weight minimisation of 

a truss system under multiple load conditions with constraints on the 

............................................................................................................................................ 

* The problem was characterised by thin walled cross-sectional 
elements with moments of inertia as the design variables. 

t Templeman [?2i} has developed Rosenbrock-type methods for structural 
optimization problems based on a combination of steepest descent and 
Fibonacci search procedures. 
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stress and deflection fields. The design variables were the cross-

sectional areas, giving a linear weight function subject to non-

linear behaviour constraints. Constant weight redesign was based on 

a calculation of the normals to the behaviour constraints usi~g 

the finite element methods of structural analysis. This normal was 

projected onto the constant weight hyperplane to generate a direction 

of travel away from the boundary point. 

The behaviour variables are given by 

where the stress and nodal deflections are given by 

p = K ·0 

) 
-0 -

2 = s a 
(1. 71) 

and 

K = stiffness matrix 
-0 

S = stress matrix 

p load matrix 

For a small perturbation in the .th element 1 

K' = K + oa. K. 

) 
-0 1 -1 

0' = £ + O{£) 

a = a+ oa 

(1. 72) 

where K. is the stiffness and oa. the fractional increase in the area 
-, 1 

of the ith element. 

From (1.71, 1.72) 



§(~ + o~) = Q + oa 

Ngglecting second order terms 

This reduces to 

oa. K. 0 + K 0(0) 0 
1. -1. -0-

ao 
aa. 

1 

= 
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1 

(1. 73) 

aQ 

aa. 
1 

= s 
ao 

aa. 
1 

Equations (1.73) determine the components of the normal to the behaviour 

constraint surfaces. The direction of travel is obtained by projecting 

the normals onto the constant weight hyperplane 

where 

= 

,I, = normal to the behaviour constraints as defined by Xc 

(1. 73) 

~w normal to the weight hyperplanes 

A search is made along this direction until the nearest behaviour 

constraint is encountered. The point midway between the current non-

feasible point and theprevious boundary point is taken as the feasible 

point from which to continue steepest descent motion according to 

(1.64, 1.65). ~~en a boundary design lies on a side constraint the 
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the direction of travel was along the direction of constrained steepest 

descent obtained by projecting the steepest descent vector onto the 

side constraints, the side constraints being assumed linear. 

In most structural problems the constraints of primary importance 

are the behaviour constraints. A major part of the s~\thesis has been 

devoted to developing efficient algorithms for redesign from boundary 

points on the behaviour constraints. The above problems have been 

based on an equal weight redesign philosophy. 

Best [8{] uses a different philosophy by moving along the 

behaviour constraints instead of moving away from them. As before, 

the mode of travel in the feasible regions is along the gradient 

direction but with a step length estimated to the nearest behaviour 

constraint. The method then moves along the surface in a direction 

in which the weight decreases most rapidly. 

The behaviour variables are given by 

(1.74) 

The behaviour constraints are given by 

= 

The gap vector is defined by 

where 

i 
1 if b~ is upper bound El + an 

1 

= - 1 if b~ is a lower bound 
} 

1 

Therefore a negative gap implies the violation of a constraint. 
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Equation (1.74) may be written in the form 

BF(x) = (Q; §) (1. 75) 

where Q.§ are the element stress and displacement vectors. As before 

the nodal disp1acements satisfy the equilibrium equation • 

. p = K 0 

Therefore. for a small change oK in ~. comparison with equation (1.72) 

shows o~ = Loa.K. 
~ 1. 

and 

0' = E(~ - o~§') 

where F is the flexibility matrix defined by 

F 
-1 

= K 

and 

0' was determined from the iterative relations 

0(q+1) 

o 
) (1. 76) 

The term -oKo(q) was treated as an additional load removing the 

necessity for recomputing the stiffness matrix at each iteration. 

This enabled the determination of the matrix g defined by 

R = [ rJ 
~~txm 

where 



r .. = 
1J 

ab. 
1 

ax. 
J 

i = 1,2, ... ,t; j = 1,2, ... ,m; 

Comparison with (1.72) shows that the design variables x. 
J 

correspond to on. = ox. Ix .. 
J J J 

The direction of travel was as follows: consider a boundary 
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design lying at the intersection of r behaviour constraints. The rXm 

matrix C formed from those rows of R associated with the closed gaps 

satisfies the condition 

(1. 77) 

where the direction of travel ~ satisfies the normalisation condition 

T 
u u = 1 

Consider the function defined by 

= 

where 

g = 

m 
= L 

i=l 
= 

T 
g u 

The function ~ measures the rate of change of the weight in the 

direction u. The direction u 1S obtained by maximising (1.79) 

subject to the constraint conditions (1.77, 1.79). 

Therefore there exist Lagrange multipliers Ao' AI' .•. , Ar 

such that 

-g. + 
J 

r 

L 
i=l 

A. C •. + 21- u. = o 
1 1J 0 J 

In matrix notation this becomes 

-g + hC + 21- u = 0 
0-

j = 1,2, ... ,m 

(1. 78) 

(1. 79) 
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where 

A ~ 0'1, ... , A r) 

On simplification 

!! ~ -y(y yT)! (1. 80) 

where 

gT(g gT) 
-1 

Y ~ -g + g g 

Motion continues along this constrained gradient until the next 

smallest gap is closed and this is continued until the design lies on 

as many behaviour constraints as possible. Schmit [}2~ has pointed 

out a possible inconsistency in the closed gap assumption, where 

T condition (1.77) is replaced by g!! ~ 0, giving an inequality 

constrained problem. The distance of travel was estimated from the 

condition 

b.(x + AU) 
J - -

~ 

Taylor series expansion gives 

where 

~ 

Hence 

~ 

m 

I 
i~l 

j 
£ I llb j 

ab. ;au 
J -

ab. 
u. _J 

1 ax. 
1 

j ~ 1,2, ... ,t 

- The step length is calculated from the condition 

t ~ min(A., A. > 0) 
j J J 

(1.81) 



where 

A. 
.J 

= £J lib. _J . / [ ab. ) 
1 J a!! 

These procedures were used to obtain minimum weight solutions to 
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a cantilevered box. A possible disadvantage of the method is that once 

a constraint is encountered, it is never to be left. In general, there 

is no guarantee that the optimum will lie on the behaviour constraints 

when there are side constraints present. This is confirmed by Schmit 

who has found numerical evidence showing that the fully-stressed design 

is not always the minimum weight design. The technique used by Best for 

finding the permissible direction along which the rate of weight decrease 

is most rapid is essentially a quadratic programming procedure. An 

earlier version of a synthesis capability proposed by Gellatly et al 

[j[] was based on the derivation of a set of optimum feasible directions. 

However, there were indications that it was not always possible to 

obtain such directions. Pope [j~ uses an alternate procedure based 

on Zoutendijk' s method of feasible directions [9~ for reducing the 

problem to a series of linear programming problems. Considerable 

progress has been made by Turner [§5,8~, Zarghamee j]l7 ,8~,. Rubin [l9tJ, 

McCart et al 1}9~ in applying the finite element methods of structural 

analysis to optimization problems, 1n thepresence of dynamic constraints. 

For example, Zarghamee j]l[] maximises the lowest natural frequency 

of vibration of a composite structure subject to a constraint on the 

total weight. The frequency was calculated from the eigenvalue 

equation 

·1..l...._ 
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(1. 82) 

where ~, ~ are the stiffness and mass matrices respectively and o(i) 

the eigenvector of displacements corresponding to the eigenfrequency 

A (i) • From (1. 72) 

~ = K + L x. K. (x. = oa. ) 

I 
-0 

j J -J J J 

(1. 83) 

M = M + L x. M. 
-0 

j J -J 

where x. correspond to the design variables. Differentiating (1.82) 
J 

partially with respect to x. and using (1.83) gives 
J 

0). (i) 
--M 
ox. -

J 
+ = o (1. 84) 

Assume the eigenvectors o(i) to be normalised with respect to the mass 

matrix M and to form a complete set so that 

.. 

00 (i) 

ox. 
J 

From (1.84, 1.85) 

aA (i) 
ax.- ;: 

J 

= 

= 6 .. 
1J 

t 

Equation (1.86) measures the rate of change of the eigenfrequency 

(1. 85) 

(1.86) 

in terms of the corresponding eigenvector. The weight is assumed to 

be a linear function of the form 

............................................... 0 ••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0.0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0.0.0.0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• •••• 

t This is the kronecker delta defined as o .. 
1J 

= 0, if i -I j 
= I, if i = j 
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m(x) ; m + L x. m. 
0 J J 

(1. 87) 
j 

where 

m :r, mo' m. constants for all j • 
J 

Hence 

? x. m. :r, 0 

J 
J J 

(1. 88) 

The problem consists in maximising the lowest frequency A(O) ; A(O)(~) 

subject to condition (1.88) which is linear in~. This was solved 

using Rosen' s gradient proj ection method [8~ for linear constraints. 

The gradient direction being given by (1.86). Similar techniques 

were applied to the minimum ,,,eight design of radio-telescope antennae 

[?8J. The optimal frequency problem was studied by Tay10r [9QJ for 

the special case of a bar using a variational approach based on 

energy considerations. 

The vibration characteristics of a general system are described 

by the eigenva1ue equation (1.82), 

Substituting (1.83) in the above equation gives 

\ (K. - AH.)<5x. ; - (K - AH )<5 ? -J -J - J -0 -0 -
J 

Turner [§.fl considers weight minimization subj ect to the condition 

that the natural frequencies of vibration must nssume prescribed 

values. For purposes of simplicity he assumes K ; 0 and A ; A (0) 
-0 

corresponding to the lowest frequency. This gives 

\ B. <5 x. 
l. -J - J 
j 

; A (0) M <5 
-0 



where 

This 

where 

= 

equation can be written in the form 

D x = 1.(0) M a -0 -

D = (~l Q, ~2 Q, ..... ) 

(Xl, 
T 

X x2, ..... ) ) 
1.(0) -1 

M a x = Q -0 

The weight is a special case of function (1.87) with m = 0, 
o 

and m. = 1 for all j. 
J 

This implies 

m = L x. 
J 

= 
(0) -1 

A (1, 1, ... ,1)Q Ho a 

This result follows from (1.89). The weight minimisation condition 

is given by 

am 
aa. -

J 

= ° for all j 

where {H~j)} is the jth column of Ho' But from matrix theory 

-1 aQ -1 
D a6. Q 

J 
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(1.89) 

(1. 90) 

(1.91) 



Substituting this in (1.91) gives 

). (0) (1,1, •.. ,1)D-l{M(j) 
- -0 

aD -1 
as. !! 

J 

= 0, for all j 

Turner uses this result to show that the minimisation problem is 

equivalent to optimising the function 

$(x_,_o) = \ x. + ADx - ).2 A M ° L J 0-0 

This stationary condition is expressed by the system of equations 

21 0 
ax 

= o 

This gives a system of nonlinear equations which were solved 

using a modified Newton-Raphson procedure. Applications to more 

* complex aerospace structures are given by Turner C?iD, McCart et al 

1}9-'D, and Rudisill and Bhatia 1}3f1. A similar class of problems 

is discussed by Mclntosh and Eastep [JfI using the methods of the 

variational calculus. Other problems of interest include minimum 

weight problems [JiD based on an extension of the fully,;,stressed 

design concept to include resonance conditions. Fried [}lD has 
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studied the eigenvalue problem (1.82) using Powell's conjugate gradient 

method of minimisation !}l~. Some optimal vibrational problems as 

applied to beams are given in [24, 95, UI]. Newton and Scholes 0-2if] 

introduce exponential-type penalty functions to investigate the optimal 

design of diesel engine pistons. The behaviour characteristics are 

* Recently Fox and Kapoor [?2~ have introduced further generalisations 
based on inequality constraints on the vibrational frequencies. The 
resulting nonlinear ~rogram being solved using Zoutendijk's feasible 
direction method [29J. 
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represented by the linear equations 

! ~ = B 

where 

K = !(~) is a matrix function of the design 

variables. 

The problem is to minimise the susceptibility to fatigue 

failure subject to constraints on the piston deflection, weight and 

design configuration. The fatigue susceptibility criterion is defined 

by the relation 

f = !2 

The deflection vector is 

2 = !! 

where 

<5 

The side constraints are 

and 

!2 
-1 

X = K 

given by 

!! 
-1 

Y = K 

:i 
<5 (max) 

defined 

w 
o 

by 

B 

B 

l 

l 
where L, U, are constant row vectors, and W is an upper bound on 

- - 0 

the total weight. From conditions (1.92 - 1.94) the nonlinear 

programming problem is defined by 

(1. 92) 

(1.93) 

(1. 94) 



min max 
i,j 

f.. (?!) 
1J 

subject to the design conditions 
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(1.95) 

W o 

The corresponding unconstrained representation was defined by the 

modified merit function 

max 
i,j 

, 

a2(W-W )} + a3 e 0 (1.96) 

where al, a2, a3, al, a2 are suitable scale factors. Function (1.96) 

is essentially a "black box" function, with the penalty terms having 

an exponential character. This was solved using the methods of 

Rosenbrock [}.2~ and Nelder and Mead [}.3QJ. Available computational 

experience indicates the simplex method of Nelder and Mead as yielding 

better results. Kavlie et al [}.3I] studied a class of minimal weight 

design problems arising in the shipbuilding industry. They used a 

penalty functions concept based on the sequential unconstrained 

minimisation technique (SUMT) developed by Fiacco and McCormick U34, 

13~. This transformation is similar to Carroll's equation (1.70). 

The unconstrained problem was solved using the variable metric method 

of Davidon-Fletcher-Powell [}.32,13il. 

This review is concluded by a discussion of some miscellaneous 

structural optimization problems. Moses IJOQ] obtained minimum weight 
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solutions to a truss using Kelly's cutting plane method I}oj] to reduce 

the problem to a series of linear programming problems. Applications 

to purely linear programming situations are given in I11Q]. Reinschmidt 

* et a1 1191J, Chem and Prager [33;U, consider some non1inear programming 

situations arising from such problems. Some Russian work [j.02J is 

available in this area of minimal design using integer and geometric 

programming procedures 1}88J. Similar problems have also been 

investigated by Toak1ey I}.oSJ and Corcoran 1}90J. Brown and Ang 110.1] 

study truss optimal design using Rosen's gradient projection method 

for non1inear constraints [j.04]. Further examples of minimal weight 

design include cooling towers [j.14], sandwich panels [l9:U, and shields 

for nuclear reactors 1}1SJ. Other design criteria include optimal 

strength I!12J and deflection I113J problems which were studied using 

variational techniques. Similar problems are also discussed by Prager 

and Tay10r 1}19J, Prager IT92J. Optimal design of torsion springs 

are studied by Pascua1 and Ben-Israel 118:0 using geometric programming 

techniques whereby the potential energy is minimised subject to 

stress and side constraints. Razani [l1t£] studied the relationship 

between the fully-stressed and minimum weight design concepts, and 

showed that the fully-stressed design does not always converge to the 

minimum weight design. Criteria are given for the rate of convergence 

of the iterations in the fully-stressed design procedure and a method 

based on the Kuhn-Tucker optima1ity condition of non1inear programming 

[!20, 12f1 is presented for determining whether a fully-stressed 

design is the minimum weight design. If this does not correspond to 

........................................................................................................................................ 

* With associated convex programs based on stress and deflection 
constraints 



minimum weight, a procedure is given for detemining the minimum 

weight design. Kicher [}l fl studies this relationship using the 

Lagrange mUltiplier matrix. The feasibility aspects of the fully 

stressed design are discussed by Dayaratnam and Patnaik [il~. 

For a further literature review of some optimal design problems the 

reader is referred to reference [}2~. 

1.5 SOME LATE ADDITIONS 

Since going to press some further additions to the technical 

literature have appeared. Pappas and Amba-Rao [?l~ have used penalty 

function techniques in conjunction with an improved version of the 

Hooke-Jeeves direct search algorithm [}6[] for the synthesis of 

cylindrical shells. A review of some feasible direction .. methods 

as applied to structural optimization problems ·is given by de Silva 
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Ul fl. A more general class of beam problems is described by Chern 

~2Q] using variational techniques. Linear p,ogramming type algorithms 

for the plastic design of frames are given by Charrett and Watson 111~. 

Reiss and Megarefs [12i] consider further extensions of the limit 

theorems of plastic theory to the design of sandwich plates using 

variational techniques. Optimal design in rheology is discussed by 

Zyczlowski [?l~. 

1.6 OPTIMIZATION PROGRAMMING PACKAGES 

A comprehensive list of linear and quadratic programs and a 

class of convex programs written in Algol-Fortran programming 



languages is given l.n the book by Klinzi et al [}6~. Progrannning 

packages based on the algorithms of Rosenbrock, Powell, Nelder-Head, 

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell are available from the Director, Numerical 

Optimization Centre, The Hatfield Polytechnic, Hatfield, Herts. 

These are scheduled to be published shortly by the Centre in book 

form. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN OF DISCS BASED ON A STRESS CONSTRAINT 
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2.1 DESIGN CONCEPTS 

The object of the research described in this chapter is to 

examine the possibilities of developing an automated synthesis 

capability for a class of minimum weight design problems in the presence 

of non-analytic constraints. The design configuration is completely 

specified by the design variables which are constrained to vary 

within a prescribed range, thus making it possible to optimize the 

system for minimum weight. The side constraints ensure physically 

reasonable designs and may be expressed in the form 

Si (x I, ....• , ~) >, 0; i=l, ... ,I, (2.1) 

where the n real variables xI' ••• , ~ correspond to the design 

variables. For example the condition (2.1) would include as a special 

case 

1, ~ x.~ U.;, 
1 1 ~ 

i=l, ... ,n (2. la) 

where the bounds ~., u. are usually assumed constant. The behaviour 
1 1 

or response characteristics of the systell! are described by the 

behaviour variables. The behaviour constraints ensure the structural 

* integrity of the system and may be expressed in the form 

b. (x , 
J 

... , x ) >, 0; 
n 

j = 1, ••• , J 

A special case of this would include constraints of the form 

* A single load condition has been assumed for simplicity. The 
extension to mUltiple load conditions is straightforward. 

(2.2) 
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L. " Y. (Xl' •••• X ) " U.; 
J J n J 

j = 1. . ..• m (2.2a) 

The weight is assumed to be a single-valued differentiable function 

The minimum weight solutions are obtained by minimising W(x
j

• 

X ) subject to the constraint conditions (2.1. 2.2. or 2.1a. 2.2a). 
n 

The functions W. b .• Y. are non1inear in general and the solutions 
J J 

are based on a non1inear programming formu1ati.on. The problems 

considered are restricted to those· for which the behaviour variables 

cannot be expressed as analytically defined functions of the design 

variables. The behaviour variables are functions only in the sense 

that they are computer-oriented rules for determining the behaviour 

associated with a given design and are not given in a closed analytical 

form in terms of the design variables. The behaviour variables may 

be regarded as a "black box" into which are put the design variables 

representing a given design and out of which comes the corr·esponding 

behaviour variables for that design. The. box contains such devices as 

differential equations. matrices. finite difference procedures. a 

digital computer and so on. This means that the functions b .• Y. 
J J 

are essentially numerically defined functions. 

These synthesis concepts are illustrated by considering the 

problem of minimising the weight of a steam turbine disc subject to 

specified behaviour and side constraints. For purposes of simplicity 

in this inittal investigation the behaviour constraints have been 

restricted to a consideration that the stresses everywhere whou1d be 

below the yield stress. The side constraints on the other hand. 
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impose restrictions on the dimensions and tolerances of the disc. 

The problem is essentially that of determining the optimal thickness 

her). The stresses are governed by a system of ordinary differential 

equations containing her) and its derivatives. These can be solved 

only when her) is prescribed. The stresses are functi_onals of her) 

and the problem has essentially a continuous or variational structure. 

For purposes of numerical computation the problem is discretised and 

in this representation the stresses correspond to "black box" type 

variables. The side constraints ensure designs for which her) is 

non-negative. Before a detailed discussion of the problem, some 

preliminary synthesis concepts are introduced which constitute a 

framework, within which the problem is formulated. 

The design variables define a point in an n-dimensional real 

Euclidean space En called design space 

x = (Xl' ••• , ~) 

Consider functions gk(~): k 1, ••• , 2 (n +m) defined by 

= 

= 

= 

.t - x. • 
k K' k = 1, ••. , n 

k = n+l, ••• , 2n 

k = 2n + I, •.• , 2n +m-

(2.3) 

= Yk-2n-m(~) - uk- 2n- m; k = 2n+m+l, ..• ,2 (n+m) 

From (2.la, 2.2a) 

k = 1, ••• , 2 (n +m) (2.4a) 

(2.4 
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The feasible region R is a subspace of En and consists of 

points ~ which satisfy the constraint conditions (2.la, 2.2a, or 2.4a). 

Therefore 

gk (~) ~ 0, 'V-- k = 1, ... , 2 (n+m)} (2.5) 

Design points which belong to R are called feasible points. There is 

associated with each constraint function gk(~) a hypersurface defined 

by 

k = 1, ... , 2(n+m) 

The composite constraint surface is defined by 

* 

where 

G=R()G 

* G = 

(2. Sa) 

This defines the boundary of R and points which belong to G are called 

boundary points. The hypersurfaces (2.Sa) for the behaviour constraints 

are nonanalytic and correspond to unknown surfaces in En. The weight 

contours 

W(~) = C 

define a family of hypersurfaces ln En for different values of the 

parameter C. A point ~ £ R is a feasible point while ~ t R is a non

feasible point. The synthesis generates a sequence of feasible 

designs of decreasing weight which converge to the least weight 

contour in R. An initial design is established and is systematically 

improved by an alternating iterative process of analysis and design 

modifications. These redesign cycles correspond to motion in design 
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space along trajectories on which the weight decreases. Therefore 

the problem consists essentially in the proper selection of the 

directions and distances of travel. 

2.2 STEAM TURBINE DISCS 

The steam turbine disc to be optimized is shown in Figure 2.1. 

The width of the hub and the rim shape have been specified to allow 
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for the attachment of the discs and the spacing of the blades in the 

turbine, while the depth of the hub is variable to permit adjoining 

discs to be shrunk on to a common shaft. The thickness distribution 

for the remainder of the disc is variable but symmetrically distributed 

about a .plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation through the mid

point of the width at the bore. 

The overall diameter of steam turbine discs is fixed from 

considerations of blade strength and steam flow, while the shape of 

the rim is determined by the aerodynamic and centrifugal loading on 

the blade. The hub width on discs integral with the shaft are fixed 

by a combination of the expansion allowances, diaphragm thickness 

and blade width. However, on shrunk-on discs, the hub width is 

determined by the stresses at the bore using the Tresca yield condition 

that the principal shearing stresses at thebore should be below the 

maximum allowable shear stress. A three-dimensional stress analysis 

indicates that quite high axial stresses are present at the bore even 

when the disc is stationary and that these stresses tend to increase 
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with the hub width. Therefore in future work there may be an incentive 

to reduce the hub width. 

The hub depth for shrunk-on discs is determined by the following 

considerations: 

1. It must be the same as that of adjacent discs. 

2. It must not be too small as it locates against the face of the 

shaft during assembly. 

3. It must not lie outside the critical radius. The critical radius 

is defined as the radius such that if further mass is added at a 

greater radius, the bore stresses will increase, while if further 

masses are added at a lesser radius, the bore stresses will decrease. 

The thickness distribution function describing the disc profile should 

be a continuous function of the radial distance, with a continuous 

derivative, and should be blended evenly to the hub and rim to 

avoid stress concentration effects. This implies that the radius of 

curvature at any point on the profile would be large compared to the 

thickness and that there should be no discontinuities in the radius of 

curvature. If the thickness has a singularity at which there is a 

discontinuity in derivative then the values of the derivatives on 

either side are blended to remove the discontinuity. In certain types 

of steam turbine discs there are balance holes distributed in the 

circumferential direction to balance the axial steam pressures by 

reducing the pressure differences on either side of the disc. However, 

in modern turbines the tendency is for most of the cylinders to be 

"double ~low". The steam enters halfway down the cylinders and splits 
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into two streams which then circulate in opposite directions. The 

steam pressures are thus self-balancing and no balance holes are 

needed. The advantages to be gained from balance holes are relatively 

few, while the increased stresses in their neighbourhood could impose 

restrictions on the design especially as the allowable stresses are 

limited by creep; the only cylinders on which balance holes are found 

in modern turbines are on the single flow intermediate pressure shafts 

on machines of 350 MW and below. 

Creep effects do not usually occur on shrunk-on discs as the 

temperatures are very low « 400oF). However on discs integral with 

o the shaft where temperatures of up to 1050 F are encountered, the 

allowable stresses are limited by creep behaviour of the material. 

This means that the strains are calculated in the elastic 

range. For shrunk-on discs it is necessary to get the maximum 

possible rim radius and hence high strength steels are used. These 

do not have a pronounced yield point. For discs designed on a plastic 

analysis the hoop strains at the bore may be such as to remove the 

interference between disc and shaft. Therefore the design problem is 

formulated in the elastic range. 

The allowable stresses are governed by the stresses at the bore 

based on the Tresca yield condition and by the average tangential 

stresses evaluated at all disc sections from the bore to the rim which 

should not exceed the ratio of the ultimate tensile strength at the 

operating temperatures to the bursting factor of safety (= 3.0). 

However, for practical design purposes the Tresca condition gives a 

good approximation to the stress limitations throughout the disc. 
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The stress calculations are based on a two-dimensional analysis on 

the assumption of radially symmetric plane stress, which means that 

the axial and shear stresses are neglected compared to the radial and 

hoop stresses. This implies that the disc should not be too thick. 

The temperature variations are usually neglected, but the computer 

program includes the thermal stress calculations as well. The frequency 

constraint usually adopted in design work is that the ratio of the lowest 

natural frequency of vibration to the number of nodal diameters 

should exceed the speed of rotation of the disc. It is generally 

found that when a curve of frequency against the number of nodal 

diameters is plotted the minimum occurs at about eight nodal diameters 

and for this reason in most practical work the constraints are based 

on eight nodal diameters. However this is not true in general, and 

sometimes the designs are based on nine nodal diameters. The amplitudes 

and stresses at resonance decrease as the number of nodal diameters 

increase rendering resonance less dangerous. 

2.3 VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 

The weight is given by the functional expression 

a 

W = J m2~pr h(r) dr 

al 

where aI' am are the inner and outer radii respectively, p is the 

density and h(r) is the thickness at a radial distance r from the 

(2.6) 
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axis of rotation. The thickness distribution is defined by Figure 2.1. 

h(r) = b l for al " r lE a2 

= h(r) for a2 " r " a m-I (2.7) 

= b for a lE r lE a 
m m-I m 

where b l , bm' aI' am' am-l are constants, while h(r), a2 are variables 

satisfying the side conditions 

L " a2 " U 

£ ::; h(r) < 00 V re Gt2, am-J 
} (2.8) 

where the bounds L, U, £ are constants determined from design 

considerations and correspond to constraints on the design configuration 

of the disc. 

From (2.6, 2.7) 

w = 

= 

+ h(r)dr + 

J
am-

Ir h(r) dr (2.9) 

a 2 

The stress distribution is determined on the assumption of 

radially symmetrical plane stress which means that the axial and 

shear stresses are neglected compared to the radial and tangential 

stresses. The physical implications of this assumption is that the 

disc is not too thick and not too asymmetric about the midplane. 

Otherwise the assumption that the axial and shear stresses are the 
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same as on the surface (that is, they vanish) is not valid. If the 

disc were asymmetric shear stresses would be set up. However a small 

deviation from asymmetry is tolerable. 

The equation of dynamic equilibrium is given by [13EQ. 

dd (ho ) + ~(o - 0 ) + pw2rh = 0 r r r r e 

where or' 0e are the radial and tangential stresses and w is the 

angular velocity of rotation of the disc. (NOTE: This equation is 

the same as equation (1.6) for the plastic case.) 

The material is assumed to obey a yield condition of the form 

where 0 is the yield stress. 
o 

The yield condition used in this investigation is the Tresca 

maximum shear condition 

The stresses are expressed in terms of the radial displacement u(r) 

by the following compatibility relations 

E (e + ve e) 0 = 
v2 r 1 - r 

E 
(ve r ee) °e = 

v2 + 1 -
du 

e = 
r dr 

u 
ee = ~ 

r 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 



where er' ee are the radial and tangential strains, E is Young's 

Modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. 

From (2.10, 2.13) 

do 
r 

dr = 

= 

dh 
- + (a dr r 

_ ~ a dh vpw2r 
h r dr 

The stresses are obtained by solving these differential 
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(2.14) 

equations for a given h = her), for all r £ ~1' a~. The boundary 

conditions on the stresses are given by 

= sI = . (2.15) 

For purposes of simplicity thermal stresses have been neglected. 

The effect of these is considered later on. The minimisation problem 

may now be formulated mathematically as follows: 

Determine an optimal thickness her) and a radius a2 such 

that the functional 

a 

f 
m 

W = 2nph(r)dr (2.6) 

is minimised subject to the constraint conditions: 

do It dh + h pw2r~ r (a -= a )- + 
dr h r dr r e r 

dOe _l[a dh h 
+ vpw2r~ dr = - - (a - <1 )-

h r dr r e r 

(2.14 ) 

-..--0--=-_-. 
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F(or' 0a) - ° :; ° 0 
(2.11) 

£ - h :S ° 
a2 ~ L ~ U. } (2.8) 

and the boundary conditions 

heal) = blo °r(a)) = s) 

) h(a ) = b m' ° (a ) = s m r m m 

(2.7,2.15) 

This is a very general problem in optimal control theory 0-3~. 

The formal solutions are based on the maximum principle of Pontryagin 

1}3"U and the optimality principle of Be11man !J;6,57,140,14I!. The 

former provides the first order necessary conditions for an optimum: 

Euler-Lagrange equations, transversality conditions and the Weierstrass 

condition. Gelfand and Fomin Q-3~ give a qualitative illustration 

of these principles by considering the propagation of a disturbance 

which can be described in two ways - either in terms of the trajectories 

along which the disturbance propagates (the 'ray' approach in optics) 

• 
or in terms of the motion of the wavefront. The wave approach leads 

to the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation and corresponds 

to the optimality principle of dynamic programming while the 'ray' 

approach leads to the classical canonical Euler Lagrange equations 

which form a system of ordinary differential equations and corresponds 

to the Pontryagin Principle. 

For complex systems, closed analytical solutions are generally 

impossible to obtain and recourse must be made to numerical procedures. 
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Computationally, the Bellman formulation is more complex and requires 

substantial amounts of computer programming and storage facilities, 

whereas the Pontryagin formulation suffers from all the inherent 

difficulti'es of a two-point boundary value problem. Some of the 

available numerical schemes for solving these boundary value problems 

include: (a) steepest ascent on the variational Hamiltonian [l42-14:i]. 

The methods being first order, are relatively simple. to implement 

even for complex problems. Initially when far from the optimum, 

these methods work well, but as the optimum is approached they tend 

to exhibit poor convergence properties. Convergence can be accelerated 

using second order methods such as approximating the Hamiltonian 

by a quadratic in the neighbourhood of the optimum; (b) quasi-

linearisation f}4S] on the state and adjoint equations in conjunction 

with a generalised Newton-Raphson method to generate a sequence of 

approximating functions. For further details on these methods, the 

reader is referred to [146-148, l3~. More pm,erful techniques 

have recently been developed based on a conjugate gradient technique 

[}49-l5J]. They are based on the condition that at the optimum the 

Hamiltonian must be maximised with respect to the controls. The 

basic steps are outlined below: 

(a) Set 1. o· , (0) 
compute l? = 

(b) Set u 
(i+l) 

= u 
(i) 

Vu H 
u=u(o) 

where t(i) 

set (0) 
l? 



(c) Compute (i+l) nU g = v 

set 

where 

and 

(i+1) 
s 

4(i+l) I !l(i+1") 

~(i) I ~(i) > 
~~(i) I ~(j)~ = Jam !l(i) ~(j)T dr 

al 

(d) Set i .,. i+1 go to (b). 

The Hami1tonianused in this algorithm is defined by 

h o )- + e r 
pw 2rh - - . vo -- - (0 j ).2[ dh 

h r dr r 

where Al(r), A2(r), are the adjoint variables satisfying the 

equations 

aH 

[ ~:) 
ao 

d r 
= 

dr 
aH 
aOe 
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(2.16 ) 

(2.17) 

In the presence of the inequality constraints (2.8, 2.11) the merit 

functional W used in step (b) must be replaced by 
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= + dr 1 h - £ 
(2.18 ) 

where TIk 4 0 as k 4 ~ • 

The modified functional (2.18) is essentially an extension of 

the SUMT procedure of Fiacco and McCormick [134-1310. This can be 

solved using a penalty function formulation in conjunction with the 

optimization procedures of Rosenbrock, Powell, Ne1der-Mead [129, 130, 

9~. An alternate formulation is available when it is possible to 

parametrise the controls, thereby reducing t.he problem to a constrained 

optimization problem. This requires a suitable parametric representation 

for the controls and could lead to increased computation, especially 

when the number of parameters involved is large. Due to the formidable 

computational difficulties associated with the variational formulation, 

* a different mode of solution procedure is proposed. The problem is 

discretised using finite difference techniques. The weight integral 

is replaced by a summation over a discrete set of variables and the 

stresses correspond to "black box" type functiona1s, the problem being 

transformed into a non1inear programming problem characterised by non-

analytic behaviour constraints. This is essentially a form of 

parametrisation of the control by piecewise linear function • 

•••• ••••••• 0 ............................................................................. 0.0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

* The optimal control aspects of the problem from an analytical stand
point are discussed in Chapter 5. 



2.4 FINITE DIFFERENCE FORMULATION 

The disc profile is approximated by a sequence of straight 

lines (Figures 2.2. 2.3). The interval [3..2' ~-J is divided into 

a finite number of subintervals by points a
2

• a
3 
••••• am_

1 
where 

a 2 < a 3 < ••••• < ~-l 

The thickness h(r) is approximated by a sequence of piecewise linear 

functions h.(r) defined as follows: 
J 

Let 

h(a.) = b. 
J J 

[b
j - b. 1] h: (r) = b. 1 + r (r- a. 1) a. 1 ~ r fi 

J J- a. a. 1 J- . r J r 

and 
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a. 
J 

h(r) " h. (r) 
J 

a. 1 ~ r ~ a.; r J 
j = 3 ••••• (m-l) 

From (2. 9. 2. 19) 

w 
a 1 

+ f ID- 2rrprh(r)dr 

b ( 2 2) b (2 2) rrp 1 a 2 - a 1 + rrp m am - ~-l + 

2rrprh.(r)dr 
J 

a2 

(2.20 ) 

The problem has been transformed into a finite 

(2. 19: 



difference formulation by approximating h(r) by a series of linear 

functions h.(r); j = 3, 
J 

... , (m-l) . This gives a linearised model 
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for the disc. The thickness at radii aI' a2, ••• , am are b l , b2 , •• 

bm respectively, and are measured parallel to the axis of rotation . . . , 

2.5 SIDE CONSTRAINTS 

The constraints on the design configuration are def ined by 

(see equations (2.7, 2.8)) 

(i) a l < a2 < ..... < a m-l < a m 

(ii) bl b2 constant 

(iii) b = b m m-l constant 

(iv) aI' a 3 ' 
... , a m-l' a constants m 

(v) a2 variable 

(vi) b. variable j = 3, ... , nr-2 
J 

(vii) b. 
J 

~ E j = 3, ... , m-2 

(viii) L ~ a2 ~ U 

The widths of the hub and rim and rim depth are fixed while the hub 

depth is variable. Constraints (vii, viii) ensure physically 

reasonable designs by ensuring that the variable thicknesses b. are 
J 

non-negative. The hub radius a2 is constrained to vary between 

fixed limits, L, U. 



The design variables are given by 

This defines a (m-3) dimensional design space. The side constraints 

are given by 

R. fi x fi !! 

where the constant row vectors g" !!, are defined by 

R. = (e, o •• , e, L) 

!! = (00, ... , 00 , U) 

They are linear and correspond to hyperplanes in design space. 

2.6 BEHAVIOUR CONSTRAINTS 

The disc is symmetrical with respect to both its axis of 

rotation and its midplane and is in dynamic equilibrium under the 

action of the centrifugal and thermal loading. The stress 

distribution is determined on the assumption of radially symmetric 

plane stress. The stress calculations are based on Donaths method 

[IS4, lS~, which consists essentially in replacing the disc by 
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(2.21) 

(2.22) 

a series of annular rings of constant width. The stresses at the 

outer edge of a ring are determined in terms of the stresses at the 

inner edge. Continuity is ensured by equating the radial displacement 

and the radial load at the interface of adjacent rings. 

The primary goal of this investigation is the study of methods 

for optimising a class of structural systems in the presence of 
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non-analytic (behaviour) constraints. The analysis phases of the 

redesign cycle are regarded as a series of "black boxes". The 

actual mechanisms within the boxes are disregarded. The optimisation 

procedures are independent of the analysis routines employed and can 

be used in conjunction with structural analysis programs that are 

already available., The need for more sophisticated analysis routines 

for performing more effective redesign cycles may be better assessed 

after an initial evaluation of the results using existing programs. 

This is the justification for using the Donath method. It is a 

relatively simple method and was already available at the commence-

ment of this investigation. The basic equations used are summarised 

for easy reference. During the stress analysis each of the intervals 

[?j'-l' aj] for j = 3, ... , (m-I) is further subdivided and the 

calculations are performed on this subdivided disc. This is to 

ensure a greater degree of accuracy for the stress computations. 

Substituting (2.13) in (2.10) gives 

+ (1 + 1 dh] du 
r h dI' <lr (1 _ ~ dh]~ 

r h dr r + = o 

Within each annular ring h(r) is constant and therefore (2.23) 

reduces to 

+ 
1 du 
r dr 

Solving this equation gives 

+ 
r 

U 
::2+ r 

where Cl' C2 are constants of integration. 

= o 

(2.23) 
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From (2.13) 

° = (Eel) 
r I-v (

Ee2) 1 
l+v? 

(2:24) 

= (
Eel) 
I-v + (

Ee2) 1 
l+v? -

These are the equations describing the rotational stresses within 

each ring. Similar equations can be formulated for the thermal 

stresses which are determined from the equation, 

d 
-d (ha) r r 

+ 
h 
-(0 - oS) 
r r 

= o 

where the thermal stresses or' Os are given by 

a 
r 

e 
r 

= 

= 

du 
dr 

u 
r 

- aej» + v(e -e 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where a is the coefficient of linear expansion and <I> is the temper-

ature. Substituting (2.26) in .(2.25) gives (with her) = constant 

within each ring) 

u 
-r2 (1 + v)a d<l> = 0 

dr (2.27)" 

_--.a.......-
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Solving 
r 

+ + (1 + v)% I r~ dr r 

where Cl' C2 are constants of integration. 

From (2.26 ) 

r 
C2 (I-V)] -nE 

J 
E ~I<l + v) -a = rz r~ dr + l-v2 rL r 

r 

= nE I r'" dr r2 'I' nE~ + 

These determine the thermal stresses within each ring for a 

prescribed temperature function ~(r). The resultant stress 

distribution is given by 

= 
(rotational) 

+ 
(thermal) 

) 
a a a r r r 

ae = 
(rotational) 

+ 
(thermal) 

ae ae 

(2.28) 

Although theprogram used includes thermal computations for 

purposes of simplicity, these are neglected and the results are 

based entirely on the rotational stresses. 

At each stress calculation the computer program subdivides the 

intervals ~j-l' ajJ for j = 3, ..• , (m-I) into further subintervals 

by points r 2 , ... , 

In addition 

r 1 where n-

= 

= 

= a 
m 

= 

(2.29) 



The condition for subdividing the interval [.j-l' ajJ is 

where 0 is a small positive tolerance. If this condition is 

satisfied. ~j-l' ajJ is subdivided into u equal subintervals by 

points qo' ql' •.•• qu where 

a. 1 r 
= qo < q I < ••••• < qu = a. 

J 

The corresponding thicknesses at these points are given by 

and 

where K. = 
J 

p. = h(q.) 
1 1 

max(b .• b. 1) 
J r 

i = O,l, ... ,u 

= 

= 

~ ~~Po + PI) + (PI + P2) + ••• + 

(PU-2 + PU-I) + (PU- 1 + Pu2] 
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(2.30) 

(2.31) 



Hence, 

or 

1 
u ~-oK. 

J 

u = 1 

where <x> denotes the largest integer not exceeding x. The total 

number of points of subdivision for all the intervals ~j-l' ajJ 

is n. the points being labelled r l • r 2 • .•.• rn with corresponding 
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(2. 32) 

thicknesses hI' h2 •.••• ~ respectively. The reason for this sub

division is to obtain a better estimate for the stress distribution. 

The number n varies from resign to design. 

For each design the stresses at these n points are calculated. 

The principal shearing stresses are then given by [}5~. 

'I = 10 - aa' r 

'2 = I cr . I 
r 

(2.33) 

'3 = 'cr al 

The stress constraints are defined by the Tresca maximum 

shear condition 

cr :f 0 
0 

(2. 34) 

where 

cr = max('I. '2. '3) 

0 = yield stress for the material. 
0 

Therefore the behaviour variables are given· by 

= ... , cr ) 
r 
n 
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while the behaviour constraints are defined by 

1, ~ ~F(~) ~ !! (2.35 ) 

where 

L (0, 0, ... , 0) 

U = (0 , 0 
0' 

..... , o ) 
0 0 

and 

n = n(~) 

One of the essential features of this investigation is the 

absence of closed analytical expressions for the stresses in terms 

of the design variables. The stresses are functions only in the 

sense that they are computer orjented rules for determining the 

behaviour associated with a given design. Therefore the stresses 

may be regarded as a "black box". The contents of the box are 

ignored. I-.'hat is essential is the outp'ut from the box which enables 

the stresses to be checked against the yield criterion (2.34). 

Due to the "black box" nature of the stresses the behaviour constraints 

correspond to unknown surfaces in design space. 

From (2.20) and conditions (ii, iii) of section 2.5, the weight 

is given by 

W = 
m-2 

2 
j=3 

(a. - a. ) (a. + a. + a. ) b. + 1T
3
P b (-3a 2 + a 2 + 

J+I J-I J+I J J-I J I I 2 

+ ~ b (3a2 - a
2 

- a
2 

- a a ) 3 m m m-I m-2 m-I m-2 (2. 36) 

Therefore W = W(b 3, ••. , b
m

- 2 , a 2) is linear in b
j 

and quadratic in a2. 

It is a non-convex function and could give rise to points of relative 

(local) minima. 



2.7 THE NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 

The problem'can be formulated mathematically as a nonlinear 

programming problem as follows. 

Given &' ~, ~, ~, determine a design ~ which satisfies the 

conditions 
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(a) i ~ 

~) L ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

~F(~) ~ ~ 

(2.22) 

(2.35) 

=d minimises 

(c) W(~) (2.36) 

The variational structure has been discretised by a nonlinear 

programming approximation characterised by non-analytic constraints 

on the behaviour variables. The objective is the development of 

optimisation procedures applicable to such problems by extending 

existing methods and formulating new ones. Methods available at 

the time of this investigation were the "steepest descent - alternate 

step" mode of travel in design space, developed by Schmit and his 

associates [§4-7~ for the automated weight minimisation of trusses 

=d waffle plates with instability constraints. Modifications are 

introduced to improve their computational efficiency and convergence 

rates, =d generalisations lead to new methods. These are applied 

to obtain numerical solutions to the disc problem on an English 

Electric KDF 9 computer. As a preliminary, some of the more commonly 

used non-linear programming procedures in structural problems are 

briefly reviewed below. 
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2.8 NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING METHODS 

Some computational algorithms for minimising a non-linear function 

subject to a set of inequality constraints are considered. For an 

unconstrained function with continuous partial derivatives, a 

minimum occurs at that point where the partial derivatives of the 

function with respect to its independent variables are zero and its 

matrix of second partial derivatives is positive definite. These 

necessary conditions for a minimum correspond to a set of simultaneous 

equations for which an exact solution is in general impossible, and 

recourse must be made to approximate or numerical methods. Some 

commonly used methods for minimisation are based on the method of 

steepest descent ~57-l59, 1741. This is an iterative method for 

determining a good step direction and then minimising the function ln 

this direction. Another group of methods is based on .approximating 

the merit function by the first and second order terms of its Taylor 

series expansion about a given point [160, 1611. The minimum of the 

resulting quadratic may be determined exactly and an expansion of 

the function about this new point obtained. If the third and 

higher order terms of the series are small the new point will be 

a better approximation to the solution than the old one, and the 

closer the point is to the solution, the more negligible will be 

the effect of the higher order terms. Direct search methods applicable 

to unconstrained functions include Fibonacci search IT6TI (this is 

best suited to one-dimensional unimodal functions); pattern methods 

IT6!:j based on a combination of local univariate moves followed by 



pattern moves along the best direction given by the local search; 

random search methods 1}63,16~ where the independent variables are 

selected in either a purely random manner or according to some 

probability distribution function. A detailed discussion of the 

above methods can be found in the book by Hilde [}6~. Recently the 

techniques of Rosenbrock 1)2~, Powell [}l2], Nelder-Mead Q3~ and 

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell ]]32,13'[] have come into prominence in the 

structural optimization area. These provide very powerful tools for 

solving unconstrained optimization problems. Future developments 

in the structural optimization area seem to be centred on these 

methods, used in conjunction with penalty functions to introduce 

inequality constraints. A comprehensive description and evaluation 

·of such methods is given in the book by Kowalik and Osborne f?iTI. 
The Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition 1}20-12'[] establishes 

conditions for transforming a constrained minimisation problem into 
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an unconstrained problem using Lagrange multipliers and slack 

variables to convert inequality constraints into equality constraints. 

The solution to the constrained problem is then given by the saddle 

point of the Lagrangian formulation. Alternatively, penalty functions 

may be used to simulate the constraints by unfavourably weighting 

the merit function in their vicinity [}6,80,127,134,13S,16I]. The 

successive iterations of the problem are forced to lie in the 

feasible region, since the violation of the constraint results 1n a 

sudden and rapid deterioration of the merit function, Methods for 

handling the constraints implicitly include: Kelly's cutting plane 

method QOTI for transforming the problem to a series of linear 
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programming problems. The resulting linear programs can be solved 

using the well-known simplex algorithms of linear programming 1I66-l6~. 

The"cbook by Kunzi et al l}6[] contains the actual Algol and Fortran 

programs for executing these algorithms. Zoutendijk's method of 

feasible direction IJ~, gives methods for determining the optimal 

search vector. 

Rosen 's gradient proj ection methods ~9, lO{l can be used for 

moving on the boundary of a constraint set by projecting the directions 

of steepest descent onto the tangent planes to the boundary. 

Alternatively, it is possible to leave the boundary of the feasible 

region along the constant merit contour J}6'D. The optimal direction 

for the "bounce" being given by a quadratic programming problem. 

A comprehensive list of linear and non-linear programming methods 

is given in J}70-l7~. 

2.9 COMPARISON WITH SCHMIT'S ~ffiTHOD 

Equations (2.13, 2.23, 2.26, 2.27, 2.28) applied to condition 

(2.34) give a behaviour constraint of the form 

dh) h(r), dr dr er o 

The stresses are functionals of the thickness and have a "black 

box" representation in the discretised non-linear programming 

formulation. The nOon-linear programming procedures reviewed in 

(2.37) 
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section 2.8 do not apply to constraints of the type (2.37). Methods 

specifically applicable are those developed by Schmit and his 

associates !];4-7~. Their methods were discussed in Chapter 1. 

The central theme of this research is to examine the possibilities 
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of improving and extending Schmit's work to problems with constraints 

of the type (2.37). Their work is discussed in this article in the 

light of the synthesis procedures developed for the disc optimization. 

They start from an initial feasible design and move· in the 

direction of steepest descent to a better design some finite distance 

away. This procedure is repeated until a constraint is encountered 

which prevents further moves in the gradient direction. Then an 

alternate step is taken which is a move along the constant weight 

contour. After an alternate step, a feasible design should be forth

coming from which a steep descent can be made as before. This process 

is repeated until no move can be made by either mode at which time 

an optimum is said to be achieved. The reasoning behind this 

technique is that since the gradient points in the direction of 

greatest change it is the best direction to move to move to improve 

the design. If a move cannot be made in the best direction, then 

a feasible design is sought which at least does not increase the 

weight of the design. They use a fixed incremental step length 

scale in conjunction with steepest descent motion in the feasible 

region. If the new design is feasible the step length is doubled 

and this doubling process is continued until a design is reached 

which violates on a main constraint (side constraints are ignored 

at this stage). The total distance of travel back to an already 



feasible design is halved and the direction reversed. In all 

subsequent iterations, the distance is always halved and the 

direction reversed after each transition between a feasible and 

non-feasible design. This doubling and halving technique is thus 

directed to and converges upon the constraint surface. The method 

employed here moves in the gradient direction with an accelerated 

step length directed to the nearest behaviour constraint. This is 

similar to the step length calculations used by Best [84J (see 

Chapter I for his derivation). The step length decreases as a 

·constraint is approached thus enabling a behaviour constraint to be 

encountered in a very small number of iterations. Therefore the 

method is more selective and enables a constraint to be more 

rapidly encountered than that used by Schmit and his associates. 

When a design violates a constraint a linear interpolation procedure 

is used to converge to the composite constraint. The interpolations 

are always made between a feasible and non-feasible condition. 

Therefore convergence is more stable and more rapid than a simple 

halving and doubling process. When a design lies on a constraint 

it is generally impossible to steep descent without piercing the 

constraint. An alternate step is then taken such that the weight 

does not increase (i.e. the point lies on the weight contour 
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through the boundary point). Schmit et al use the method of alternate 

base planes to generate the directions of search along the weight 

contour. They obtain a sequence of proposed new designs which are 

tested 1n turn against the side and behaviour constraints. If any 

one of these designs is found to be feasible steepest descent motion 
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is continued as before. The method of alternate base planes was 

applied to the disc problem and thereafter more selective methods 

were sought for moving away from the boundary. Initially a direction 

. of search was generated whereby the sections not at yield stress 

were thinned down in proportion to their relative stress levels 

while the section at yield was thickened up by a predetermined 

amount. The distance of bounce was calculated using the constant 

weight condition. This gave a quadratic equation for the step 

length. A major disadvantage was the possibility of obtaining 

complex roots. When real roots were bbtained the side (and behaviour) 

constraints were found to be violated. Thereafter a method was sought 

which, at least, guaranteed non-violation of the side constraints. 

The proposed designs then need only be tested against the yield 

criterion. When yield is violated a simple modification can be 

introduced to generate a new design, either by reducing the step 

length which is equivalent to propagating a new direction of search, 

or by changing the base plane of reference and repeating the process. 

The satisfaction of the side constraints is ensured by the proper 

selection of the step length using the linearity condition (2.22) 

from which the direction of bounce is calculated. The direction is 

determined by thickening the section of the disc at yield while 

thinning down the section furthest from yield in such a manner as 

to leave the weight unchanged. The remaining thickness variables 

are unaltered. Mathematically this always gives real directions and 

is more selective than the method of alternate base planes. The physics 

of the problem being utilised to indicate a direction for bouncing 



back into the feasible regions. When a design violates the side 

constraints the boundary nearest to the last feasible point can be 

easily calculated since the side constraints are linear. Subsequent 

motion is confined to projected gradient motion. 

9S 

One of the inherent difficulties of any synthesis 1S the 

possibility of obtaining points of relative minima due to non-convexity 

of W and R. For such cases there is no known method of establishing 

whether a proposed optimum is, in fact, a global minimum or not. 

However, it is possible to establish a reasonable degree of confidence 

in the results obtained by searching a fairly wide region of the 

feasible domain. It is also possible to select two distinct initial 

points and run the synthesis along distinct paths. If the final 

optimum attained is the same (to within a specified tolerance) in 

the two cases, then it is reasonable to assume that the proposed 

optimum design is, in fact, an absolute minimum weight design. 

Complete details of the analysis and computational procedures are 

given in de Silva [}.79, ISO, lSi]. For purposes of ready reference 

some of the more important aspects of this investigation are 

summarised below. 

The optimization problem is characterised by 

(a) multi-dimensional design space 

(b) non-linear weight function 

(c) possible relative minima due to non-convex weight function 

and feasible region 

(d) linear side constraints 

(e) stresses "black box" type functions. 
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while the optimization procedure is characterised by ~igure 2.4) 

(a) . Accelerated steepest descent motion in the feasible region 

until a constraint is encountered. 

(b) constrained steepest descent motion from a side constraint. 

Since a move in the direction of steepest descent cannot 

generally be made without piercing the constraint surface, 

this method moves in the next best direction, the projection 

of the direction of steepest descent on the constraint 

surface. 

(c) equal weight redesign from a stress constraint surface. 

Constrained steepest descent motion cannot take place as the 

surface is unknown. A move is therefore made which, at 

least, does not increase the weight of the design causing 

the iterations to diverge away from the minimum weight 

solutions. 

2.10 STEEPEST DESCENT MOTION 

The computer program starts from a feasible initial design and 

generates steepest descent motion defined by the following iterative 

equation 

where 

(q+l) 
x = (2.38) 



x(q) = (b (q) ..... , b(q) a (q») 
3 ' m-2' 2 

~(q) = - VW(~ (q») /vw(/q») I 

[a!3 ' 
a 

, ~a2 ] V = ..... , 
ab m-2 

t(q) = distance of travel 1n steepest descent. 

From (2.36) 

aw TIp (a. - a. )(a. + + a. ) for j = 3, = a. ... , 
ab. 3 J+l J-l J+l J rl 

J 

aw TIp 
(2a2 + a3) (bl - b3) = '3 aa2 

Therefore using (2.39), equation (2.38) reduces to 

= b ~ q) - TI
3

P (a. - a. ) (a. + 
J J+l rl J+l 

a. + a. )t(q)/N(q) 
J rl 
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(2.39) 

(m-2) 

for j = 3, ••• , (m-2); 

a~q+1) = a~q) - ;P (2a2 + a3) (bl - b3) t (q>j N(q) 

where the normalisation factor N(q) is given by 

= 



The distance of travel to a stress constraint surface cannot 

be determined exactly as the surfaces are unknown. Therefore the 

distance is estimated as follows: 

Let 

h~q) = thickness at r. 
1 1 

a (q) = maximum shearing stress at r .. r. 1 
1 

a = yield stress. 
o 

For purposes of this estimation, it is assumed that each h~q) 
1 
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can be varied independently without affecting the stress distribution 

. elsewhere. Therefore to bring h~q) to yield, it must be changed to 
1 

-(q) 
h. given by 

1 

so that 

- (q) h. 
1 

This relation is derived on the assumption that the load remains 

unchanged, so that the distance t~q) to the behaviour constraint 
1 

surface at r. is given by 
1 

-(q) 
h. = h~q) 

1 1 

Hence 
h ~q) 

t~q) 1 
= 

1 

- t ~q) ~~q) (0 :;: ~~q) :;: 1) 
1 1 1 

-(q) - h. 
1 

~~q) 
1 
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r "i] h~q) 
1 

~ 

0 •. (q) 0 
1 

or 

t~q) >, ro - ari)h(q) 
1 0

0 
i 

ood 

t(q) = minimum t~q) (2.40) 
3~i~(n-2) 

1 

Thus t(q) decreases as the point approaches a behaviour surface. 

At each iteration the design is checked against the side ood stress 

constraints ood, if satisfactory, the corresponding stress distribution 

is calculated ood checked against the yield criterion. If the stresses 

are below yield stress, a feasible design is obtained, and steepest 

descent motion continues until a non-feasible design is encountered. 

A non-feasible design corresponds to a region of constraint violation, 

i.e. violation of either the side or the behaviour constraints. 

2.11 .GEOMETRICAL CONSTRAINT VIOLATION 

When the design violates the side constraints (2.22), the 

distances from the last feasible point to the side constraints are 

calculatedood the smallest positive distance is taken, giving a 

point lying on the nearest side constraint. 
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2.12 STRESS CONSTRAINT VIOLATION 

When a behaviour constraint is violated, a series of linear 

interpolations are used to converge to a boundary point on a stress 

constraint surface (to within a given tolerance). Due to their 

linearity, the side constraints are never violated during the 

interpolations. The interpolations are always between a feasible and 

non-feasible. design (i.e. a design violating the yield condition). 

2.13 BOUNDARY POINT ON A STRESS CONSTRAINT 

Suppose the design lies on a behaviour constraint. An alternate 

step design is sought which preserves the weight constant. Since 

the synthesis either reduces the weight or holds it constant, it is 

not possible for the iterations to diverge away from the desired 

minimum. The direction cosines of the direction of bounce can be 

determined using either random methods or more selective methods. 

The random methods are based on the method of alternate base planes 

described in Chapter 1 and in reference C!~. A random number 

generator is used to select the directions. The intersection of the 

directions with the constant weight contour are found and tested as 

trial designs. If anyone of these designs is feasible, steepest 

descent motion continues as before until a constraint is encountered 

again. The selective methods utilise the physics of the problem 

to indicate more systematic directions of search. 



Let the current boundary point be given by 

= 

and the corresponding behaviour functions by 

= (0 ,a , ..... , 
r

l 
r

2 
a ) 

r 
n 

where the stresses are evaluated at radii (rI' ••• , rn) 

The proposed alternate step design is defined by 

x = ~ + /lA 

where 

A = (AI' •.. , Am_4, \""3) I /l = step length 

The constant weight condition gives 

From (2.36) condition (2.45) gives, on simplification 

A r(b -b ) A -
m-3l: 1 3 m-3 [

m-2 

- .2 (a
J
·+ l 

J=3 

x (a. + a. + a. )A. + (b l -b
3

) (a 3+2a
2

)A l/l = 0 
J+l J rl r2 m-~ 
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(2.41 ) 

(2.42 ) 

(2.43) 

(2.44 ) 

(2.45 ) 

There is a common factor of ~, indicating a zero root. This is 

reasonable because /l = 0 corresponds to x which is on the constant 

weight contour. Therefore 

.\3----
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x (a. + a. + a. )A. + (b
l
-b

3
) (a 3+2a 2 )A I = 0 

J +1 J rl r2 m-1.J (2.46 ) 

2.14 RANDOM SEARCH 

This is the method of alternate base planes described in 

Chapter 1 and [?OJ. The directions of search are defined by 

Al = 0 

I R. 
A. = J. j ~. 2, (m-3) 

J N 
... , 

(2.47) 

where R. are random numbers and the normalisation factor N is defined 
J 

by 

N = ( 2 R~]! 
HI J 

Therefore the distances' to the side constraints are given by 

t. = 
J 

= 

= 

b. - EO 
J 

-A . 
m-3 

A m., 3 

j = 3, •.• , (m-2) 



Let III = minimum (t. ; t. > 0) 
ld~m-2 J J 

112 = maximum (t. ; t. < 0) 
1~j:::m-2 J J 

Define II Rrlll r = 1,2,3 

I r 

= Rrll2 r = 4,5,6 

where 0 <.R < l' r = 1, ... 6 r , 

The constant weight equation (2.46) is used to recalculate Al 

where (A 2 , ... , 

Consider 

where 

Am-4' A ) are given by (2.47) m-3 

x 
(r) = x + II A 

r-

(r) 

" = (b
3

+11r A
l

, b +ll A , .•• , b +ll A , a +ll A ) 
4 r 2 m-2 r m-4 2 r m-3 
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(2.48 ) 

(2.49) 

The points (2.49) are tested against the design constraints and 

if anyone of these is feasible steepest descent motion proceeds as 

before until"a constraint is encountered. If none of these six 
R . 

designs is feasible the base plane is changed (i. e. A2 = 0, h. = ...1. 
J N 

for j "# 2), and a new set of proposed designs is generated. This 

process is continued until a feasible design is obtained or the 

current boundary point is accepted as the proposed optimum. 



2.15 SELECTOR METHOD I 

This was the first attempt at using the physics of the problem 

for bouncing back into the feasible regions. For a prescribed set 

of direction cosines A. equation (2.46) is a quadratic for the step 
J 

length 6. The direction of bounce, ~, is as follows. 

Let 

where 

Define 

The direction 

where 

a = a 
r 0 

q = 2, .•. , n-1 
q 

a. 1 ~ r ~ a. for some j £ 1], 
r q J 

a = max(a . a ) 
aR. a

j
_

1 
a. 

J 

ratios are defined by 

A. 
J 

(a - a ) j .; R. a. 0 

A > O' 
R. ' 

J 

~~R. (x) / I \lW(x) I j = R. 

A. < 0 
J 

j ,; R. 

Therefore the direction cosines are given by 

A. 
J 

= (a - a )/ N a. 0 

m-[] 
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J 

= ~W (x) / l \lW(x) I 
) (2.50) 

aR. 

where the normalisation factor is given by 
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;>.2 + L [ Oaj - Oo( 
~ 1 t 

Ht N 

N2 ~ L (0 - 0 )2/(1 _ ;>.2) 
j# a. o t 

J 

Therefore 6 can now be calculated using equation (2.46). The 

method of alternate base planes consumed considerable computer time 

in searching through the random directions to find a feasible point 

on the weight contour. Selector I reduces the degree of randomness 

by examining only those directions which on physical considerations 

tend to move away from a behaviour constraint. The disadvantages of 

the method are possibilities of Ca) ·comp1ex roots for the quadratic 

in 6, (b) negative 6, (c) violation of side (and behaviour) 

constraints. 

2.16 SELECTOR METHOD 11 

This is a more selective version designed to overcome the 

above difficulties. Consider a step length 6 defined by 

6 ~ min(x. - t., u. - x.) 
• 1 111 
1 

(2.51) 

From (2.22) this corresponds to an alternate step within the 

design variable bounds 

(2.52) 

For a given-step length (2.51) the constant weight equation (2.46) 

can be viewed as a condition on the direction of bounce;>.. This 
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must also satisfy the normalisation condition 

m-3 
L 

2 
A. 

1 
= I (2.53) 

i=l 

This gives two equations for (m-3) unknowns giving an infinity of 

solutions for A.. To obtain determinate solutions the number of 
J 

variables is reduced to two by assigning prescribed values to (m-5) 

components of~. these being made zero to obtain real solutions 

enabling an alternate step to be taken. 

The side constraints are linear and it is therefore possible 

to determine easily a step length 6 which will ensure that the side 

constraints are never violated. However it is not possible to ensure 

beforehand that the yield criterion is not violated, as the behaviour 

surfaces are unknown. Hence an alternate step design can be found 

which lies on the same weight contour and lying within the design 

variable bounds. The design is tested against the yield criterion 

and, if satisfactory, steepest descent motion continues as before. 

If the design is not satisfactory the step length is progressively 

reduced by specified amounts, and if no feasible point is forth-

coming, a different combination of the direction cosines is set to 

zero, and hence a different direction of search is propagated. If 

the yield criterion is still violated, the above method is dis-

continued and a random search is made to locate possible alternate 

step designs. In practice, Selector cII_ always worked and therefore 

there was no necessity to use a random search. Random methods consume 

computer time in searching through the random directions to find a 

line which would yield a feasible point on the same weight contour. 
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However, the method suggested above reduces the degree of randomness 

and searches only for designs lying within the design variable 

bounds. Therefore the method is more selective in its directions 

and was found to be very efficient. 

2.17 CONSTRAINED STEEPEST DESCENT MOTION 

This corresponds to motion along a side constraint. The 

boundary iterations are given by a simplified version of Rosen's 

gradient proj ection method for linear constraints [S~. 

2.1S RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following problems are considered by way of illustration. 

Case (i): A standard turbine disc idealisation characterised by a 

four-dimensional design space. (m = 7) 
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Case (2): An arbitrary design configuration to study the ·possibilities 

of relative minima due to the absence of convexity conditions. The 

problem again being characterised by a four-dimensional design space. 

(m = 7) 

Case (3): A standard disc characterised by an eleven-dimensional 

design space (m = 14). This corresponds to case (1) with a finer 

grid system to study the stability aspects of the synthesis. This 



provides a scientific aid for assessing the practical utilisation of 

the various synthesis capabilities developed here. 

Case (4): Synthesis based on the proposed optimal for case (1) with 

a larger number of grid points. This again corresponds to an eleven

dimensional design space (m = 14). 

Cases (1,2,3) are exploited in two sets of subcases labelled 

(a,b) corresponding to random and Selector 11 search procedures 

respectively from a behaviour constraint. Case (4) was run using 

Selector 11 only due to time constraints. 

III 

The synthesis programs are capable of handling thermal stress 

computations and multiple load conditions due to centrifugal load 

factors on the turbine blades. The computations were performed on an 

English Electric KDF9 computer using Algol. The initial and final 

designs are shown in Figures (2.5-2.17). Some of the essential 

features of the synthesis are summarised below. Selector I proved 

unsuccessful because the quadratic equation for calculating the step 

length in constant weight bounce gave complex roots. When real roots 

were forthcoming the synthesis generated designs violating the side 

constraints. Selector 11, however, proved extremely successful. 

The synthesis starts from afeasible trial design. Initially, the 

boundary points are not highly constrained: In the initial phases, 

an alternate step mode of redesign encounters relatively few design 

constraints in attempting to move from a boundary design. As the 

synthesis proceeds, the designs become more highly constrained with 

a correspondingly reduced wedge of acceptability. The average number 



of redesign attempts associated with each successful redesign tends 

to increase as the synthesis progresses. However, in the initial 

stages, Selector I located a feasible design at the first attempt 

and even in the later stages a successful design was obtained after 
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1 or 2 attempts. In contrast, the random procedures deteriorated 

sharply as the synthesis progressed. Both procedures, after a certain 

stage, gave weight reductions which were negligible in comparison to the 

time invested. This means that the evaluation of a synthesis capability 

for large scale systems must be based on effective convergence rather 

than on total or complete convergence. The results presented here 

represent a compromise with total convergence. 

Selector 11 exhibited very rapid initial convergence rates and 

stable characteristics. In contradistinction, random search was less 

rapid and consumed considerable computer time in searching through 

the random directions for a feasible point. In addition, the 

effectiveness of random techniques decrease for high order design 

spaces. 

As regards relative minima, in the absence of convexity conditions 

there are no known mathematical procedures to provide guidelines. 

What is possible is to establish a satisfactory degree of confidence 

in the resul ts using, in part, engineering judgement, experience and 

intuition. This confidence can be established by subjecting the 

constant weight contour corresponding to the proposed optimal to 

close scrutiny. If no feasible designs are forthcoming then, in most 

cases, the design will be optimal. In practice, such an exhaustive 

search procedure would be impossible in terms of computer time. An 



alternate procedure is to run the synthesis from distinct points. 

If the synthesis converges to designs of similar configuration 

and weight, confidence is established in the results. 

The final designs for case (2) are similar to the designs for 

cases (1,3,4). 
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DIMENSION 
(lbs) INITIAL FINAL WEIGHT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS RUN TIME (mins) 

Case (i) OF 

DESIGN SPACE WEIGHT 
Case (ia) Case (ib) Case (ia) Case (ib) Case (ia) Case (ib) 

(m - 3) (lbs) 

3.58934 1. 66187 2.25877 
1 4 62 80 5 7.8 

x 103 x 103 x 103 

3.60248 1. 64547 2.32714 
2 4 74 40 5 4.9 

x 103 x 10 3 x 10 3 . 

3.58973 1. 61401 . 2.14537 
3 11 186 408 30 60 

, x 103 x 103 x 103 

1. 65165 1. 03400 
4 11 - 188 - 30 -

x 103 x 103 

I 
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CHAPTER 3 

MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN OF DISCS BASED ON A VIBRATION CONSTRAINT 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 2, computational procedures based on the methods of 

non-linear programming were successfully developed for minimising the 

weight of an axi-symmetric disc of variable thickness subject to 

specified behaviour and side constraints. For purposes of simplicity 

in this initial investigation, the behaviour constraints were 

restricted to a consideration that the stresses should be below the 

yield stress while the side constraints imposed restrictions on the 

dimensions and tolerances of the disc. The problem was formulated 

analytically as a very general optimal control problem. Solutions were 

obtained by t·ransforming the variational formulation into a non-linear 

programming formulation by approximating the disc by a discrete model 

using a piecewise linear representation for the thickness variable. 

Stability of the solutions was established by subjecting the thick

ness profile to different representations. 

The stresses for the non-linear program were functionals which 

associated with every point in design space a stress matrix, the columns 

corresponding to specified loading conditions. The stresses were 

defined by a set of computer oriented rules which were represented 

by a "black box" into which were put the design parameters specifying 

a given design configuration and out of which comes the corresponding 

stress distributions which were checked against the stress constraints. 

The associated synthesis procedures were characterised by: 

(a) accelerated steepest descent motion in the feasible regions, 

(b) constrained steepest descent motion along a known constraint, 
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(c) constant weight bounce from an unknown constraint. 

In the present investigation, these procedures are further 

generalised and used to synthesise the disc using a dynamics technology 

in the absence of any statical constraints, whereby the lowest 

natural frequency of vibration should exceed a specified resonance 

frequency. 

The frequency is aga~n a functional which associates with every 

point ~n design space a set of fundamental vibrational frequencies and 

has a "black box" type representation. The frequency calculations 

are performed inside the box and the redesign procedures are based 

entirely on the output - a set of numbers giving the fundamental 

frequencies at each design ite~ation. These procedures are independent 

of the analysis employed and are applicable to problems in conjunction 

with analysis programs already available. Alternatively, the mechanisms 

inside the box may be utilised f85,87,93,9§] to generate the directions 

of search in design space. However, the need for refined analysis 

routines for performing more effective redesign cycles can be more 

readily assessed after the initial results have been evaluated using 

existing programs. 

The numerical computations were performed on a KDF9 computer 

giving weight reductions of 56% and 28% for resonance frequencies of 

440 and 2000 cycles per second respectively using a turbine disc 

idealisation. A discussion of these results is included together 

with a description of some instabilities in the synthesis procedures 

used arising from the absence of any stress constraints on the problem. 



3.2 CONTINUOUS VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 

As before the weight is given by 

a I m21Tprh(r)dr 

a) 
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(3.1) 

The small deflection motion of a thin disc in polar co-ordinates is 

given by IT7~. 

rae = o 

(3.2) 

---
r ae 

where 

Mr' Me' Mre = bending moments 

Qr , Qe = shear forces 

u(r,e,t) = axial displacement at time t of section 

whose initial coordinates are r, e. 

Eliminating Q
r

, Qe from (3.2) 

.&..ail __ 

+ = (3.3) 

where 



M 
r 

+ v (l ~ + 
r 3r 

(l ~ + 
r 3r 

E is Young's modulus and v Poisson's ratio for the material. 

Consider solutions harmonically dependent on both e and t 

u = W(r) sin (ne + pt) 

where 

n = number of nodal diametel's round the disc 

p = frequency of vibration 

Substituting (3.4, 3.5) in (3.3) gives 

+ 

+ 

9 dh 
hr 3 dr 

2(1 dh + 
h dr + + 

6v (dh)2 + 
h2"r dr 

+ 6v (dh)2 + 4-nZlw = 
i1Z? dr 7J 

Introducing the transformations 

u 

on simplification 

6+3v dh ---hr dr 
+ ~2 (<lh) 2 

h dr 

i :: 1,2,3,4 

i :: 1,2 
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(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 



Equation (3.6) reduces to 

dx. 
1 

"iir"" = X i +1 ' 

.dx4 

i=1,2,3 

3n 2v E (1-V
2

)PE
2 

dr = Exz + X5rz u 5 

~ --u 
x5r 

fiu + E5 

dX5 

dr = x6 

dX6 

dr = u 

6n 2+3 
xsrz 

6+3v 
--X6 
X5r 

x6 

+ 

+ 

2 
6x6 
-Z 
x5 
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9n 2 
6n 2v ~ 

X5r3 x6 + Xfr7 x 

~ 2n2+~ + r3 x2 . x r 

The inner edge of the disc is clamped while the outer edge is free, 

so that the associated boundary conditions are given by 

au o u = = 
ar 

at the clamped edge r = aj and (with h = constant, see Figure 2.1) 

M 
a2u v(l ~ 1 a

2
uJ 0 at the - arz + + r2 = 

r r ar ae free 
edge 

1 aMre (u 
1 au 1 a

2
uJ (I-v) a

2 
(au u) 0 2- arz + + r2W + rZ War-- r = r = am Q - --- - r ar 

r r ae ar 

From (3.2, 3.5, 3.7) these reduce to 

.8) 
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xI(al) = X2(al) = 0 

X3(a ) + vt!~am) 2 Xl (amj 
= 0 n 2 m am 

X3 (am) X 2 (am) 2n2xI (am) 
(3.9) 

x4(a ) 
n 2 

+ 
a 2 -::7 X2 (a ) + 3 + m a a m Bm m m m 

nL(l-v) t x~~amJ 0 + -~ x2(a) = a m m 

This problem has been formulated as a problem in optimal control 

theory where x.(r), i = 1,2, •.. ,6 are the state variables, u(r) is 
1 

the control variable and p is a control parameter. The optimal 

control aspects of this problem are discussed further in Chapters 4 

and 6. 

Therefore the merit functional becomes 

a 

J 
m 

W = 2nprxS(r)dr (3.10) 

Since from (3.7) h(r) = xS(r). Conditions (3.9) correspond to the 

transversa1ity conditions. 

3.3 . NON"LINEAR PROGRAHMING FOR11ULATION 

For purposes of numerical computations, this continuous 

formulation is transformed into a discretised non-linear programming 
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approximation using finite differences and is characterised by a 

"black box" type representation for the frequency. 

The weight functional (3~1) is transformed as before (see equation 

(2.20) of Chapter 2) into a function of the design variables. 

where 

b. >- E 
J 

j = 3, .•• , (m-2) 

In addition the frequency satisfies the condition 

where p is the resonance frequency 
o 

The equations of state and transversality (3.8, 3.9) are 

contained inside the "black box", together with the associated 

numerical procedures for solving these equations for a prescribed 

thickness h(r) to determine the vibrational frequencies. 

(3.11) 

The design parameters representing a given design configuration 

are put into the "black box"" out of which come the corresponding 

vibrational frequencies which are checked against the vibration 

constraints (3.11). The mechanisms inside the box include analysis 

routines for the frequency calculations which are based on an 

iterative solution of the differential equations of vibrations (3.6) 

using the Myklestad - Holzer matrix technique O:76-l7~. This 

consists essentially in approximating the disc by a series of mass less 

circumferential strips of constant thickness. 
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Equation (3.6) thus reduces to 

+ + + = o 

This is a fourth order homogeneous differential equation for 

which the solution is given by 

W(r) n >- 2 

where AI' A2, A3, A4 are constants of integration. These are then 

eliminated using matrix recurrence relations which enable the 

consideration of all possible combinations of boundary conditions. 

The method is relatively simple and ",as already programmed at the 

start of this investigation. The contents of the box are disregarded 

since the purpose of this investigation is to develop computational 

procedures for describing problems ",ith non-analytic constraints. 

Complete details of the analysis are given in de Silva [iS2,lSfl. 

A summarised version of this work is given belO\,. 

3.4 SYNTHESIS PROCEDURES 

The synthesis procedures in the absence of any stress constraints 

are characterised by: 

(a) steepest descent motion until a vibration constraint is 

encountered; 



(b) cons taint weight redesign at the resonance frequency 

(c) design parameter bounds never violated. 

The computer program (Figure 3.1) consists of moving from an 

initial feasible design in the direction of the gradient to a better 

design so~e finite distance away. This process is repeat~d until a 

vibration constraint is encountered which prevents further moves in 

the gradient direction. Then an alternate step is taken which is a 

move along the constant weight surface. 

The step length in steepest descent mode of travel is determined 

using a simplified form of Rosen's gradient projection method in 

conjunction with the linear side constraints. This enables fairly 

large step lengths to be taken, thereby economising on computer time. 

As the designs approach a vibration constraint surface, it is 

possible that the step lengths used in the steepest descent procedure 

are too large with the result that the design pierces the constraint 

surface and moves into a region of constraint violation where the 

vibrational frequencies of the designs are below the resonance 

frequency. If this is the case, a quadratic interpolation procedure 
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is used to converge to a design at the resonanCe frequency by 

thickening up the variable sections of the disc. This gives a design 

point on the boundary of the vibration constraint which is a non

analytic surface due to the "black box" nature of the frequency, 

thereby precluding the use of standard methods of non-linear 

programming, such as moving along the constraint in a direction in 

which the weight decreases. Instead, an alternate step is take~ along 



the constant weight surface, where the directions of search are based 

on either selective methods utilising the physics of the problem 

or random methods, and are summarised below: 
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(1) Selector I Two design parameters are changed leaving the rest 

unchanged. All possible combinations are considered. (This is 

identical to Selector 11 of Chapter 2.) 

(2) Selector II - A perturbation method using the Lagrangian energy 

density vector to estimate the normal to the vibration constraint. 

The analysis is based on the concept of efficiency coefficients 

[!84, 18~ in conj unction with Rayleigh's principle for relating 

small changes in frequency to small changes in design. 

(3) Selector III Three successive designs are used to estimate a 

new direction of search. This is used in case there are sharp 

ridges on the vibration constraint surface. This is essentially 

an extension of the "zigzag" procedure developed by Schmit and 

Fox [7:D. 

(4) Random Methods This is based on the method of alternate base 

planes described in Chapters 1 and 2. 

Since the above search procedures with the exception of Selectors 

11 and III were discussed in Chapter 2, the latter methods only are 

summarised below. 
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3.5 SELECTOR II 

Rayleigh's principle [184, 18~ is used to alter the design to 

achieve changes in frequency. Consider small perturbations about a 

configuration of stable equilibrium. The kinetic and potential 

energies are given by 0-8~. 

1 

) 
T = 2" Tij n· n. 

1 J 
(3.12) 

V 
1 
2" Vij n· n. 

1 J 

where 

n. = deviations of the generalised coordinates from 
1 

equilibrium 

T .. , V .. = symmetric constants 
1J 1J 

The Lagrangian is defined by 

L = -2
1

(T .. n. I). 
1J 1 J 

V .. n. n.) . 
1J 1 J 

(3.13) 

Therefore the equations of motion are given by Lagrange's equations 

T .. n· + V •• n. = 0 
1J J 1J J 

(3.14) 

Consider the harmonic solutions 

n· = a. sin(pt + £) 
1 1 

(3.15) 

Substituting (3.15) in (3.14) 

_ p2 T .. a. a. + V .. a. a. = 0 
1J 1 J 1J 1 J 

(3.16) 

Consider small changes in T .. , V .• 
1J 1J 



- p2 oT .. a. a. 
1J 1 J 

2p Op T .. a. a. + oV .. a. a. = 0 
1J 1 J 1J 1 J 

Therefore from (3.12, 3.15, 3.16) this reduces to 

where 

Equation (3.17) 

where 

~ = 
p 

T = 
max 

V = 
max 

may be 

I1T I1V 
max max 

1 _ p2 
2 . 

1 
2" Vij 

2V max 

T .. a. 
1J 1 

a. a. 
1 J 

a. 
J 

written in the alternative 

op = n om 

om = change in mass 

n = efficiency coefficient. 

The efficiency coefficient in turn is defined by 

n· = 

where 

T = tdV 
max 

V = vdV 
max 

R. = t - v 

t = kinetic energy density 

v = potential energy density 

R. = Lagrangian energy density 

In general 

op = 2n. om. 
j J J 

form 
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(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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where omj, om2, ••. , are changes in mass at the variable sections of 

the disc 

om. 
J 

substituting (3.21) in (3.20) 

op 
m-4 

= I aw 
n. b llb. 

J a j +2 J +2 

= 

j=l 

m-4 
t I 

j=l 
A. n. 

J J 

, 

aw 
ab. 

J+2 

j = 1,2, ... , m-4 

+ 

+ 

In order to ensure op > 0 the direction is defined by 

A. = n· J = 1, •.. , m-4 
J J 

A m-3 
= nm- 3 

. f aw 
1 -

aa2 
> 0 

. f aw 0 = -n 1 - < 
m-3 aa2 

The step length is given by 

t = Min{1 Min (b. - :;1, (a2 - L), (U - a 2)} l2"j "m-2 J J 
to ensure designs «ithin the design parameter bounds. 

The efficiency coefficients are calculated by considering the 

bending of the massless elastic circumferential plates of constant 

thickness used in the frequency calculation. 

The strain energy is given by [IS[]. 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 



-----,~ 
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v = U2U(1 au 1 a2 uj 2(1-\» -2 - - + -2 :;-<;7 ar r ar r ae 

de dr 

where 

+ ~ d~ de 
ar 

n = speed of rotation of the disc. 

Substituting (3.5) in (3.25) and averaging over time gives for the 

strain energy density 

Eh2 
{(d

2
W 

1 dW 
v. = 24 (l-\)Z) cl?" + r dr 

- n
2 

(dW r:2 dr 
- ~r]) + 

The deflection and slope 

nodal shape matrix from which 

differences. 

n 2 wr - r:2 

pn2Wr dW 
dr 

2 (1-\» [d2W(l d'.] _ 
@?r dr 

W dW . 1 . b h , dr respect1ve y are g1ven y t e 

d
2

W . 1 1 d . f" drz 1S ca cu ate uS1ng 1n1te 

The kinetic energy is given by 

Substituting (3.5) in (3.27) and averaging over time gives 

Equations (3.26, 3.28) determine the strain and kinetic energey 

densities from which the direction ratios (3.23) may be computed. 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

The direction of bounce is then obtained by projecting this direction 

onto the hyperp1ane defined by the intersection of 



a2 = constant 
) 

3.6 SELECTOR III 

Consider three successive designs ~(q-2). ~(q-1). x(q) 

generated by the constrained steepest descent equation (2.38). 

The corresponding frequencies are given by 

Let x be the foot of the perpendicular from x (q) onto the direction 

~(q-2) defined by ~(q-2). ~(q-1): The associated frequency p is 

estimated by linearly interpolating on ~(q-2) 

p = 

where 

+ 
t (q-1) 

t (q-2) 

cos e = ~(q-1) • ~(q-2) 

The direction ratios are given by 

~ 
x (q) , 

if = - ~ p ~ p 

, 
= x x(q) otherwise 

0 

t(q-1) cos e . p(q-2) 
t (q-2) 

} 

The direction of bounce back into the feasible regions is 

obtained by projecting this direction onto the hyperp1ane (3.29). 
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(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

The step length is given by (3.24). If the proposed alternate step 

designs are non-feasible the step length is progressively reduced. 



3.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The numerical work was carried out on an English Electric KDF9 

computer using Segmented Algol. The following cases characterised by 

a four-dimensional design space were considered. 

Cases (1,2): a standard turbine disc idealisation using resonance 

frequencies 440. 2000 cycles per second respectively. (figures 2.5. 

3.2. 3.3). The frequency of the initial design. figure 2.5 was 

2753·65 cycles per second. 

Case (3): an arbitrary design configuration in conjunction with a 

resonance frequency of 2000 c.p.s. to examine the possibilities of 

relative minima in the absence o~ convexity conditions on the weight 

and feasible regions, (figures 2.8. 3.4-3.6). The frequency of the 

design of figure 2.8 was 2182·98 c.p.s. 

Case (1) using a resonance frequency of 440 c.p.s. gave designs 

which never encountered a vibration constraint during convergence 

to the .optimum. Therefore an artificial resonance frequency of 2000 

cycles per second was introduced to study the interactions of the 

synthesis with the constraints giving rise to cases (2.3); the 

initial designs for cases (1.2) being identical. 

The programs were run using Selectors I and 11 in turn for each 

of the cases (2.3). The results presented here are based on 

Selector I. Selector 11 failed to generate a satiSfactory direction 

each time due to the fact that the kinetic energy density at one of 
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the variable sections became very large (of the order of 106 in suitable 
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units) in relation to the potential energy densities which were every

where of the same order of magnitude (~10 3 ). This part of the 

investigation consumed comsiderab1e computer time and it was there

fore decided to try Selector III only on the final designs in cases 

(2,3) to see whether further improvements were possible. Some improve

ment was obtained but not commensurate with the time consumed. In the 

initial stages the boundary designs were not highly constrained and a 

feasible design was obtained at the first attempt using Selector I. 

Thereafter the designs became more highly constrained with a corresp

ondingly reduced wedge of feasibility requiring a greatly increased 

number of redesign attempts before a successful design was obtained. 

This accounts for the shape of the plots of weight versus total redesign 

attempts (figure 3.6) where its arbitrary nature and the decreasing 

convergence rate make it impossible to determine when the synthesis 

is complete. Attempts to consider higher order design spaces proved 

unsuccessful as the program became too big for the machine. 

The final design in case (1) was bounded by all four design 

parameter constraints, while the·fina1 designs in cases (2,3) were 

bounded to within a reasonable tolerance by the vibration constraint 

and the design parameter constraint a2 = L. However, this does not 

necessarily mean that the optimum lies at the intersection of one or 

more constraint surfaces. The final designs (figures 3.4, 3.5) in 

cases (2,3), although differing in weight by less than 1%, are 

radically different in configuration. This may be due to local 

instabilities or to the presence of pockets of relative minima in 

the composite constraint surface. Further research is needed to 

establish this point more conclusively. 
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3.8 CONCLUSIONS 

An automated synthesis capability was developed for discs using 

a "black box" type representation for the frequency, weight reductions 

of 56.3%, 28.6% and 29.4% being recorded for the three cases presented 

here. The frequency calculations used here, though relatively simple 

from a mathematical standpoint, involve the programming of extremely 

long and complex routines. This could mean run times of about one 

hour for comparatively few design cycles, over 98% of the time being 

consumed in the frequency calculations. The time and the design 

iterations required to achieve a specified weight reduction increases 

at an increasing rate with the dimension of the design space, thus 

precluding any systematic evaluation of such cases. In addition, 

severe limitations would already be present from storage considerations. 

Alternative analysis routines "hich could be used include an 

eigenvalue formulation ~5,87,93,9I1 based on the methods of finite 

elements or finite differences [19I]. This approach seems to offer 

better possibilities for exploiting Selector 11, "here the Lagrangian 

energy density vector which determines the normal to the vibration 

constraint surface could be readily calculated using the member stiff-

ness ,and mass matrices. A derivation of this normal is given in 

references ~7,19~. The same difficulties regarding storage and time 

could still be present. In any case, these programs were not available 

to the author at the start of this investigation. Another possibility 

is an equivalent reformulation of the problem in "hich, instead of the 

weight being minimised, the frequency 1S maximised ~ith a constraint on the 
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weight w[8 ~ w , along with the other constraints. These constraints 
o 

are much easier to handle and enable the more conventional methods of 

non-linear programming [!7~ to be better utilised. 

The synthesis procedures used here displayed the same general 

characteristics as those developed in the earlier investigation 

using a stress constraint. That is to say, rapid initial convergence 

followed by slow convergence as the designs became more highly con-

strained with a correspondingly reduced wedge of feasibility. The 

number of iterations and the time consumed increase very considerably 

with the dimension of the design space. For instance, cases (1,2), 

using a stress constraint required 62 iterations with a run time 

of 5 minutes to achieve a weight reduction of 54%, while the 

corresponding figures for an eleven-dimensional design space were 

186 iterations with a run time of 30 minutes. It is estimated that on 

the average, the time for a frequency calculation exceeds that for a 

stress calculation by a factor of over 10:1. It should also be 

noted that the designs presented here would be substantially 

modified in the presence of a yield constraint on the stress with a 

correspondingly reduced weight change. 

From a design standpoint, the problem of interest is optimization 

based on a combined stress and vibration constraint. The program for 

this investigation is a combination of the separate synthesis programs 

for stress and vibration constraints. This is primarily an exercise 

in computer programming and a really effective utilisation requires 

the development of more automatic software packages for handling such 

large scale systems. 
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Part II - Optimal Control Formulation 

CHAPTER 4 

PRINCIPLES OF PONTRYAGIN AND BELLMAN 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapters 2 and 3 the problem of minimising the weight of a 

stoam turbine disc subject to specified behaviour and side constraints 

was considered. The disc was modelled by a piecewise linear function 

and its design configuration was represented by a discrete set of 

independent variables which defined a multi-dimensional vector space, 

called design space. Every design configuration was represented by 

a unique vector in the space. The side constraints imposed bounds 

on the design variables to assure physically reasonable designs and 

corresponded to hyperplanes in design space. The behaviour variables 

on the other hand were functioaals which associated to every vector 

in the space a uniquely defined vector function - the behaviour 

constraints corresponding to unknown surfaces in the space. The 

weight which was a function of the design variables was represented 

by a family of contours of constant weight. The problem consisted 

in determining those points on the least weight contour which lie in 

the feasible region enveloped by the constraint surfaces and was 

based on a non-linear programming formulation. 

This chapter, however, recognises the continuous formulation 

of the problem l1ol,20I) which is equivalent to a very general optimal 

control problem with inequality constraints on the behaviour and 

design variables. The solutions are given by the maximum principle 

of Pontryagin O:3Il and the optimality principle of Bellman IT40,14I1. 

These represent the first order necessary conditions for an optimal 

solution: first order conditions meaning those derivable by the use 
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of first variations, namely the Euler-Lagrange equations, the trans-

versality conditions and the Weierstrass condition or their equivalents. 

Pontryagin's principle is characterised by a system of ordinary 

differential equations of the Hamiltonian kind, while the dynamic 

programming formalism of Bellman yields a partial differential 

equation which is a generalisation of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory 

of the classical calculus of variations. 

These principles have been derived in their full generality 

using a modified first variation method developed by Breakwell and 

others [203-2061 for introducing inequality constraints into a 

Lagrange multiplier formulation. The mathematics is comparatively 

simple and should be more readily acceptable to design engineers 

than the more sophisticated approach based on set-theoretic 

considerations [1oIJ. This chapter contains all the main results 

deri ved in [10fJ. 

4.2 STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 

The systems considered are restricted to structures whose state 

is governed by a set of ordinary differential equations of the form 

dx 

dt 

where t is the independent variable, t ~ t ~ tl and ~, ~, ~ are 
o 

the state, control and control parameter vectors respectively. 

(4.1) 
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x = !S(t) = h (t), ... , Xn (t») 

u = !! (t) = (Uj (t), ... , um(t») 

w = (Wj, ••• , W R,) 

The control parameters correspond to global variables such as 

the natural frequencies of vibration and total energy, while the 

state and control vectors correspond roughly to the generalised 

coordinates and their derivatives. These include behaviour variables 

such as stresses, deformations and creep strain fields and design 

variables which specify the design configuration of the structure. 

The vectors (!S' !!, ~) are permitted to vary 1n some prescribed 

manner so as to optimize a merit criterion of the form 

tj 

I = G(~) + I fo(!(t), !!(t), ~, t)dt 

t 

(4.2) 

o 

This would include as special cases: 

(1) 'the .minimum weight or minimum cost design of structures, 

(2) selection of some optimal combination of vibrational modes, 

(3) efficiency of some engineering component such as minimising the 

power loss during the transmission of electricity in cables, 

(4) max~mising the range of a thrust limited rocket. 

The constraints on the state and control vectors and parameters 

are given by inequalities of the form 

k = 1, ... , p (4.3) 

These correspond to the behaviour and side constraints. 
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The boundary or end conditions are given by • • 

e(o)(x(t ). u (t ). t ) = 0; p = 1. ... , r ~ n+m+l 

I p - 0 - 0 0 

(4.4) 
eel) (x(t ) \!(t l )· t I) = 0; p = 1. . .. , s ~ n+m+l p - 1 • 

and correspond to the external load conditions on the structure. 

4.3 OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 

Therefore a very general class of structural optimization 

problems has been formulated as problems in optimal control theory 

with the addition of inequality constraints on the state and control 

vectors and parameters. 

Summarising. minimise the functional 

tl 

I = G(~) + J fo(~'~'~' t)dt 

t o 

in a class of functions and parameters 

x.(t). u.(t). Wk 1 J 

i=l, ... ,n; j = 1, ... , m; k=l ••••• R.) 

satisfying the differential equations and inequality constraints. 

dx. 
1 

f. (x. t); i 1. = \!. ~. = ... , n 
dt 1 -

~(~. ~. ~. t) ~ 0 k = 1. ... , p 



and the end conditions 

e(o)(x(t) u(t), t) = 0; 
p - 0' - 0 0 

p = 1, ... , r :s n +m+ 1 

= O' , p = 1, .•. , s :; n+m+l 

Assumptions 

(a) 

(b) 

Limits of integration t , t[ are variable 
o 

~(t) is continuous and piecewise differentiable in IT , tl] 
o 

(c).fi,gk; i.=l, •.• ,n; k = 1, ••• , p are of class C2• 

(d) e(o) e(l) possess first partial derivatives. p , p 

. 
The Pontryagin representation of the problem is considered 

below. The central result of this formulation·is the maximisation 

of the Hamiltonian with respect to the control functions lying in 
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a control set n. In the absence of such a constraint set the problem 

reduces to a general calculus of variations problem. 

4.4 METHOD OF SOLUTION 

where 

Consider 
t[ 

J = f Fdt 

t 
o 

F(x, .~, ~, !:!', t) = + 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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The summation convention is implied where a repeated suffix denotes 

summation with respect to that suffix unless otherwise stated or 

implied. Ai(t), Pk(t) have the status of generalised Lagrange 

mUltiplier functions. 

Define 

o if * * 1! ,.~ , t) < 0 

* * * where (~ , u , ~ ) are the optimal combination of vectors which 

minimise the functional 1. 

Consider small perturbations about the optimal combination of 

(4.7) 

vectors, consistent with the constraint conditions (4.1, 4.3, 4.4). 

* ~ (t) + ex 

* ~(t) = ~ (t) + eu 

* ~ = w + ew 

* 1. = 1 + 151 

From (4.2, 4.5-4.7) 
t1 

151 = eG eJ 15 f Pk(t)gkdt 

t o 

eJ 

= eG eJ (4.8) 

--
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The only non-zero contribution to the above integral comes from those 

intervals in which Ilk <# O. 

This implies 

* * * gk(~ , u , ~ , t) ~ 0 

* * * gk(~ , ~ , w , t) + ogk < 0 I 
i.e. 

o 

I < o 

The minimising condition 

or ~ 0 

for all perturbations consistent with the constraint conditions 

gives, using (4.7 - 4.9) 

oG oJ 

From (4.5, 4.6) 

oJ ~ 

~ 

k=l, ... ,p; for all 

~ 0 

+ 

+ 

(1 of(~, ~, ~, ~, t)dt 

t 
o 

of . 
+ -;-;- ox. ox. 1 

1 

of ) + owkowk dt 

of 
+ - ou. oU j J 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.12) 



But 
t1 . t1 

0 J ~iot = tiO~:l + J o~idt 
Hence, t 0 t 

0 0 

t1 
(1 tiO~:l J o;';idt 

. 
= 0 x.dt 1 

t t 0 
0 0 

Therefore integrating by parts using (4.6, 4.13) 

t1 

J 
of • 
."..- ox.dt ox. 1 

t 1 
o 

= d [OF) 
dt ox. dt 

1 

= ;';.Ot)A. (t) j t1 

1 1 t 
o 

+ 

t1 

J ox. L (t)dt 
1 1 

Substituting (4.14) 1n (4.12) 

cSJ. = ~+ A.;';. )ot 
1 1 

Define the variational Hamiltonian 

H(~, !:!, ~, tj 

= 

t 
o 

+ 

. 
= F + A.x. 

1 1 

of ) + -;:;- ox. 
ox. 1 

1 
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(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 



where 

A = (Ab ... , An) 

~ = (Ill' ... , II p) 

Substituting (4.16) in (4.15 ) 

Jt
l ~ot oJ. = A. ox. 

1 1 t 
0 

aH ~ + a ou. dt u. J 
J. 

From (4.11, 4.17) 

. 
Adjoint Equations: A. 

1 

Transversali ty 

-oC + 

aH 
du. 

J 

conditions 

~
tl 

Lox. 
1 1 t 

o 

(1 aH 
+ aW

k 
owkdt 

t 
0 

aH 
= i = 

ax. 
1 

= 0 ; j = 

+ 

t 

J 1 [[ ~i aH ) + + a ox. 
X. 1 

1 t 
0 

1, ••. , n 

1, ••• , m 

= 0 

This must be satisfied for all perturbations consistent with (4.4) 

From (4.1, 4.16) 

x. 
1 

= f. 
1 

aH 
= aI.; i=.1, ... ,n 

1 

Therefore the solutons are characterised by a set of ordinary 

differential equations of the Hamiltonian kind. 
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(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 



The transversality conditions (4.20) in conjunction with the end 

conditions (4.4) provide a sufficient set of boundary conditions 

for solving (4.22). 

The following consistency condition can be obtained as a by-

product of the analysis 

dH 
dt = 

= 

= 

Consider 

t 

= J 
t 

0 

aH • 
-x ax. i 

1 

~f 
ax. i 

1 

aH 
at 

" 

aH • 
+ ,u. 

ou. J 
J 

+ 0 + 0 

~, ~ , t; ~. Q) 

~ (x". 
.. " !! • w t) 

o -

t 

aH • 
+ -w aW

k 
k 

+ 
aH -at f. 

aH 
1 ax. 

1 

" " 

aH • 
aI. ~i 

1 

gkl1k 

" H(" • !:! , ~ , t; 

.. .. t~dt f (x • !!. w o -

J L (t)~. (x* • .. .. .. " + !!. w t) f. (x • u , ~ , 
1 1 - 1 - -

t 
0 

" = I I :s 0 

~dt 
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(4.23) 

(4.24 ) 

(4.25 ) 



- -= ....= -

provided 

Equation (4.25) must be satisfied by all controls~(t) within 

* a sufficiently small neighbourhood of ~ (t) and satisfying (4.26). 

This implies 

* * * * * H (~ , ~, !!!' ,t; ~,Q) f; H (~ , ~ , w , t; ~,Q) 

provided equation (4.26) is satisfied. This is the Weierstrass 

condition that the Hamiltonian must be maximised with respect to 

the controls within the interior of the constraint region bounded 

by the gk' (This implies ~k = 0.) The equations derived in this 

section are summarised below. 

4.5 PONTRYAGIN'S PRINCIPLE 

Consider the Hamiltonian 

H (~( t), ~ (t), !!!', t; ~ (t), l! (t») 

where 

t ~ t ~ t . 
o l' 

ilt::l, ... ,n; k = I, ... , p 
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(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.16) 

* * * For optimal solutions (~ (t), ~ (t), !!!' ) to the problem formulated in 

section 4.3, the multipliers ~(t), j!(t) must satisfy the following 



conditions 

(a) Ilk (t) 0 if * gk(~ , u * * , " , t) < 0 

* * * > 0 if gk(~ , u , w t) = 0 -

(b) Adjoint equations 

A. 
aH 

i 1, = = · .. , n 
~ ax. 

~ 

aH 
i 1, x. = = · .. , n 

~ aA. 
~ 

oH 
0 j 1, = = · .. , m au. 

J 

This is the equivalent sta~ement of the Weierstrass condition 

that H must be maximised with respect to the controls within the 

interior of the constraint region. 

(c) Consistency condition 

(d) 

dH 
dt 

Transversality 

- oC + ~ot 

= 
aH 
at 

condition 

~tl A. ox. 
~ ~ t 

0 

+ ( aH 
aW

k 
owkdt = 0, 

t 

This must be satisfied for perturbations consistent wifp the 

end condition (4.4). 

• 
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(4.11) 

(4.18) 

(4.22) 

(4.19) 

(4.23) 

(4.20) 



~-~' ~-===--=--- -~-..:.-~ 
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(e) Weierstrass condition 

'I< 
, !;! , 

'I< 
~ , t; ~,Q) 

provided 
'I< 'I< 'I< 

gk(! , u , ~ , t) < o· , k = 1, •.• , p l (4.27) 

4.6' 'RESTRICTED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 

This corresponds to an arc of the optimal trajectory lying on 

the boundary of the constraint domain. So that without loss of 

generality, assume 
'I< 'I< 'I< 

l gk (! , ~ , ~ , t) = o· k = 1, e •• , p'~p , 

'I< 'I< 'I< 
gk(! , u , ~ , S) < 0; k = p'",:l, ... , p 

(4.28) 

where 

t 
£ Ee' tJ 

t ~ t < tR, of: t 
0 e ! 

Therefore from the implicit function theorem there exists a neighbour

* * * hood of (! , ~ , ~ ) such that 

k = I, ... , p' (4.29 ) 

This may be solved uniquely for p' components of ~ as functions of 

the remaining {m - p') components of ~ and !, ~,t. Without loss of 

generality let these p' components be u!' u
2

' ... , up" 

Let 

u -c 
= (4.30) 



where 

and 

From (4.16) 

where 

u -c 

u 

= 

= ( u • 
-c' 

H· = - £ + A.f. 
o 1 1 

, •• , u ) 
m 

~, ~, t) 

This corresponds to the Hamiltonian in the absence of inequality 

constraints. 

From (4.7, 4.18, 4.19, 4.28) 

dL aft 
pi' agk 1 + L IJk (t) i I, = = .... , n dt ax. ax. 

1 k=l 1 

p' 
aH aH agk = L IJk(t) = o· j = I, .... , p' au. au. au. , 

J J k=l J 

These may be written more compactly using matrix algebra as 

dA " ag 
= - V H + I!-

dt 
x 

ax 

" 
ag 

V H I! = 0 u au -c 

where 

I! = (IJ 1, .... , IIp') 

V = (a: ' .... , a: ) x 1 n 
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(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34 ) 



a~ 

v 
u 

ax 

= 

= 

(a: 
1 

, ... , ~ ) 
ou I 

. P 

agl 

aXl 
............. 

ag I 

-=.E. ............. 
aXl 

agl 

aXn 

ag I 

---.E. 
aXn 

p' 

Eliminating ~ from (4.33, 4.34) gives 

- V if x 
V fl(a~ ]-1 [O~J 

u au ox -c -
+ 

Define 

= f . - . k=l, ••• ,p' 

dx 
= VX~ . 

dt 
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x n 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

Suppose the constraints gk are functions of the state variabies >only 

= k=l, ••• ,p' (4.37) 
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From (4.29. 4.36) 

= = O' • k=l, ... ,p' (4.38) 

Equations (4.35 - 4.38) represent the equations of the restricted 

maximum principle. The Weierstrass condition corresponds to 

maximising H subject to the constraint (4.38). 

4.7 JUMP CONDITION 

The condition on the adjoint vector ~ at the entry and leaving 

points t • tg,. defined in 
e 

(4.28 ) is considered below. 

From (4.33) 

hg [:!) . 
A(t + h) ~(t) = - hlJ H + - hQ(h) (4.39) x 

where 

dA ~ (t + h) ~(t) 
= + Q(h) 

dt h 

Q(h) -T 0 as h -T 0 

Let 

} (4.40) 
h ->- 0+ 

From (4.39) 

~(tg, + 0) ~(tg,) = + l!(tg,) r:~) 
- t=t g, 

i. e. 

~(tg, + 0) = ~ (tg,) + l!(tg,) (:;] 
- t=t g, 

(4.41) 



where 

such that 

From (4.11) 

Suppose 

and 

t < t 
e 

g < O· 
k ' 

k = 1, ... , p' I 
This corresponds to approaching the entry point t from within the 

e 

constraint domain. 

From (4.11, 4.16, 4.33) 

Let 

then 

dA 
= - 'V H 

dt 
x 

!;(t) - A(t - h) = - h'V H 
x 

t -->- t 
e 

h -->- 0+ 

A (t ) 
- e 

A (t - 0) = 0 
- e 

A(t) = A(t - 0) 
- e - e 

hQ(h) 

Equations (4.41, 4.43, 4.46) define the jump conditions. ?;(t) is 

continuous at an entry point but.is discontinuous on leaving. 
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(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44 ) 

(4.45 ) 

(4.46) 
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4.8 BELL~~N'S PRINCIPLE 

The results of the preceding sections were obtained by minimising 

G-J from (4.11) with respect to the controls ~(t) belonging to a 

control set U defined by (4.3, 4.4). The following minimum cost 

function is defined· corresponding to (4.11) 

V(t, ~(t), ~(t), ~) Min 
~(a)EU 
t",a::'t 1 

! ('("0" 
0'" ) 

~(a), ~(a), ~, a)da 

= Min 
~(a)EU 
t~a~t+h 

+ 

Min ! Jt+h_F(~(a), ~(a), ~(a), ~, a)da 
~(a)EU 
t+h{t~tl t 

tl 

+ f -F(~(a), ~(a), ~(a), ~, a)da + 

t+h 

(4.47) 

This is obtained by splitting the integral and minimisation operation 

in (4.47) into two parts: (t, t+h), (t+h, tl) and in the limit 

h -+ O. The first integral in (4.48) depends only on values of 

a E II, t+E] and is independent of minimisation for a > t+h. There-

fore, using mean value theorem for small h 

! t+h 

Ol'O) Min Min f -F(~(a), ~ (a) , ~(a), ~, 
~(a)EU ~(a)EU 
t~O"~t+h t+h~a~tl 

t 

t+h 

ol'o ) = 
llin ! f -F(~(a), ~(a) , ~(a), ~, 

~(a)EU 
t~a~t+h 

t 

= Min {-hF(~(t), ~(t), ~(t), ~, t) } 
~(t)EU 

(4.49) 
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For the remaining term in (4.8) for which 0 varies from (t+h) 

to tJ> the only effect on control applied from (t, t+h) is to determine 

(~, ~) at t+h. So that, from the definition (4.47) this term reduces 

to 

Min 
!!(o)£U 
t~a~t+h 

Min 
!! (o)EU 
t+h~cr~t 1 I

t, 

J -F(~(o), 
t+h . 

~(o), !!(o), ~, o)do 

= Min {V(t+h, ~(t+h), ~(t+h), ~)} 
!!(t)£U 

+ 

(4.50) 

Combining (4.47 - 4.50), the following iterative functional equation 

is obtained. 

V(t, ~(t), ~(t),~) = Min ~F(~,~,!!'~,t) + V(t+h,~(t+h),~(t+h),;iJ 
!!£u 

(4.51) 

This is the mathematical statement of the optimality principle 

of dynamic progrannning [}40, l4IJ. But from Taylor's theorem 

V(t+h, ~(t+h), ~(t+h), ~) = • h ~ • av 
V(t,~,~,~) + at + hXi ax. 

1 

Therefore substituting in (4.51) and taking h-+-O 

av Min E+ 
f av df i av] + + 

at 
!!£U 

i ax. dt ai<. 
1 1 

On further simplification this becomes 

av + Min 
at 

= 

af. 
1 

0 

+ -- u. + 
au. J 

J 

afi) aVI 
at a(J 

1: 

+ hx. a~ 
1 ax. 

1 

= o (4.52) 

This equation contains the inequality constraints gk and 

corresponds to the generalised Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential 
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equation of dynamic programming. Equations (4.52) can be solved using 

the method of characteristics to yield the Pontryagin equations of the 

previous sections. The dynamic programming approach presents considerable 

storage difficulties for high order systems. 

4.9 DISCUSSION 

The principles of Pontryagin and Bellman have been derived for 

a class of structural optimization problems which have been formulated 

as general optimal control problems. A first variation method was 

used for introducing the inequality constraints into a generalised 

Lagrange multiplier formulation. Variations in the functional J 

defined by (4.5) gave the desired results. One of the difficulties 

in the simplified approach presented here lies in form~lating 

necessary and sufficient conditions on f g e(o), e(l) for the 
i' k' p P 

existence of (4.17) and the derivation of the jump conditions. 

These difficulties could be resolved using the methods of functional 

analysis which. lie outside the scope of this thesis. 

4.10 STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS IN CONTROL FORHULATION 

The application of optimal control theory to the structural 

optimization area is of more recent origin. The formalism is based 

on the maximum principle of Pontryagin and the optimality principle 



of Bellman in the theory of dynamic programming. They provide the 

first order conditions for an optimal'Euler-Lagrange equations, 

transversality conditions and the Weierstrass condition. These are 

essentially a systematisation of the variational calculus where 
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an entire function,or functions, is determined to optimise some per

formance criterion subject to specified constraints. The applications 

are based on a continuous model and one-dimensional structures 0[0, 

93-95,113,119,126,208-21Q] have been formulated as optimal control 

problems with, for example, skin thickness or a beam dimension' 

playing the role of a control function. These are studied in conjunction 

with static and dynamic technologies. In this connection the work 

of Haug and Kirmser [30~ is of special interest as they consider 

beam problems in the presence of inequality constraints on the stress 

and deflection fields .using Lagrange multiplier functions. 

In Chapters 5 and 6 the scope of optimal control theory is further 

extended to include more complex structural optimization problems. 



.cHAPTER 5 

OPTIMAL CONTROL FOR}lULATION OF DISC BASED ON A STRESS CONSTRAINT 
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5.1 TURBINE DISC PROBLEN 

The principles of Pontryagin and Bellman developed in Chapter 4 

are applied to the structural optimization problem studied in Chapter 

2 where the weight of the turbine disc was minimised in the presence 

of a stress constraint. The variational formulation was already 

developed in Chapter 2 and is summarised below for purposes of ready 

reference. 

The weight functional to be minimised is 

a 

W = .f m2nprh(r)dr 

al 

(5.1) 

where the thickness distribution 1S defined by 

h(r) = 

= 

= 

h(r) 

b 
m 

a m-I a 
m 

) (5.2) 

The behaviour characteristics are described by the ordinary differential 

equations 

and 

do 
r 

dr 

dOe 

dr 

or 

Or 

= 

= 

° -r 
= 

r 

sI 

s m 

°e 

at 

at 

v 

!!.( 0 - 0 ) 
r r e 

dh 

+ 

-0 
h r dr vpw2 r 

r = a~ 

r = a m 

(5.3) 
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These equations were derived on the assumption of radially symmetric 

plane stress. 

The behaviour and side constraints were defined by 

where 

(5.4) 

her) ~ £ for all r £ ~2' ~-"J 

5.2 OPTIMAL CONTROL FOR}illLATION 

The behaviour differential equations (5.3) are transformed into 

the optimal control formulation by the transformation equations. 

Xl = (J 
r 

x2 = 
(Je 

(5.5) 
x3 = h (r) 

dh u = 
dr 

From (5.3, 5.5) 

dXl 
- 1:. El u ~3(Xl pw2rx3] dr = + - X2) + 

X3 r 

dX2 
x] - X2 VX]U vpw2r = 

dr r X3 
(5.6) 

dX3 
= u dr 



Equations (5.6) correspond to the state equations where 

state vector: x = (0 , 0 6 ; h)lX3 

) 
r 

control vector: u = (dh) 
dr lxl 

Therefore the state variables x. (r) i = 1,2,3 correspond to the 
1 

stresses and disc thickness and the control u(r) is given by the 

rate of change of thickness. 

The constraint conditions (5.4) are given by 

where 
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(5.7) 

(5.8) 

The projection of the three-dimensional state space (XI, x2, x3) 

onto the (xI' x2) subspace is given by the Tresca hexagon of figure 

(1. la). All admissible states must lie within or on the hexagon. 

The hub radius a2 in (5.8) has the status of a control parameter. 

The control u(r) is unbounded so that 

lu(r) I !' ~ (5.9) 

The transversality conditions associated with the differential 

system (5.3) are given by 

6 (1) : xI = sI' x3 = bl at r = al 

) 6 (m) : xI = s m' x3 b at r = a m m 

(5.10) 

The control u(r) is said to be admissible if it is continuous in 



(a2' am-I) and satisfies constraint condition (5.9). Therefore for 

a given admissible control u(r), a 2 ~ r ~ am-I the state equations 
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(5.6) in conjunction with the transversality.conditions (5.10) possess 

a unique continuous solution which defines a trajectory in three-

dimensional state space (OXlx2x3) along which the states of the system 

are transferred between the end manifolds e(l), e(m). These trajectories 

are constrained to lie within the region of state space defined by 

(5.8). The problem is to determine an optimal control which affects 

such a transfer while minimising the weight integral. 

a 

I 
m 

W Q 2rrprx3dr (5.11) 

al 

The problem has been reduced to a constrained optimal control 

problem to which the Pontryagin formulation is applicable. 

5.3 UNCONSTRAINED PROBLEM 

The constraint set (5.8) is a necessary condition for the 

existence of solutions to the problem. This is proved by considering 

the one-dimensional unconstrained problem 

Minimise WGiI Q r 2rrp rx 3dr ; x3 £ El (5.12) 

r 
0 

where 

a ~ r < r
1 

~ a 
2 0 m-I 



* Let x3(r) = x3 (r), r £ ~o,r~ be the minimising function in 

class C2. Then it certainly minimises in the subclass 

Therefore 

+ £ n(r); 
o 

n(r) £ c2 

rl 

= wl2c:tJ + £0 J 21Tp r n(r)dr 

r o 

But, by definition, F(£ ) is a minimum at £ = o. 
o 0 

Therefore 

So that 

F' (0) = 0 

q 

J 21Tprn(r)dr = 0 

r o 

for arbitrary n(r) £ C2 

But this is impossible and the problem has no finite solutions for 

unbounded x3(r). 

5.4 CONSTRAINTS ON THICKNESS x3(r) 

Let 

for all r £ [Eo' riJ 

where 
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(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 



.-

From (5.12) 

Hence 

* x3 (r) = 

= 

E for all 

2 2 
lip (r I - r ) E 

o 

Therefore the optimal trajectory lies on the boundary of the state 

constraint region X3 = E. 

5.5 CONSTRAINED PROBLEM 

Finally, the problem 1S considered 1n the presence of the 

constraint set (5.8). 

From (5.1, 5.2, 5.5) 

w = 
a I 

lIpb I (a2
2 - a 2

1 ) + lIpb (a2 - a 2 ) + f rn- 2l1prx3dr 
m m m-l 

where 

W is a minimum when given a2 c ~, iD 

* x3 (r) = c for all 

Hence 
a 

f 
rn-l * 

Min 2l1prx3 dr = 

a2 

a2 

rcla,a "I 
L.:2 rn-U 
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(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 
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and 

W(a2) TIpb I (a~ - 2 2 _ a 2 ) 2 2 W = = a I) + TIpb (a + TIp (a - a )£ 
I 

m m m-I m-I 2 

TIp ~b I -
2 + b (a2 - a2 ) + .oa2 

- bIaO (5.22) = .o)a2 m m m-I m-I 

This function of a2 is to be minimised. Solutions exist only 

for bounded a2 and are given by 

= U if bl < £ 
} (5.23) 

The optimal control formulation of the problem is now considered. 

5.6 MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 

The control characteristics of the structural system are 

described by the maximum principle of Pontryagin which defines the 

interaction between optimal control and optimal trajectory in state 

space. 
. 

The unconstrained Hamiltonian H is defined by 

= 

xIu 
-\)--- (5.24 ) 

Therefore the"adjoint equations are 
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dA I aB Al - 1.2 u 
- = (A I + \11.2)- + dr ax I x3 r 

dA2 aB Al - 1.2 
- = (5.25) dr aX2 r 

dA3 aR xlu 
- = 2npr - ,(AI + \11.2) dr aX3 x2 

3 

These are derived on the assumption that the optimal trajectory lies 

within the interior of the state constraint domain (5.8) 

< (J 
o 

The control u(r) is unbounded,'hence 

= 

} 

= o 

this being the condition for maximising the Hamiltonian H. The 

Hamiltonian (5.24) corresponds to a singular unbounded control. 

(5.26 ) 

(5.27) 

The Hamiltonian is linear in the control so that the optimal control 

must either lie at a bound or be such that (5.27) is satisfied. 

There are three possible boundary configurations for the optimal 

trajectory and are described below. 

5.7 RESTRICTED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE I 

Suppose the optimal trajectory'belongs to the boundary 

configuration 
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for all r £ fe' r~ I (5.28) 

for all r £ ~e' r"il 

where 

a2 ~ r < r ~ a e R- m-I (5.29) 

From (4.38 ) 

Define p(". r' u) = 'I (x3 - £) dll 
• . dr x (5.30) 

dX3 
= 

dr 

= u (5.31) 

From (4.38) 

u. = 0 (5.32) 

This is expected because h = x3 = £ in ~ e' r iI implies u - :~ = 0 

substituting (5.32) in (5.25) using (4.33) 

, 

dA2 Al - A2 (5.33) 
= 

dr r 

dA3 , 

dr 
= 21Tpr + )J 

Integrating 

Al = A + Br2 

I A2 = A - Br2 (5.34) 

A3 = 1Tpr2 + f 0(r)dr + C 

where A. B. C are constants of integration. The projection of the 

adjoint vector ~ on (AI. A2) subspace is a two-parameter family of 
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parabolas whose foci lie on the axis of rotation. 

Subs ti tuting (5.32) in state equations (5.6) and simplifying 

dXI xI - x2 
= - pw2r 

dr r 

dX2 xI - x2 
= - vpw2r (5.35) dr r 

dX3 
= 0 

dr 

Integrating 
C2 3 + v 

xI = Cl ? pw2r2 
8 

C2 1 + 3v 
x2 = Cl + r:2 pw2r2 (5.36 ) 8 

X 3 = E 

where Cl. C2 are constants of integration. Eliminating r from (5.36) 

(1 + 3v)x~ - (3 + v)x~ - 2(1 - v)x l x2 - 8C l vx I + 8C IX2 

2 
- 4C 2 (1 - v) - 2(1 + v) C pw2 

I 2 = o (5.37) 

This defines a family of hyperbolas ln (xI. x2) subspace whose centres 

lie on the line 

X 
2 

= 

= 
} (5.38) 

This analysis is applicable to those parts of the optimal trajectory 

which lie on the boundary x3 = E. 



- - . ~-. 

5.8 RESTRICTED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 11 

The second possibility is 

where 

Let 

From (4.36) 

p(~,r; u) 

F(xI(r), x2(r») 

'V F -x 
~ 

x3 

~ cr 

> E 

for all r E ~e' 0 

for all r e: ~e' 

Since the optimal trajectory lies on the boundary (5.39) 

p(x,r; u) ~ 0 

Hence 

~ 

r~ 

r~ 

where F ,F denote partial derivatives of F with respect to 
Xl . x2 

Xl, x2 respectively. 

From (5.6, 5.43) 

+ 

for all r E ~e' r~ 
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} (5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41 ) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 
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o where x is a constant of integration. 

Substituting (5.44) in (5.6) and simplifying 

dXI 
= 

l+v (xI-X2)Fx 
2 

dr r F +vF 
Xl x2 

dX2 l+v (xl-x2)Fx I 
dr 

= 
r F +vF 

(5.45) 
xl x2 

dX3 X3~XI-X2)FX -Fx 
+ Pw~ = 

_ ) 2 

dr Xl r F +vF 
xl x2 

This two-parameter family of optimal trajectories is based on 

the assumption that F has continuous first partial derivatives 

on the boundary. This is true for most engineering yield conditions, 

in particular the Tresca yield condition, except at the vertices 

of the hexagon. 

In matrix form the Hamiltonian (5.24) reduces to 

H = - 21Tp rx3 + ~ ! (5.46) 

where 

A = (AI' A2' A3) 

1 E x3 - - xlu + - (xl-x2) 
x3 r 

+ pw2r~ 

xl-x2 vXlu 
vpw2r f = - ---r x3 

u 



From (5.41) 

17 F f = 0 
x -

From the Weierstrass condition the Hamiltonian (5.46) must be 

maximised with respect to the control u, subject to the constraint 

condition (5.47). 

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers 

Therefore 

and 

Hence 

af. 
~ 

"i au 

a 

aF 
+ a-· ax. 

1 

1.3 = 0 

From (5.46, 5.41) 

1 x3 
- - (u + - ) x3 r' 

af. 
1 

au o 

1 
r 
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(5.47) 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

17 H A 
1 vu 1 

= 
x r x3 r 

+ (0,0,-2rrpr) (5.50) 

o o , o 



and 

'l P x 
= 

From (4.35) 

F - F d 
xI x2 + _ F 

---r-- dr x2 

dA 
= 

dr 
- 'l H 

x + 

Substituting (5.24, 5.41, 5.49 

= dr 

+ 
r 

= 
dr 

21Tpr = 0 t 

d 
+ - F 

dr xI 

T 

5.51) in (5.52) and simplifying 

- F x, + 
r 
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(5.51) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

The analysis is applicable to a general yield criterion F = F(XI,X2)' 

These results are now interpreted for the Tresca yield criterion (5.8). 

t This means that the axis o~ rotation r = 0 of the disc lies on 
(AI' 1. 2) plane. 



5.9 TRESCA YIELD CRITERION 

On each branch of the Tresca hexagon (figure 1.la), F ,F 
xl X2 

are constant, therefore 

= = o 

Substituting (5.54) in (5.53) and simplifying 

d Fx ~ F [->'IF + A2Fxl] 
'd(-AIF + A2F ) = (l+v)F 1+ 

x2 x2 
vF r r x2 xl 

xl x
2 

:r(Al + A2) = 0 

Integrating 

Al + A2 = D } 
Cra -AIF + A2F = x2 xl 

where 

Fx + Fx 
a = (1 + v) 1 2 

F + vF 
xl x2 

C,D = constants of integration (C > 0). 

Solving 

DFxl 
C,a - r 

Al = F + F 
xl x2 

DFx ' a + er 
A2 = 2 

F + F 
X X 

1 2 
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(5.54) 

(5.55 ) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 



Substituting (5.43 ,5.57) ln (5.24) and simplifying 

H = -2nprx3 + C(l + v) 
a-I 

r 
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(5.58 ) 

On FA, CD (figure l.la) the second term on the right of (5.58) 

is negative, while it is positive on EF, BC, DE, AB. Therefore 

optimal control must operate along the latter branches of the Tresca 

hexagon. 

Consider states on DE 

X2 = xI - 0 
0 

0 :; xl :; 0 
0 

F = 1 
xl 

F =. -1 
x 

I 

Therefore from (5.57, 5.59) for finite AI, A2 

Substituting 

Integrating 

where 

C = D = 0 

(5.59) 

dx 
I 

dr 

xl = 

x2 = 

S = 

in (5.45) 

1 
0 

+ v 0 
= 

1 - v r 

0 in arS 
0 

o (in arS -
0 

1 + v 
1 - v > 1 

a > 0 

1) 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

} (5.62) 



Subs ti tuting (5.59, 5.62) in (5.44) and simplifying 

.~ 1-
r 

20 
0 1 

f 
1 

( (1 
0 pw2r )dr x3 . = x3 + 0 tl - v)r 

0 R.n ar 

0 
20 pw~ .~ 1- ~o 

r 
X3 

0 

J 
1 

u = (1 - v)r 
.+ x 

0 R.n ar tl R.n ar tl 
0 

[TI 20 
pwgdr I (1 - ~)r + 

Equations (5.62 - 5.64) determine the state and control vectors on 

branch DE. From (5.59, 5.62) 

1 
a 

e 
a 

This inequality cannot be satisfied for arbitrary values of the 
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(5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

constant of integration a, hence optimal control cannot operate along 

DE. Similarly it cannot operate along AB either. 

Therefore optimal control must operate along BC or EF. Consider 

states on EF. 

Xl = 0 
0 

o lE x2 lE 0 
0 

F = 1 
(5.66 ) 

xl 

F = 0 
x

2 

Substituting (5.66) in (5.45 ) and simplifying 



~ -

dx 2 (1 + ,,) 
(0

0 
- x ) dr = r 2 

dX
3 x [0 - x2 

pw2r J 3 0 = + 
dr 0 r 

0 

Integrating, 

x2 = 0 
b -(1+,,) b > 0 

0 
- r , 

0 1 [br-(l+,,) pw~r~ x 3 · = x3 exp -
o 1 + " 0 

where b is a constant of integration. 

From (5.43, 5.68) 

o 

u = :: Er-(2+v) + pw~ 1 ~r-(l+") 
exp -

o 1 + " o 
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(5.67) 

) (5.68) 

(5.69) 

Equations (5.68, 5.69) determine the optimal trajectory and control 

on the branch EF defined by xl = a. Equation (5.68) defines a 
o 

mono tonic . decreasing function of x3 (r) so that from (5.8) 

E exp { -
1 rR. ~ 

- (1+,,) 

o lc"'-:+-,,
o 

5.10 RESTRICTED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE III 

The final possibility is 

F(xI(r), x2(r») = 0 

) 
0 

x3(r) = E 

(5.70) 

(5.71) 

.6.-_ 



for all r I': ~e' r~ C r2' 11m-~' 

From (5.32, 5.43) 

Xl - X2 FXl - F x2 
pw2r F + vF + = 0 r 

Xl x2 

Substituting (5.66) in (5.72) 

This clearly is inadmissible for all r I': ~e' r~ and hence (5.71) 

is not a valid proposition. 

5.11 OPTIMAL CONTROL RESULTS 

The results derived thus far may be summarised as follows: 

(i) F(xl(r), x2(r») < a for all r I': rl ' a~. 0 

(H) F(xl(r), x2 (r») < a for all r I': rm- l ' a~. 0 

(iii) F(xl(r), x2(r») = a for all r I': r2' am-j] 0 

(iv) F(xl(r), x2(r») < a for all r I': ~e' r!J. 0 

(v) F(xl(r), X2(r») = a for all r I': ~R,' ~-iJ 0 

Conditions (iii, v) correspond to la I = a with 
. r 0 

'" 1 {(1 b -(l+v) pw2r2 } h (r) = h exp r 
0 a + v) 2 

0 
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(5.72) 

(5.73) 



where the constant h satisfies the condition 
o 

1 h > E exp -o cr 
o 

I b -(l+v) 
[[1 + v) r -

* Condition (iv) corresponds to h (r) = E. The analysis given 

here is essentially a modification of an earlier version proposed by 

de Silva [3l~. This chapter is concluded with a brief description 

of the jump conditions (see section 4.7) on the adjoint vector. 

These are the conditions at the entry and leaving points for arcs of 

the optimal trajectory on the boundary of the state constraint region. 

5.12 JUMP CONDITIONS 

The adjoint vector is continuous at the entry point r = r 
e 
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h(r - 0) = h(r) - e - e (5.74 ) 

Therefore from (5.34, 5.57, 5.66) 

A + Br2 D C l+v 

I 
= - r 

e e 

A - Br2 = Crl +v 
e e 

(5.75) 

But the adjoint vector is discontinuous on leaving (4.41) 

~(rR. + 0) (5.76) 

where (see Leitmann 80'[1, Chapter 4) from (5.41) 



\l (r) 
A[a i } [ap}-l 
- au au 

for all r E ~e' r~ 

Substituting. (5.66) in (5.57, 5.77) 

\l(r). = D - (1 - v)Cr(l+v), 

Substituting (5.78) in (5.76), using (5.34, 5.66) 

A' + B'r2 = D' - C' (1+v) - D' + (l-v)C'r(l+v) 
i r i i 

= Ct (1+v) -v r 
i 
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(5.77) 

(5.78) 

(5.79 ) 

Equations (5.75, 5.79) determine the adjoint vectors on leaving 

in terms of the hyperbolas on entry. One of the major difficulties 

lies in determining these entry and leaving points. 



CHAPTER 6 

OPTIMAL VIBFATION MODES OF DISCS 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

* This chapter is essentially a continuation of the research 

programme described 1n earlier chapters into analytical and computational 

procedures based on the methods of mathematical programming for optimising 

structural systems in the presence of design constraints. As a first 

step in this direction, the weight of a turbine disc was minimised 

subject to specified behaviour and side constraints. The behaviour 

constraints were restricted to a consideration that the stresses should 

be below the yield stress for the material of the disc while the 

vibrational frequencies were constrained to be outside given critical 

resonance bands. The side constraints, on the other hand, imposed 

restrictions on the dimensions and tolerances of the disc. The problem 

was formulated as a general problem in optimal control theory with the 

addition of inequality constraints on the state variables. The state 

and control variables were given by functions describing the variations 

in the thickness, stress and deformation fields, with the frequencies 

corresponding to control parameters. 

The continuous formulation was described by the maximum principle 

of Pontryagin, while for purposes of simplicity, the numerical 

computations were based on a discretised non-linear programming approx-

imation obtained by using a piecewise linear representation for the 

thickness variables. The non-linear programming formulation was 

characterised by non-analytic "black box" type constraints for the 

behaviour constraints corresponding to functional inequality constraints. 

These, together with the side constraints, were represented in design 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

* An improved version of this chapter is given in de Silva [239]. 
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space by constraint hypersurfaces which formed a composite constraint 

surface. The weight was represented by a family of quadratic contours 

of constant weight and the problem consisted of determining the least 

weight contour within the feasible region enveloped by the composite 

constraint surface. The solutions were based on a modified "steepest 

descent-alternate step" mode of travel in design space developed by 

Schmit et al [7CO: this being one of the most powerful methods avail

able at the time for handling structural optimization problems with 

non-analytic constraints. This chapter describes further developments 

in this direction by considering the dual problem of maximising a 

specified linear combination of the frequencies of vibration of the 

turbine disc· with a constraint on the total weight. The problem is 

again formulated as a general optimal control problem in the presence 

of inequality constraints on the state variables. Significant 

progress has been made in solving the problem using analytical 

procedures based on the maximum principle of Pontryagin. The adjoint 

systems of the Pontryagin formulation are solved using perturbation 

techniques which give rise to fourth order differential equations. 

These are solved using WKB expansions [?l~. These analytical 

procedures transform the problem into a non-linear programming 

problem which can then be solved using the Heaviside penalty function 

transformations [Z6,SCO of non-linear programming in conjunction 

with Rosenbrock's hill-climbing techniques [i2~. 

This chapter includes a description of the synthesis procedures 

used to implement the optimized design cycles on an English Electric 

KDF9 computer together with a preliminary discussion of results. 
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6.2 OPTI~~L CONTROL FORMULATION 

The behaviour analysis for the disc was described in section 

(3.2). The basic equations are summarised below for purposes of ready 

reference. 

The state equations for the system are given by 

dx. 
1 

dr 

dX4 
dr 

dxs 

dr 

dX6 
dr 

where 

= 

= 

= 

= 

i = 1,2,3 

E2(l-V2)pp2 3n2vu 
+ 

Ex2 xsr2 
5 

~vu 6n2+3 
x6 + 

xsr2 xSr 

Eu 
6+3v 6x2 

6 
+ --x6 + 

Xs xSr x2 
S 

x6 

u 

d(i-l)W 
x. 

dr(i-1) 1 

d(i-l)h 
xi+4 = 

dr(i-1) 

d2h u = 
dr2 

9n 2x 6 + 
6n2vx6 

xsr3 x2r2 S 

, 
6vx2 

2n2+j 6 
+ x2 2 r3 xsr 

2n2+j [3X 6 
x3 2-

r2 Xs 

1 = 1,2,3,4 

i = 1,2 

n
2

(n
L4j 

r 4 
xl 

(6.1) 

+ ~)X4 

(6.2) 



-- --~----=- --..,----=--

The state and control variables and parameters are defined by 

state vector: = (Xl, ••• , x6) = h dh) 
, dr 

control vector: u = 

control parameter vector: = (PI' ••• , PR, 

The p., i = 1,2, .•• ,.Q. are the first R, vibrational frequencies of 
1 

the disc. The transversality conditions at r = aI' am are given by 

Xl (al) = x2 (al) = 0 

v t2 (a",) 
n

2 

~ x3 ("tu) + a! Xl ("tu) = 0 
am 
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x3 (am) x2 n 2 2n2x l (am) 
(6.3) 

X4(am) + a - -:7 ("In) - -"7 x2 ("m) + 
aJ a "In m m 

n 2 (1-v) 

t2 (am) 
Xl (amj 

+ = 0 
a 2 am m 

These correspond to the initial and terminal transversality 

conditions. The state and control inequality constraints are given 

by 

Xs ;: £ for all r £ ~2' "In-~ 

w 
o 

where W is a given upper bound on the weight. 
o 



The merit criterion is defined by a function of the form 

G(p) ~ 

where the coefficients c. are weighting factors based on the 
~ 

Gaussian distribution function 

i=l, ... ,2. 

<Ht) ~ 

so that 

I c 11 > I c21 > 

The frequencies p. are assumed to be arranged in ascending order, 
~ 

so that 

From engineering considerations, the designs must avoid specified 

f bd d · f· 0 requency an s centre on g~ven resonance requenc~es PI' 

Then 

a. ~ 

~ 

~ 

where 

I c·1 if 
0 

+ p. > p. 
~ ~ ~ 

Ic·1 if 
0 - p. < p. 

~ ~ ~ 

000 
PI < P2 < ••••• < PR. 

i 1, ..• ,R. 

) 
~ 

i 1, ... ,9.-

o 
••• , PR. 
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(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 
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So that (6.5) gives 

1 
G(p) = L a.p. 

1 1 
(6.8) 

i=l 

The initial values for p. are obtained from experimental data for 
1 

standard turbine design configurations. When one of these p. is to 
1 

o the right of the resonance band centred on p., the frequency must be 
1 

o 0 maximised to move p. away from p .• Similarly when p. < p for some 
1 1 1 ·0 

i EO Q., D the corresponding p. mus t be minimised to move the optimized 
1 

o designs away from p .• For most design calculations, the lowest 
1 

frequency PI is the most significant, with the others of rapidly 

decreasing importance. This is ensured by the selection of the c. 
1 

according to (6.6). For purposes of simplicity, the c. are calculated 
, 1 . 

at the standard configurations and are assumed constant during the 

synthesis. 

6.3 THE PONTRYAGIN FOFMULATION 

The unconstrained Hamiltonian is given by 

3 
+ A4IT12(l-~2) 3n 2vu 9n2x 

H(A'x'r'u) L pp2 + 6 
= Lx. 1 + -'-' , 1 1+ 

i=l Exs xsr2 x r3 
5 

6n2vx2 
_ n2(nL 4)]x _ [3VU _ 6n2+3 6 

2 2 4 I xsr2 
x6 + 

xsr r xSr 

6vx2 
2n

2
+1] [3U 6+3v 6x2 

6 6 
--+ X - -+ --x6 + --

2 3 2 2 
xSr r Xs xSr Xs 
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(6.9) 

where A.(r)j i = 1 • .••• 6 are the components of the adjoint vector. 
1 

Control u(r) is unbounded and continuous in ~2' ~_~. so that from 

the maximum principle 

aH [3n
2

vx I 3vx2 3x3 J AS (6.10) - A~ 2 + = 0 
au 

x5r x5r x5 

The solutions are based on the following representations for the 

optimal trajectory: 

(i) optimal trajectory lies within the interior of the state constraint 

region X5 > c. 

(ii) optimal trajectory lies on the boundary x5 = c for which the 

restricted maximum principle is applicable. 

A detailed consideration of these cases is presented below. 

6.4 INTERIOR OF CONSTRAINT REGION 

For x5 > c. the adjoint equations are given by 

dAI aH 
A~A = = -

dr aX I 
dA2 aH -AI + A~B dr 

= = 
aX2 

dA3 aH 
-A2 + A~C = 

dr aX3 
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dA4 aH = = - A3 + A4D 
dr aX4 

dAS aH = = - A4E 
dr axS 

dA6 aH 
-A4F - AS (6.11) = = dr aX6 

where 

12 (1-v2) pp2 3n2vu 9n2x 6n2vx2 n 2 (nL 4) 6 6 
A = + + 

2 2 3 x2 2 4 Exs xsr xsr sr r 

3vu 6n2+3 6vx2 2n2+1 
B 

6 
= x6 + -- + 

x r2 2 r3 xSr 5 xsr 

.• 
3u 6+3v 6x2 2n2+1 6 

C = + --x6 + 
2 r2 Xs xsr Xs 

D = [
3X6 1) , 

2 -- + -
Xs r 

t "Ch'),,' _ 3n'" < 9n", _ ,:n:,~., _ [_ 3vu 
E = --+ 32 2 2 

ExS xSr x~r3 xSr xsr 

6n2+3 12vx~ ] 
- [- 3u 6+3v 12X~] x - 3 x2 --x - --x + 2 2 6 2 2 6 3 3 

xsr xsr Xs xSr Xs 



(-
9n2 

12n
2

VX6] 
- (- 6n2+3 12vx6 ] 

F = -- + xl + x2 -
X r3 x2r2 xsr2 2 

S S xSr 

( 6+3v 12X6] 6x 4 
-- + --x3 2 
xSr Xs Xs 

Consider the series solutions of the form 

A. 
1 

= 

00 

L 
j=O 

i == 1,2, ... ,6 

wher~ n is a small parameter. 

Assume A4 small. Substituting (6.12) in (6.10, 6.11) gives 

A40 = ASO = A60 = 0 

AI0 = AY 

A20 
0 0 

= .-Al r + A2 

A30 . AY 
r2 0 0 

= '2 - A2 r + A3 

Therefore the adjoint vector is given by 

Al 
0 

O(n) = Al + 

A2 
0 0 + O(n) = -AIr + A2 

A3 
o r2 0 0 + O(n) = Al - - A2 r + 1.3 2 

A4 = O(n) 

AS = O(n) 

. A6 = O.(n) 
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(6.12) 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 



For consistency 

Therefore, 

3 dh 
-- + h dr 

1 
r 

k 

where Ikl is a large constant, therefore 

her) 
C kr/3 IJ3 e ; 

r 
and 

h' (r) ~ ~h 
3 

h" (r) k2 
h ~ 

9 
, 
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(6.15) 

(6.16) 

C > 0 

(6.17) 

These determine the optimal thickness for sub intervals of ra2, a ~ L m-~ 

for which her) > E. The proof of condition Ikl large is given in 

section 6.6. 

Therefore (6.14, 6.17) determine a compatible set of solutions 

for the adjoint·equations (6.11). 

Substituting (6.16, 6.17) in (6.1) and simplifying using (6.2) 

+ 
vk2 dW 

+ ----r dr 
= o 

(6.18) 

The solutions to this equation are given below. 

Case (la): k < 0 

= o (6.19) 



where 

= 

f{x) = 

Put 

w· = ex/ 2 u{x) 

This gives 

1 d 2
11 Cl 4 ~ 2" dx2 + [I6 - A f (x2J u = 0 

Therefore the WKB solutions are given by ~l;o 

u{x) = g (x) 
o 

AlP (X){ gl (x) 
e 1 + + 

A 
+ } 

Substituting (6.23) in (6.22) and equating to zero coefficients of 

A4, A3, .•• , gives 

~' = . {f{x)}Y4 e isTr / 2 s = 0,1,2,3 

I s 

go = . {f(x)}-o/S 

Hence 

w{x). = Jo as eX/2~{x~-%exp~eiSTr/2 ( {f{X)f/4 d3 x 

where = 0,1,2,3 are constants of integration. 
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(6.20) 

(6. 21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 
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Case (lb): k > 0 

Put x = k(r - a2); k --> m 

d"W d 3W d2W 
0 dx4 + 2 dx 3 + dx2 " 

Hence 

W(r) = Cl4 + a2r + (ClG + Cl7r )e 
-kr 

(6.26) 

where Cl4' ClS, ClG, Cl7 are constants of integration. Equations (6.25, 

6.26) determine the solutions to (6.18). The state and control 

variables are given by (6.2, 6.17, 6.25, 6.26). These equations in 

conjunction with (6.14) determine the complete representation for 

the system when the optimal trajectory belongs to the interior of 

the state constraint region. 

The corresponding equations when the optimal trajectory be1ong~ 

to the boundary are now considered. 

6.5 BOUNDARY OF CONSTRAINT REGION 

The restricted maximum principle is applied to arcs of the 

optimal trajectory lying on the state constraint boundary. 

xS(r) = £ for all r £ ~e' r~ (6.27) 

where 

a 2 < r < r < a m-I e t 

Therefore 

V!(xs - £) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 



p ~ scalar product of Vx (X5 - £) with the right hand side of 

state equations (6.1) 

Therefore 

X6 = 0 } 
u = 0 

Substituting in state equations (6.1) and simplifying 

and 

W(r) = 

where 

= 

2n2 + 1 dW 

o 

12(1 - ,,2)pp2 
E£2 

- + dr 

State and control variables are given by (6.2, 6.27, 6.28, 6.30). 

In(Or), Y (Or) are Besse1 functions and I (Or), K (Or) are the 
n n n 

modified Besse1 functions. as, a9, alO' all are constants of 

integration. 
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(6.28) 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 



6.6 OPTIMAL THICKNESS PATTERNS 

The optimal thickness is given by 

'le 
h (r) = h (r) a 2 

,;, r ,;, 

= E r ~ r :E e 

= h+(r) r£. :E r :E 

But from physical continuity conditions 

= b • 
I ' 

= E 

Therefore from (6.17) 

So that 

k 
3 

= 

Therefore 

Again, 
c+ 

b = T m 
am-I 

C+ 
E = Y3 r£. 

h (r) = 
e 

+ 
k am-I/3 e .. 

e 
k +r£./3 

figures 

r e 

r£. 

am-I 

E 

= b 
m 

(6.1, 

I 
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6.2, 6.3) 

(6.31) 

(6.32 ) 

(6.33) 

(6.34 ) 
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Therefore 

= (6.35) 

as E -> 0+ (6.36) 

Conditions (6.34, 6.35) establish the validity of the result 

that Ikl must be large. Equations (6.32 - 6.36; 6.17) also establish 

the continuity of Xs = h, Xs = ~~ at r = re' r~ , which is a necessary 

condition for the analysis to be valid. TIlis is demonstrated below: 

From (6.33, 6.34, 6.17), 

h (r) C k r/3 
= 'h e 

r 

ECe) ~ - (re-r) /3 = 
-k 

e 

-+ c as r"-+- re - o. (6.37) 

TIlerefore from (6.31, 6.32, 6.37) 

h (r) is continuous at r = re' 
+ Similarly h (r) is continuous 

at r = 

Again, h' (r) k 
~ 3 h, implies the continuity of h' (r) at r = re' r~. 

6.7> > SIDE CONSTRAINTS 

These represent constraints on the geometrical configuration of 

of the disc. From figures (6.2, 6.3) 



= 

So that 

Again 

The weight is given by 

a 

fm 2TTprh(r)dr 

al 

(2 
r 

2TTprb I dr + f e 

al a2 

{m-I + 
+ 21Tprh (r)dr 

r~ 

+ 

r' 

+ 21TPf e rh (r)dr + 

a 2 

-r0 as £: -r 0+ 

21Tprh-(r)dr + (~ 
r e 

a 

f m + 21Tprb dr m 
a m-I 

" 

f
am-

I 
' 

21TP rh + (r)dr 

r~ 

Therefore the constraint on the weight is given by 
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(6.38) 

(6. 39) 

21Tpr£dr 

(6.40) 



where 

r 

+ 2npf erh-(r)dr + 

a2 
f

am- l 
2np rh+(r)dr - '" o 

These integrals are evaluated using standard numerical integration 

procedures !}1?iJ. 
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The side constraints are given by (6.38 - 6.40) and. their two-

dimensional representation in the (re' r
i

) plane is shown in 

figure (6.4). 

6.8 BEHAVIOUR CONSTRAINTS 

The radial deformations within the sub intervals ~l' aJ, 

la ,a I are given by 
L.:m-l ~ 

W(r) = 

= 

where a12, •.• , al9 are constants of integration (see equations 

6.25, 6.26, 6.30). The behaviour requirements are given by 

eliminating the constants of integration (aO, aI, ••• , a19) from 

equations (6.25, 6.26, 6.30, 6.41). The boundary conditions are 

(6.41) 



dW d2W d 3W 
obtained from (6.2, 6.3) and the continuity of W, dr' drZ' dr 3 at 

r = a2, re' r~, am-I' These arise from continuity requirements 

for the state vector. They are also necessary physical conditions 

for the continuity of deflection,· slope, bending and shear forces. 

The elimination process gives a (20 x 20) determinantal equation 

of the form 

~II 0 0 ~14 0 

~2I 0 ~23 0 Q 

Q ~32 ~33 0 0 
det = 0 

o ~42 0 o 

o o o ~I 

o o o o 

where ~ij are 4 x 4 submatrices, while ~I' ~2 are of order 2 x 4. 
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(6.42) 

The function f2 is a polynomial in the frequency so that it can 

be written in the form 

i 
r )p 
~ 

= o (6.43) 

Therefore the frequencies correspond to the roots of this polynomial 

p = (6.44) 

From (6.5) 

G(p) -+ f (a
2

, r , rn) 
_ 0 e:J.. (6.45) 

The vibrational frequencies are introducec;l into the synthesis 
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procedures through equation (6.42) which is computed numerically 

using standard triangularisation procedures. 

6.9 NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 

The nonlinear programming transformation is given by 

Maximise G(p) 

subject to: 

f 1 (a2, r e' rR,) ~ 0 

L ~ a2 ~ U 
(6.46) 

a 2 < r < rR, < a e m-l 

f 2 (a2, r e' r R,' r) = 0 

This is solved by transforming the problem into a series of 

unconstrained optimization problems using the Heaviside penalty 

function transformation [16, sill. These unconstrained problems are 

solved using Rosenbrock's method ~O, l2~. 

6.1.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

.The numerical computations were performed on an English Electric KDF9 

computer using Algol. The computational effort was characterised by 

extremely large and complex programming procedures which imposed severe 



limitations on storage and test facilities. A substantial amount of 

the time was consumed in the Bessel function calculations C?l~. 

In addition, considerable numerical difficulties arose in the 

calculation of the determinantal function f 2 (a 2 , re' r~, p) due to 

the presence of very large numbers, giving rise to local regions 

of instability in the synthesis. 

The programme was initiated by a set of values for a2, re' r~, p 

which satisfied the side constraints. However, it was not possible 

to ensure the vanishing of f 2• This was not a serious disadvantage 

since the Heaviside penalty function transformation always generates 

a feasible point as the solution to the equivalent unconstrained 

problem. 

For these reasons, the available computational experience is 

limited through an examination of the preliminary results indicates 

that the synthesis is progressing in the right direction. The really 

effective utilisation of the numerical procedures requires a more 

powerful range of computers than was available at the time of this 

investigation. 

6.11 CONCLUSION 
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Powerful synthesis procedures based on the methods of mathematical 

programming have been developed for solving a highly complex structural 

optimization problem. Considerable progress has been made in solving 

the problem using purely analytical techniques based on the maxir .• w·, 



principle of Pontryagin which transfcrms the problem into a nonlinear 

programming problem. 

Available computational experience indicates the possibilities 

of developing a highly systematic synthesis capability when used in 

conjunction with ~ large, high speed digital computers. The 

available evidence appears to warrent further investigation and 

development in this direction, with particular emphasis on more 

automatic software packages for handling very large problems • 

• 
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CHAPTER 7 

SOME RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
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NOTES ON SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

This chapter briefly outlines some of the research problems in 

the structural optimization area which are currently under investigation. 

The first problem is essentially a continuation of the research 

programme described in Chapters 5 and 6 into analytical and 

computational procedures based on the methods of mathematical 

programming for optimizing structural systems in the presence of 

design constraints. The problem considered in Chapters 5 and 6 

was that of minimising the weight of a steam turbine disc subject to 

specified behaviour and side constraints. The behaviour constraints 

are restricted to a consideration that the stresses everywhere should 

be below the yield stress and the vibrational frequencies should be 

outside specified resonance bands. The side constraints, on- the other 

hand, imposed restrictions on the dimensions and tolerances of the 

disc. The problem was formulated as an optimal control problem in 

the presence of inequality constraints on the state and control variables. 

These were 'described by functions representing the variations in thick

ness, stress and deformation fields with the f'requencies as control 

parameters. The numerical investigations were based on a discretised 

nonlinear approximation, while the analytical investigation was based 

on the Pontryagin principle. In Chapter 6, the (seemingly) dual 

problem of maximising the vibrational frequencies of the disc subject 

to a constraint on the total weight was considered. The problem was 

formulated as an optimal control problem and the analytical procedures 

included solutions of systems of differential equations using perturb

ation techniques in conjunction with asymptotic expansions based on 

WKB procedures. 
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A heuristic demonstration of the possible relation between problems 

described in Chapters 3 and 6 is given below. From (3.8, 6.9) it is 

seen that the Hamiltonian for the problem in Chapter 3 differs from 

the H in (6.9) by the term -2rrprxS. Consequently the equations (6.11) 

remain unchanged with the exception of the equation for As which 

becomes 

= = (7.1) 

But it can be readily shown that IDI -+ "', implies E -+ "'. 

Therefore the analysis developed in Chapter 6 remains virtually 

unchanged with an associated nonlinear program of the form 

subject to constraints of the form 

£ ~ £0 

L ~ a2 " U 
(7.2) 

a2 < r < rR. < a e m-I 

f/a2, r e' rR.' £) = 0 

The nonlinear programs (6.46, 7.2) exhibit many of the dual 

characteristics of nonlinear programming. Work is presently under 

way to re-examine the problems in Chapters 3 and 6, by making a critical 

study of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence 

\ of minimum weight - maximum frequency design of discs. The problem 

is again described within the framework of optimal control theory. 

The equivalence conditions are given by the interactions of the 



of the optimal control - nonlinear programs for the system. Some 

powerful techniques for handling such dual systems are described 

in the book by Canon, Cullum and Polak [?24]. This investigation 

is of considerable industrial interest because: 

(a) the application of optimal control theory to complex 

structural systems such as discs is still in its early 

stages. 

(b) necessary and sufficient conditions have been established 

on only one-dimensional beam structures. The present 

investigation would accordingly advance the state of 

knowledge in this area. 

(c) dynamic response constraints are included, thereby 

increasing the degree of difficulty. 

A further development in this direction would be retaining the 
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structural equations of behaviour in the original partial differential 

form. This would introduce the methods of optimal control for 

distributed parameter sys terns. [325, 22[] into the structural optimization 

* area. 

A further problem under investigation is a comparative study of 

some numerical optimization procedures as applied to structural 

optimization problems, The problem considered is that proposed by 

Schmit and Fox [§fl where a multi-bar truss system is synthesised 

* One of the first applications in this area is due to Armand [?3EO 
who has considered the minimal weight design of plates subject to 
a frequency constraint governed by a partial differential equation. 
Solutions were obtained using a generalised first variation 
technique. 
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subject to stress, deflection and buckling constraints. The nonlinear 

program is transformed into an unconstrained form using the SUMT 

and Heaviside penalty function technique~ 116, SQ]. These unconstrained 

problems are solved using the methods of Rosenbrock, Nelder-Mead, Powell 

and Davidon-Fletcher-Powell. 

FOOTNOTE: Si.nce this thesis was written the problem outlined at the 
beginning of this chapter is being simultaneously studied 
using finite element techniques. The method em~loyed is 
a hybrid method developed by Tong and Pian C?4~ based on 
the minimisation of the complementary energy for the 
system '. '.The elements employed are trapezoidal. The 
synthesis aspects would be based on the techniques of 
Gellatly and Gallagher r:?f] and Fox and Kapoor J]2~. The 
associated computer programs are presently under df',velop
ment. 
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9. The Application of Nonlinear Programming 
to the Automated Minimum Weight Design of Rotating Discs 

B. M. E. DE SILVA 

Mechanical i:.ngineering Laboratory, English Electric Company, Leicester, 
England 

1. Introduction 

The object of the research described in this paper is to investigate the 
feasibility of using non linear programming procedures to solve a class of 
minimum weight structural optimization problems with nonanalytic con
straints: The structural configuration of the system is completely specified 
by the design parameters of which some are fixed and others are permitted 
to vary within a prescribed range, thus making it possible to optimize the 
system for miniml!m weight. The constraints on the design variables ensure 
physically reasonable designs and may be expressed in the form 

(I) 

where the 11 real v~rlables Xl, .. " Xn are the design variables for the system. 
The bounds I;, u, ale constants or functions of the other design variables. 

The behaviour or response of the system is governed by the behaviour 
variables (that is stresses, deflection, vibrational frequencies, and so on), 
which are also constrained to vary within a prescribed range to prevent 
failure of the system under the design loads. For instance, the behaviourai 
constraints may include statical constraints which prevent the stresses 
exceeding the yield stress, instability constraints which prevent failure of the 
structure by buckling, dynamical constraints which restrict the natural 
freqnencies of vibration to lie within prescribed frequency bands, and so on. 
The behavioural constraint~ may therefore be expressed in the form 

Lj~y/xl' ... ,xn)~Uj for j = 1, ... ,m. 
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The \""cighl ()I" Ihl.." stru,:tt!rC is a:-~t::ncd tn b~ J single \'Jlucd dilTcrcntiahl:: 
function of the dc.sign \'ariabh:s 

IV = W('~I' ... , x.). (3) 

The minimum weight solurions arc obtained by minimizing Eqn (3) subjcct 
to the constraint conditions (I), (2), The functions W,Yj in general are 
nonlincar and the solutions are givcn by a nonIincar programming 
formulation. 

The minimum weight problems considered in this paper are restricted to 
problems for which the behaviour variables cannot be expressed analytically 
as functions of the design variables. Therefore it is not possible to use closed 
form analytical procedures for determining the minimum weight solutions 
and rccoursc must be m:Jde to'approximate or numerical procedures. The 
behaviour variables arc functions only in the sense that thcy are computer 
oriented rules for determining the behaviour associated with a given design 
and are 'not given in :J closed analytical form in terms of the design variables. 
Thus the behaviour vari:Jbles may be reg:Jrded as a "black box" into which 
are put the design variables representing a given design and out of which 
comes the behaviol!f variables for that design. The box contains such 
devices as differential equations, finite difference procedures, a digital 
computer, and so on. 

Consider for inst~nce the problem of minimizing the weight of a steam 
turbine disc subject to specir1cd geometrical and behavioural constraints. 
For purposes of simplicity, the turbine disc is idealized as a rotating circular 
disc (Fig. I) of v:Jriable thickness. The behavioural constraints have been 
restricted to a con5ideration that the stresses in the disc should be below the 
yield stress, while the geometrical constraints impose restrictions on the 
dimensions and tolerances of the disc. 

The weight is given by the functional expression 

am 

WE"] = f 21!prh(r)dr (4) .. 
where aI' am are the inner and outer radii respectively, p is the density and 
her) is the thickness at a radial distance r from the axis of rotation, h(r) being 
measured par:Jlld to the axis of rot:Jtion. The equilibrium equation for the 
disc is given by [I] 

d" • - (11(' )+- (0',-0',)+ pw-r" = 0 
dr ' r . 

, , 
" 

I 

• 

where ::1., an are the radial and tangential str.:sscs respecti\'ely and (:) is !he 
angular '/c!ccity of rotation of the disc. This equation has been derived on 
the assumption of radially symmetric plane stress. The strcsses may be 
expressed in terms of the radial displacement u(r) by the following compati
bility relations 

E 
Cl, = -]--, (e,+ve.), 

-v 

du 
e, = dr' 

(5a) 

(5b) 

where e,. Co are the radial and tangential strains, E is Young's modulus and ') 
is Poisson's ratio. 

Therefore substituting Eqns (Sa), (Sb) in (5) gives the following differential' 
equation for u(r) 

d'u + (~ + ~ dh) du _ (~ _ ::....~) ~ + 
dr' r h dr dr r h dr r 

pw'(I-v') 

E 
r = O. 

(6) 
Therefore in order to determine u(r) explicitly it is necessary to specify 

h = her) (6a) 

as a function of r. Then for prescribed boundary conditions on Cl" Cl, given 
by 

[O',J'''''QI = SI; \ [O',J,=o," = Sm (6b) 

Eqn (G) unic:uely determiner. lI(r) as a function of r. Therefore from Eqns 
(Sa), (5b) the siresses a" Cl, may be determined as functions of r. The stresses 
are functionals of h(r) and correspond to black box type behaviour variable;. 

The material of the disc is assumed to obey a yield condition of the form 

F(Cl" 0',)<;. Clo (7) 

where "'0 is the yield stress. The yield condition used in this investigation is 
the yield condition of Tresca defined by [2] 

F(a" u.) ,;, m,x (110',- a,!. 1!0',I, lIO',I:. (7a) 



The variation of I:(r) is dciined hy 

"(r)~£ (8) 

where E is a specified tolerance which ensures that her) is never negative. 
The problem then consists of determining an optimal her) which minimizes 
Eqn (4) subject to the constraint conditions (6)--(8) and is essentially a Bolza 
type problem in the calculus of variations [3] for which the discretized 
nonlinear programming approximation is characterized by nonanalytic 
constraints on the behaviour variables. 

This paper includes: (I) reformulating the disc problem as a problem in 
nonlinear pro!;ramming, and (2) developing minimization procedures fcr 
solving problems with nonanalytic constraints by extending existing methods 
and formulating new one3. Methods currently applicable are the "steepest 
descent-alternate step" mode of travel in design space proposed by Schmit 
et al. [4]-[12] for the automated weight minimization of trusses and waffle 
plates with instability constraints. Modifications arc introdEced to improve 
their computational efficiency and convergence rates. Generalizations leau 
to new methods; (3) applyin"g these methods to obtain numerical solutions 
to the disc problem on an English Electric KDF9 computer for purposes of 
comparative evaluation. 

Before discussing these topics, some preliminary design concepts are 
introduced which contain the framework for foqnulating the minimization 
problem. 

2. Design Concepts 

The design variables define a point 

x = (x" ... , xn) (9) 
t" _ 

in an n-dimensional real euclidean space Em called ~he dosign space. Consider 
the functions g,(x) for k = I, ... , 2(n+m) defined by " 

for k = I, ... , n 

fork=n+I, ... ,2n 

for k = 2n+ I, ... , 2n+m 

= Y'-2n-m (x)-U'- 2n - m for k = 2n+m+ I, ... , 2(n+m). (10) 

Therefore the constraint conditions (I), (2) become 

9. (x):;;;O for k = I, ... , 2(n+m). (11 ) 

Th-= feasible region R is a subspace of En and consists of points x E En which 
satisfy the constraint conditions (I), (2) or (11), so that 

R == (x; 9,(X):;;;O for k = I, ... ,2(n+m»). (11 a) 

Design points which belong to R are called feasible points. 
There is associated with each constraint function 9,(X) a hyper-surface 

defined by 
G, '" (x; 9,(X) = 0 for k = I, ... , 2(n + m») . (lib) 

The hypersurfaces for nonanalytic functions correspond to unknown surfaces 
in En-

The composite constraint surface is given by 

G == Rn (Gi U G2 ••• , U G2(n+m» (Ilc) 

and defines the boundary of Rand r;oints which belong to G are caHed 
boundary points. The weight contours 

W(x) = c (lId) 

define a family of hypersurfaces in E •. The minimization procedures generate 
a sequence of feasible designs of decreasing weight which "converge to the 
least weight contour in R. A feasible initial design is established and is 
systematically improved by ~n alternating iterative process of analysis and 
design modifications. These al!tomated design cycles correspond to motion, 
in the design space along paths which the weight decreases. Therefore the 
minimization process consists in the proper selection of the directions and 
distances of travel in design ~pace. 

3. lliustrative Problem 

The s<eam turbine disc to be oplimized is shown in Fig. 1. The width of the 
hub and the rim sl:~pe have been specified to allow for the attachment of 
the discs and the spacing of the blades in the turbine while tne depth of the 
hub is variable to permit adjoining discs to be snrunk onto a common shaft. 
The thickness distribution for the remainder of the disc is variable but sym
metrically distributed about the midplane. The thickness her) is defined by 

her) = h, for a, :;;;r:;;;a2 

= her) for a2 :;;;r:;;;a",_, 
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FIG. 1. Cross section of typical turbine disc. 

where b, = width of hub (fixed), bm = width of rim (fixed), and al> am, am-I 
are fixed radii while ao is variable. Therefore Eqn (4) becomes 

"m-I 

W = npb, (a/-a/) + npbm(am
2 -am:,) +J 2nprh(r)dr 

., 

= npb, (a/_a , 2
) + npb.(am

2 -am_ l) + 2rrp 'i J rh(r)dr (12) 

}=3 0)-1 

where a, <a2 <a3 < ... <am-2 <a.-I <am' The function her) is approximated 
by a sequence of linear functions hl (r) for j = 3, ... , (m-I) defined by 
(Fig. 2). 

where 

h(a;) = b; for j = I, .... m. 

(12a) 

j = 3, ... , (111- I) 

(l2b) 

" 

9. THE APPUCATlON' Of ~ONLI~EAR PROGRAMMING 

Therefore Eq,l (12) gives 
m_I aJ 

W"" npb, (a/-a , 2
) + rrpbm(a.'-am: , ) + 2rrp 2: J rl:j(r)dr 

m-2 

= trrp L (a;+I-aj_l) (a; + I +aj+aj_l)b; 
J'3 

+tnp b,( -3a/+a/+a32 +a2 a3) 

(12d) 

The integral formulation (4) has been transformed into a finite difference 
form (12d) by linearizing the disc. b, ..... bm are the thicknesses parallel to 

• -.-
-"-.,-, /' 

r--
i± ----------
...,..... ----------

bj_1 

I \ 
.. / "' -- --

b, 

b, 

~i.!.2!....rotcljO!... ____________ .L 

FIG. 2. Discretized nonlinear programming model. 

the axis of rotation at specified radii a, ..... am respectively. The disc profile 
is then obtained by joining adjacent thicknesses {bi-I' bJ for j = 2 ..... m} 
by straight lines. 

I I 
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4. Gcomctricul LnIls'r:tinfs 

The following geometrical con~lraints arc imposed on the disc dimcn~it\f1,'i 

(2) b, = b2 (fixed) 

(3) bm = bm -, (fixed) 

(4) Ql,03, ... ,am_l,am are all fixed 

(5) a2 is variable 

(6) .bj is variable for j = 3, ... , (m-2) 

(7) hj -;'8, for j = 3, ... , (m-2) 

(8)' a, +8,"';a2"';a,-82 

where el> e2 , 8, = tolerances on the design variables. Conditions (2), (3) 
mean that the width of the hub and rim are fixed while (4), (5) mean that the 
depth of the rim is fixed but the depth of the hub is variable. The tolerance 
£1 ensures non-negative b i' while 62 ,63 restrict Q1 to 'lie within specified 
tolerances of aI' 03' 

Therefore the design variables for the problem are given by 

(13) 

This corresponds to an (m-3) dimensional design space. The geometrical 
constraints are given by 

(133) 
where 

(13b) 

These are linear constraints and correspond to hyperplanes paral:el to the 
coordinate planes. 

5, Behavioural Constraints 

The disc is symmetrical with respect to both its axis of rotation and its 
midplane and is in dynamic equilibrium under the action of the centrifugal 
and thermalloadings. The stress calculations are based on Donath's method 
[13, 14] which consists essentially in replacing the disc by a series of annular 

J 
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rin\.!' of constant width. The stresses at the outer edge of a ring are determined 
in ~rm5 of the srresses at the inner edge. Continuity is ensured by equating 
the radial displacement and lhe radial load at the .!:tcrfacc of adjacent rings. 
The stress equations are summarized below for ready reference. 

Within each ring the thickness her) is constant so that Eqn (6) reduces to 

that is 
pw'(l- ,2) 

8E 

(14) 

(14a) 

where Cl' C2 are constants of integration. Therefore from Eqns (Sa), (5b) 
the rotational stresses are given by 

{3 pW'(3 + v) 
(1 r = ~ - 72 - -'---:8:---'- r 2 

1 
{3 

uo=a:+-, -, r 
pw2(i +3v) 

8 

where et, P are constants within each ~ing. 

Similarly the thermal stresses are given by 

r' ( 

J 

d . h 
-(h",)+ -(",-"') = 0, 
dr r 

where 

1 
J 

(i4b) 

(14c) 

(i4d) 
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:x is the cnctlkicllt of IiOt":IT cxp:!lhiull and tt, is [he tempcr:1tllrc. Sl!b~tilt.:ting 
(5b), (14<1) in (I~,.) gives 

I d'~ + (~+ ~ dh) ~ _ (~_ ~!!!!..) ~ 
cl,. r h tlr, dr r h tlr r 

(
I dh dq, ) 

-(1+,') --+- =0. 
h tlr tlr 

(14<) 

Therefore within each ring 

d'u I dll U dq, 
-+-----(IH)O:-=O 
tlr' r dr r' dr 

. I ' 
that is u = A,r+ ~ +(1 +\,)..:.J rq,<ir 

r r 

where AI' A2 are constants of integration. Thus the thermal stresses are given 
by (I4d), (5b). 

G = --- rciJtlr+"--a:E r . G 
, ,'2.' I ,2 

(l4f) 

a:E r b 
Cl, = -,- rc/>dr-a:Eq,+,+-, 

r • r 

where 7, () are constants. The temperature q,(r) is a prescribed function of r. 
The resultant stresses are then given by 

G, ~ rJ, (rot) + Cl, (thermal) 

} (l4g) 
Cl, = Cl, (rot) + Cl, (thermal) 

In general, the analysis phase of the redesign cycles consists of a series 
of black boxes into which are fed the design variables and out of which comes 
the behaviour variables. The contents of the boxes which include structural 
models and mathematical procedures for determining the behaviour variables 
do not play a signifIcant role in the subsequent design modification iterations 
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~nJ may be ignorcc. So that what is essential is tht.: output from the black 
bD'\'~'i which enables the behaviour variables to be chcck..:d ~Igainst the 
behavioural constraints to ensure design5 that ~u not violate the behavioural 
requ:rcInents f(lr the problem. A marc sophisticated analysis procedure 
merely means more accurate values for the behaviour variables associated 
with a given design and does not necessarily provide any new information 
on the minimization procedures. Therefore from this standpoint, Donath's 
method is a very acceptable form of analysis. It is relatively simple and was 
already available at the time this investigation was started. 

At each stress calculation the computer program subdivides the intervals 
[aj_l,aJ for j = 3, ... , (m-I) into further subintervals by points r"r3' ... , 
r"_l where . 

) (15) 
In addition 

The criterion for subdividing the interval [aj-I' aj ] is 

(I Sa) 

where e is a positive tolerance. If this criterion is satisfied [aj-I' aj ] is sub
divided into u equal parts by points qO,ql, ... ,q, 

The corresponding thicknesses at these points are given by 

Pi = h(qil foe i = 0, ... , u 
so that 

Ibj-bl_11 = Ip,-Pol 

where 

so that 

= I(p,-p,- ,)+ (P,-I-P,-,)+ ... +(P,-PIl +(PI -Po)1 

",-}.:[(p,-P,-I 1+ (p,,-, + p,-,) + ... + (p, + PI) + (PI + Po)] 

( 
Ib-b·_ d) l,,=l+ J J 

K· , J 

(l5b) 

(15e) 

(15d) 
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where (x) is thl' Iargc~t inl(:rcr rhl! l'xl.:.:c.:Jing .\', The [otal J1umb~r of points 
of subdivision for t:H.:h or Iht.., intt...'r\':i!s [aj-I.aJ i~ n. tht: points b~ing 
labclkd rlttl , ... ,f" with thic:kllC::'S Ir I .h2 ••.• hn respl~cti\'cly. The reason fo!' 
this subdivision is to obtain a better estimate for the stress distribution. 
The number n varies from design to design. 

For each design the stresses (J" (fo at rI' .. " r n are calculated. Therefore 
the principal shearing stresses at these radii are given by [2] 

'3 = !Iu, I· (16) 

The stress constraints are defined by the Tresca yield condition 

(l6a) 

where '0 is the critical stress and, is the maximum principal shearing stress. 

(16b) 

Therefore the behaviour variables are given by 

(17) 

while the behavioural constraints are given by 

L <;;y(x)<;; U (17a) 

where 

L = (0,0, ... ,0), (17b) 

Due to ·the black box nature of the stresses the behavicural constraint" 
correspond (0 unknown surfaces in design space. 

6. Weight Function 

The weight TV = W(b 3 , •.• ,bm- 2 ,a,) given by Eqn (I2d) is a quadratic in 
a, but linear in bj • The function Wand the feasible region R are in general 
non convex and the problem may possess relative minima. 

7. Nonlinca!' Programming Formulation 

The disc problem may be formulated mathematically as a nonlinear pro-. 
gramming problem as follows. . ' 
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Given I, u, L, U determine a design x which satisfies the conditions 

(1) I <;;x<;;u 

(2) L<;;y(x)<;;U 

and minimizes the weight W (x). 

. 8. Nonlinear Programming Procedures 

Nonlinear programming procedures applicable to structural problems with 
analytic constraints include: 
(I) Cutting plane method [IS, 16] for transforming a nonlinear problem to a 

series of linear programming problems. 
(2) Rosen's gradient projection method [17-19]. 
(3) Penalty function methods for transforming a constrained problem to a 

series of unconstrained minimization problems [20-22] each of which 
can be solved using any of several well-known methods on unconstrained 
minimization [23-25]. 

(4) Lagrangian methods [26,27] using the properties of the saddle point of 
. the Lagrangian function. 

(5) Methods for leaving the boundary of the feasible region along the 
constant weight surface [28], the direction for the "bounce" being 
given by a quadratic programming problem. 

(6) Steepest descent procedures [29-31] for automated weight minimization 
using matrix methods of structural analysis. 

Equations (6), (140), (14g) applied to (16a) may be written in the form 

, 

,Eh] '" J 1>(r, h(r), ~ h(r»)dr<;;,o. (18) 

The above methods do not apply to constraints of the type (18). A "steepest 
descent-alternate step" procedure developed by Schmit el al. [4-12] may 
however be readily adapted to describe these problems; they started from an 
initial feasible point and moved in the direction of steepest descent to a better 
design some finite distance away. This procedure is repeated until a con
straint is encountered which prevents further moves in the gradient 
direction. Then an alternate ,lep is taken which is a move along the constant 
weight surface. After the alternate step a feasible point should have been 
obtained from which a steeo rJescent can be made. The process is continued 
until n;) move can be made by either mode-at which time an optimum is 
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said to be :u.:hic\cJ. The fl::I ... ,'ning hchind this lC't.:haiquc :'i that since the 
gr:ldic:nt din .. 'l'titHl poinlS" in I ht.' dirc(:[infl of gn:~lh.·st change it is the: best 
dircctilHl to move in 10 imprl)\'C the design. If a mOve cannot be made in thl! 
best direction, then ,I JlW\'C i:; made: which at Icast does not increase the weight 
of the design. 

A fixed incn:l11t:'ntal step length is used in conjullction with steepest descent 
motion, the step length being doubled at each feasible iteration. This doubling 
process is repeated until a design is reached which violates on a main con
straint (geometrical constraints arc ignored at this stage); the total distance 
of travel back to an already feasible point is then halved, and the direction 
reversed. In all subsequent iterations, the distance is always halved and the 
direction reversed after each transition between a violated and non-violated 
condition. Thus, this halving and doubling process is directed to and con
verges upon the constraint surface. A random number generator was then 
used to propagate the directions of search along the constant weight surface. 
A sequence of proposed new designs was generated which was tested in turn 
against the geometrical and behavioural constraints. If anyone of these 
designs was found to be feasible steepest-descent motion was continued as 
before. This mcthod for leaving the boundary of R is called the method of 
alternate base planes [8] and will be described in the following section. The 
methods described in this paper use an accelerated steepest-dcscent mode of 
travel in the feasible region, the stcp length being estimated to the nearest 
constraint. The step length decreases as a constraint is approached and this 
enables a constraint to be encountered more rapidly than a straightforward 
doubling process. When a design violates a constraint, a linear interpolation 
technique is used to converge to the constraint surface, the interpolations 
being always between a violated' and non-violated design. In general, this 
ensures a better convergence rate than a doubling and halving process. 

The method of alternate bas" planes was applied to the disc problem and 
thereafter more selective methods were sought for leaving the boundary of R. 
A direction of search was generated whereby the sections of the disc not at 
yield stress were thinned in proportion to their stress levels relative to the 
yield stress, while the section at yield was thickened by a precetormined 
factor. The step length was then calculated using the equal weight condition, 
which gave a quadratic equation for the step length. A major difficulty was 
the possibility of obtaining complex roots and even if real roots were forth
coming there was no guarantee that the geometrical and behavioural con
straints were not violated. Therefore a method was devised which always 
guaranteed non-violation of the geometrical constraints. 

I n this method the proposed design need only be tested against the yield 
criterion. The linearity of the geometrical constraints enables a step length 

1 
l 
" 

I 
I 
I 

• 
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to be easily cab:lated which ensures an alternate step within the design 
variable bounds. The direction is then determined from the conditions of 
equal weight and normalization. To obta!:; real determinate s01utions the 
number of unknowns is reduced to two by assigning zero values to the remain
ing variables. This corresponds to changing two design variables and leaving i 

the rest unaltered. The section at yield stress is thickened, while the section 
furthest from yield is thinned so as to leave the weight unchanged. If the 
design violates the yield criterion the step length is progressively halved a .l 
specified number of times, and if no feasible design is torthcoming a different 
ccmbination .of directicn cosines is set to zero, generating a different direction 
ef search. If the yield condition is still violated this method is scrapped and 
the random method is used to determine an alternate step design. i, 

The nonconvexity of Wand R in general gives rise to pockets of relative :' 
minima. There is no known method yet of establiShing whether a proposed 
solution is in fact a global solution or not. However, it is possible to establish 
a reasonable degree of confidence by searching a fairly wide region of design; 
space. It is also possible to select two different initial points and run the mini- .' 
mization procedures along distinct paths. If the solution is the same (to l: 
within a reasonable tolerance) in the two cases, it is reasonable to assume that :' 
the proposed solution is a global one. 

9_ Minimization Procedures 

The disc optimization problem [32, 33] is characterized by: 

(1) Multi-dimensional design space 
(2) Nonlinear weight function 
(3) Relative minima 
(4) Linear geometrical constraints 
(5) Stresses "black box" .type functions 

while the optimization procedure is characterized by (Fig. 3): 

(1) 

(2) 

Accelerated steepest descent motion in the feasible region until a con
straint i5 r-ncountered. 
Constrained steepest descent motion from a geometrical constraint., 
Since a move in the direction of steepest descent cannot generally be:: 
made without piercing through the constraint, the method moves in the 
next best direction, the projection of the direction of steepest descent on 
the constraint surface. ' 

(3) Equal weight redesign from a behavioural constraint surface. Constrained
" steepest descent motion cannot take place as the surfaces are unknown.!: 

A move is therefo", rJade which at least does not increase the weight'; 
of the design. 
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10. Stccpcst Dcscc"nt i\lotion 

The computer prugram starts from In initial feasible design and enters 
steepest motion defined by the following iterative equation 

START 

Colculo:e 
direction 

of 
steepest 
descent 

Cocu!ate 
distance 

of 
Ircvel 

Check de51gn point "
against 

geometrical constr. 

Check. stresses 
ogolns: 

yield stress 

0>< 

x(,+ I) = X(')+I(').p(') (19) 

. Linear 
interpojotion 

Bound pomt 
0' 

stress conslr. 
surface 

Equal welql",! redesi;n 

Selective or random 
searCh 

Steepest tlescer.: 
motlO~ :ont.nues 

FlU. 3. Flow JiOlgram fl)r Mructural ~ynthesis b.J.o;.cd on a :~oIn.~'i co01~anL 

, 
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where 

x") = (b,"), ... , bm~)2' a,t'», .p") = - VW(x"»/IVW(x(')I, \ 

V = (iJb
o 

, ... ,af-'-iJo ), 
3 m-2 Q2 

I") = step length, 
q = design cycle counter. 

Therefore from Eqn (l2d) 

iJW Rp . 
obi. = -3- (a j+ I -aj-I) (a j+ 1 +aj+aj_,) for J = 3, ... , (m-2) 

aw ·Rp 
-0- = -3-(2a2 +a3 ) (b , -b3)·· 

az . 

Equation (19) therefore reduces to 

. . Rp I b.(,+l) = b.(')- --(a. -a· )(a. +a·+a· )I(')IN(') 
J ; 3 J+l ;-J J+J ; ;-1 

for j = 3, ... , (m-2) I 
a2(,+I)=a2(')- R; (2a2+a3)(bl-b3)1(')/N(') 

where the normalization factor N(') is given by 
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(19a) 

(19b) 

(19c) " 

1 

(l9d) !1 

ij 

The distance to a behavloaral constraint cannot be determined exactly as :: 
the surfaces are unknown. Therefore the step lengih is estimated as follows. :. 
~ . 

hi (q) = thitkqcss at radius 'i; 

11'1 (q) = maximum principal shearing stress at '/0 
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!'or purposes of this calcubtion, it is assumed that each h/'> c~r. be changed 
Independently without ulTc.!c(mg the stress distribution chcwhere. Therefore 
to bring h/" to yield stress it must be changed to lil Iq' given by 

1i Iq, - .2!... h Iq, 
I - I· 

TO 
. (20) 

This relation is derived on the assumption that the load remains unchanged. 
Therefore the distance I, Iq, to the constraint surface at " is given by 

so that 

where 

and 

then 

<p,I" = ljJ/q'(,,-Oj_I)+IjJ/~'1 (OJ-'') 
aj-aj _1' 

0j_1 ,,,,,,,,OJ for j = 3, ... , (m-2) 

(q) = min 1, (q). 

3,"I~n-2 

) (20a) 

(20b) 

Thus r'" decreases as a behavioural constraint surface is approached. At 
each iteration the design is checked against the geometrical and behavioural 
constraints. The design is first checked against the geometrical constraints 
and if the geometrical constraints are not violated, the corre;ponding stress 
distribution is calculated and then checked against the yield criterion. If 
the stresses are below the yield stress, the design is feasible and steepest 
descent motion continues until a non-feasible design is encountered. A non
feasible design corresponds to a region of constraint violation, that is viola
tion of either the geometrical or the stress constraints. 

11. Geometrical Constraint Violation 

The design lies outside the geometrical bounds. The distances from the last 
feasible dosign to the geometrical constraints are calculated and the least 
positive distance is taken, giving 3 point lying on the nearest constraint. 
Let .,,(q+ 1), x(q) be the nOIl-feasible and feasible designs respectively_ Thcrr.!fort!' 
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from Eqns (19c), (133), (I3b), the distances to the geometrical constraints 
arc given by 

3(02 I"-a,-s,)N") 
np(202'+a,) (b, -b,) 

Therefore the required design is given by 

where 1* = min (t j ; tj>O). 
1~j'm-2 

(21) 

(2la) 

(2Ib) 

The point x· is checked against the behavioural constraints and, ifsatisfactory, 
the program enters constrained steepest descent motion. 

12. Behavioural Constrai3t Violation 

A linear interpolation procedure is u,ed to converge to a boundary point on 
a behaviour constrej'1! (to within a specified tolerance). Due to their linearity 
the geometrical constraints are never violated during the subsequent inter
polations, which are always between a feasible and non-feasible design 
(violating the yield criterion). Let x(q+ I), x(q) be the non-feasible and feasible 
designs respectively, The correspondi~g behaviour functions are given by 

Y(X(q+l») = (Tr~q+l), ... , T,~q+l») 

y(x,q)j' = (r'" T(" ) RI' ••• , RN 
) (22) 

where the stresses are evaluated at radii ('" ... , ',)(R" ... , RN) respectively. 
Suppose the yield stress is ,,;eeded at a section of the disc at a radial distance 
rl;' 
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Let 

where 

n. M. E. DE SILVA 

(I ';;k"n) 

= 'tRt~)I('k-Rt)+'t~!(R'+l-rk) 
(R'+l -R,) 

<TO 

(1';;t"N-l). 

(22a) 

T[ is the corresponding mean stress at r. in the feasible design -,"Iq). Therefore 
the linear interpolations are defined by 

OCr) = 'to-t, 6.(r) 

T,.-Tt 

forr= 1,2, ... 

if xl') is feasible 

= Ii(d otherwise 

where Ii(') = step length at rth interpolation; t,(d = distance between current 
feasible and non-feasible designs; xl') = current feasible design. when 
yield criterion is violated at several radial points r, 

, 

These interpolations continue until x(") converge to a constraint surface 
(that is when the design lies on the constraint surface to within 99·2 per cent 
yield stress or when the incremental distance t,(,) '" 0·01). 

13. Equal Weight Redesign 

Let x = boundary point on a behavioural constraint surface. x = proposed 
alternate step design. that is 

x = X+tA 

when: ;. = 0'1> ... ,A,"_J); I = step length. 

, 
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The proposed new ~esign lies on the constant weight surface, so that 

W{x) = W{x+ tA). (23) 

Substituting Eqn (23) in Eqn (12d) and simplifying 

There is a common factor of t. indicating a zero root. which is to be expected 
. since t = 0 satisfies Eqn (23). Therefore 

l,l!_, t 2 -l..-, [{b, -:-b,)Am _, -(a, +202)A,]I- [t:(aj+, -aj_,) . 

x (a j +, +aj+aj _,)Aj_2+(b1 -b,) (a,+2a2)] = O. 

14. Method of Alternate Base Plaoes 

The direction of search [8] is defined by 

1/,)=0 

l.(i) = ~ 
J N 

fori= 1 •...• (m-3) 

for j = I, ...• (m-3); j # i 

(23a) 

(24) 

(24a) 

where R j "re random numbers and N is the normalization factor defined by 

. (m-' )t 
N= L R j • 

j~l 

Therefor.e the distances to the geometrical constraints are given by 

for j = 3, ...• (m-2) 
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Let 

Define 

where' 

8. M. E. DE SILVA 

.6. 1(1) = min (II'; Ij>O) 
1 >Gj:<'m-2 

b.,(I) = max (tj; Ij<O). 
1~j~m-2 . 

b. (I) = R • (I) 
r rUt for r = 1,2,3 

for, r = 4,5,6 

O<R,< 1 for r = 1, .. " 6, 

) 

Therefore'the step length for equal weight redesign is given by 

t = 6.,.(i) 

and Eqn (23a) becomes 

(24b) 

(25) 

This equation is used to redetermine A/I) where A/') for j # ; '.'~ ~i\(n by 
Eqn (24a) and b.,<') by Eqn (24b). ' 

Consider the designs 

for r = 1, ... ,6 (25a) 

where 

The designs are tested against the design requirements and if anyone of 
these is feasible, steepest descent motion proceeds until a constraint is 
encountered. If none of these designs is feasible, the base plane is changed 
(i-+i+ 1) and a new set of proposed designs is generated. This process is 
~o!ltinued until a feasible design is obtained or the current boundary design 
IS accepted as the proposed optimum. ' 
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IS. Sde..-the I 

11:;s \\'35 the first attempt at using the physics of the problem to mrNe away 
from a behavioural constraint. For a given direction ;" Eqn (23a) is a quad
ratic in the step length. Let the behaviour variables for the boundary point 
be given by 

y(x) = (t", ... , t,J 

where 

Define 

where . k = (I-I) or L (26) 

Therefore the direction of search is given by 

for j # k 

for j= k (26a) 

where the normalization factor N is given by 

The method of alternate base planes consumed computer time in searching 
through the random directions to find a line which would give a feasible 
point on the same weight contour. Selective 1 reduces the degree of random
ness by examining only those directions which on physical considerations 
move away from a behavioural constraint. The disadvantages are, (I) 
possibility of complex roots, (2) even if real roots are forthcoming, the step 
length may be negative, and (3) geometrical constraints may be violated. 

16. Selective IT 

This is a more intelligent version designed to overcome the above difficulties. 
From Eqns (l3a), (l3b) a step length defined by 

t = min (x,-I" u,-x,) , (27) 

, ,,, 
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gives an alternate step within the design variable bounds. Therefore 

(27.) 

The direction is then determined from the equal weight condition (23a) 
and the normalization condition 

m-' LA,' = I. (271:,) 
i=l 

Equations (23a). (27b) are indeterminate. To obtain determinate solutions 
the number of unknowns is reduced to two by assigning predetermined 
values to (m - 5) cosines. These are made zero to ootain real solutions. 
The following designs are considered: 

for r = 0, .. " 3 (28) 

The designs are tested against the behavioural constraints and if anyone 
of these is feasible. steepest descent motion continues as before. If no feasible 
design is forthcoming. a different direction of search is generated corres
ponding to a different combination of direction cosines being assigned the 
value zero. 

Define 

The following cases are considered 

Case I. s ;e2. 

b, ,;, b, + 0.,. 

b, = b,+/A,. 

).,<0 

).,>0 

for j = 3 .... , (m-2); j .;ek.s 

Therefore from Eqns (23a). (27b) 

.<, = 
1 

.J (I + I"~) 
(29) 
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where 

Case 2. s = 2. k ;e3. 

b, = b,+/).,. '<,>0 

b} = b} for j = 3 ..... (m-2); j;ek 

a2 = Q2+tA.m-3, Am_3<O 

/ = a2-(a, +&,). 

Therefore from Eqns (23a). (27b) 

(29a) . 

where 

Equation (29a) has a real root in [I. 0] and is determined using linear 
interpolations being always between function values of opposite sign. 
Therefore from (27b). A, is given by. ).. = .J (I -).;_,). 

Case 3. s = 2. k = 3. 

5,=b,+/)., 

5} = b j 

ii2 = Q2+tI"m-3 

t = a2-(a, Tt,). 

Equations (23a). (27b) reduce to 

)., >0 

j = 4 .... , (m-2); 

).m-' <0 

t4 A!_, + 2yt' A~_, + (y' _ 2p2 +~, _ t')t 2).;_, + 2(~' _ p2 -t')yt;,_, 

+(P'+~'y'-y't'+2p2t2»).;'_,+2P'y/~_,-p' = O. (29b) 

when 

~ = (b, -b,) • y = (a, +2a2)' 

As before Eqn (29b) has a real root in [- 1.0]. 

i: 
I 
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I~ 17. Constraloed StC1.'p""t lkscrn! Molioo e ~, 

" 
~ 

~ 
00 '" ~ Constrained steepest descent mOlion is defined by I], " ,.: " U 

0.> 

X{i+ 1) = x{4>+r(Q)IjJ(q) 
E 

(30) ~ 

" .e 
~ 

" on on 0 0 
where le,) is given by Eqn (20b) and 0/1(') is determined as follows .. ~ ~ M M 

" u 
CaseI. x(q) lies on h" = Blt 3 <;;k<;;(m-2). 

~ 

.g e Then 
0/1/')= __ I_(~) 0.> 0 0 00 

'1 '" ~ 00 ..,. 0 
for j = 1, ... , (m-4); j># k ~ 

d 
.,. 

I 

.~ N oh)+l 
~ 

0 
~ 

=0 for j ":" k .8 ~ 

E .e 
" " 

N ..,. 
'" 00 

~ '" .... 00 00 

= __ 1 (OW) z " for j = (m-3) U 
N aa, 

0 " " e !2 0 where 

N c= [2: ( o~:, r + ( ~: rr- x x 
:0 0.> .... :! x 

"' ::;. ~ .... .... 
..J " 00 .... M .. -fo u on <'I '" N' < N ~ .,. 
"" 'il '" '" ~, 

Case 2. X(f) lies on Q2 = a1 +£3 or 02 = 0 3 -82, ~ 
" 0 " " ;; 0 0 0 

" 
~ 

Then ~ .e x x x x 
1/1/0)= __ I_(~) 8 .... .... 8 for j = I, ... , (m-4) QC ..,. 

~ " on .,. 
N oh)+> U '" ~ 

M 
'? '? 9 

=0 for j = (m-3) " " 0 0 0 0 

C;~- x x x x 
where m_4 .- 0lI In ..,. QC ~ on 

N = [2: ( a~:> rr- '2'u :e M ..,. .... '" -,,~ a- N a-
QC ~ 00 on 
on .,., '? 

'" M M }=1 . 

~ 

This is a simplified form of Rosen's gradient projection method for linear 08 
C"~ 
00..., 

constraints. '(ij <11 I ..,. ..,. 
" c _ 
E'~S ._ :J 

18. Numerical Results Cl" 

The following cases were considered. 
0.> 

CaseI. A standard steam turbine disc with seven points of division. 
~ 

d - N M ..,. 

Case 2. An arbitrary shaped disc with the same number of divisions. 
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Case 3. A slandard disc with fl)Urtccn points of division. 

Case 4. Final design for ';:l~C (I) hut wilh a finer division. 

These cases were run using the Selective J[ and the method of alternate 
base planes in turn and arc labelled cases (a), (b), respectively. They are 
shown in Figs 4-14, and are also summarized in Table I above for ready 
reference. 
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FIG. 4. eases la, lb. Initial design. Weight ~ 3·58934 X 10' lb. 
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FIG, S. Case la; 62 cycles. Final design. WeiGht = l'66187x lOllb. 
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FIG. 6. Case Ib; 80 cycles. Final design. Weight ~ 2·25877 X 10' lb. 
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FIG. 8. Case 2a; 74 cycles. Final design. Weight = 1·64547 x 103 lb. 
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FIG. 10. Cases 3a, 3b. Initial design. Weight ~ 3'58973 x 10' lb. 
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FIG. 12. Case 3b. Final design. Weight = 2'14537 X 10' lb. 
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The discs were made of mild steel for which the density and elastic pro
perties were assumed constant. The numerical work was carried out on an 
English Electric KDF9 computer using Algol compiler language. 

19. Discussion 

Although the initial designs for cases (I), (2) differ in weight by less than 
0·005 per cent they are radically different in configuration; but the resulting 
designs tend to have approximately the same weight and configuration. 
Case (2) was run primarily to test for relative minima to establish whether the 
starting design influenced the final outcome. Cases (3), (4) were run to in
vestigate the stability of the minimization paths. Initially the weight reduc
tions were relatively rapid (Figs 15-16) but tended to slow down as the opti
mum was reached. As the iteration progressed equal weight redesign tended 
to give design points lying close to the behavioural constraints thereby slowing 
down the weight reductions. The random method consumed considerable 
computer time in searching through the random directions to locate a feasible 
design. However, Selective II was always able to locate a feasible design after 
one or two trials. Selective I never worked since aimost always complex roots 
were generated for the quadratic equation for determining the step length; 
in the few occasions when real roots were forthcoming, the geometrical 
constraints were violated giving negative thicknesses. The number of itera
tions to obtain a specified weight reduction depends primarily on the dimension 
of the design space. 

" • 
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Pto. 15. Weight versus total redesign attempts. Based on selective search techniques for 
moving away from a bound point. 
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FIG. 16. Weight versus total redesign attempts. Based on random search. 

The estimated step length used in the steepest descent mode of travel 
enabled a behavioural constraint to be encountered after about two or three 
iterations and thereafter the linear interpolation technique gave rapid con
vergence onto the constraint. 
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Minimum Weight Design of Disks 
Using a Frequency Constraint 
The problem cOllsidered is that of millhlli:i1!.~ the 1.L'ei~1tI. of a cirw/ar disk subject 10 
sjJCf;ijicd bellll'i . .'ioral (lIui side constraill/s. The uehm'iomJ COlls/rai1lts liMe bC~ll rC4 
strie/ed to /L cOllsideration that the I07.£'csl /la/uw! jrcqll(!ll{Y of l'ibmtioll shollld c.rcad 
a spccUicd resomIllce!rcljllCIlCY while the side collslrai/lls impose rrstrit:!iOIlS 011 the di-
11leltSiOllS and folef(l!lCt~s of tile disk. Tire /Jyobfc11l /1I!5 bew jornm/ated as fl non/iucar 
programming problem rlUlracteri:;ed by a "blael: box" type represelltatioll for the Jre
qll('.l1(')' ca/wla/iolls. This paper illdl/des It dt!scriptioll of the s)'1l1l1csis procedrm:s 
lIsed logrthcr 'il.'ith II disfllssiol1 of reslIlls, 

Inlroduction 

t .. ,\ previoHs in,-,(:;Ii(,{tllion (l-;~J1 eOlllpul:ltinnlll 
procedures ha~C'd on the mcliv)ci:> of 1I()II!in(~ar pl'ogl':lInmillg were 
~uccc . ..;sflllly develop,:d for millil:lizing Ihe weight of an nxi~ym
met I'ic disk of variable t hic·knc,..;s slIi)jcel tC) :,pccificd ilchuviol: 'and 
~idc e()n~trfiilll~. For p~iI'jJt,,,;e$ c.f :-;impiicit ..... ill lhi~ initial investi

gat.iun, the bchll vioral t:oll~1 rainls were rcslrid ed to :1 cOII,,;idcra
lion that, the st.rei'se!'l sllOlIld he hcluw the yield :,lrc:,s while the 
:-:idc constrain\:.) imposed I'c:>trictiuns OH the dimen~iol\s and 

toiCl'llllCeS of the disk, Thc pr'lhlcm WII,"; funlluiatcd unal .... tieally 
14-.~1 as,"1 V(,IY gcncrnl prohlem in thc (':dl'uln,,, Qf vHJ'i:l.Iioll." wilh 
the addition of slale ll11d eOl\u'ol illN\lltllity CIJllslraillts, the COll
tl'lJI find slatc ynriablf'_'"i heing; given by the thieklle:s::; nud :-:11'<::-.." 

di~tribution :Illlciioll~, rC:Sjlt'divcly. Holutio1t::i wel'e obiained by 
t.ransforming f.!w variat.ional fonnlllai ion into a Ilolllincar pro
gnunmillg fUl'llllliati(l1l hy approximating ihe di...;k hy a discrete 
model Il~illg a pi~cewi~e lillcar l'I~Jll'e...;elltatioll for the eOlltrol 
variable. Stnhilily Ilf the ~ohltiolls was e,,;t:lbli~hcd hy :,uhjc(·ting 
tlw control to different I'cp\'c,..;entat.iol\~, 

The nonlill(,lIr progrtl.lllming f()rmlllat ion was charact crized h.Y: 
(a) lllultidimclI:-;i{)llal de."ign :-;pace 
(b) de:,ign parameter bounds to I'II:mre ph)'~ic'ally rea~oll:\hlc 

de~ign~ 

(c) qlladl'al ie weight fUl::!!:~11l 
(d) pCll!keb; of rcbtive minima 

1 Numbers ill Imll:kcb. de::ignnte Hefcrcllces at, end of paper. 
Contrihutcd hy the ViI'!'lltiolls HC::icareh COlllmittce and prc::icnled 

at the \'ihratiolls Couff!T!Ilt'c, Philadelphia, 1'a., )'1:III:h iJO-:\pril 2, 
It/tiD, of TI1~: A.\IEIliC.\'N SOCIE'l'Y tlF )'Il:CH.\~IC.'1. 1':~GI~E~:ns. 
)'hnm;cript re~eiv(:d lit. AS.\JE lIeildquartcrs NO\'clHber, 22, 1908, 
Paper No. G9-Yibr-I. 

(c) the ..;tn~sse:-i were fUIII:liollab whi('h ;J!-',";I)(~ialed III evcr)' 
point, ill dc:-;igll :'I':\I'C It stre,,:-; matrix, t.he cohtnlll."; l:or\'(~,,,;poHdil1g 

to . ..;p('('ifieci io:\(ling cunditiOll.";. Thc slre"..;c,,,; were defincd lIy a 

set of l:omplIlel' m'iellled rule,,: whil·h werc J't!prc:,cllled hy a 
I'bllu:k box" in10 whidl WCl'e put. the dc.~igll puralllctel'!-' :,pe('if~ .. illg 
a givcn de,..;il-!;n cOllfig:llr:l1ilfll :ll\d CHIt nf whieh ('I}IJlC~ lhe C!(IlTe
sjlOlttiinb ~tre:,s distrihuli()lI~ whidl WPI"C dlc('ked again.";l lite 
:,tr(':-;,..; eOllslraitlt~, The a:'~OI:iated :'yntlw,..;i;,: pl'oecrlnl'e,,; ,n:rc 
,;h:lr:\clt~l'izecll,y: 

(a) Ill!eclel'llted :,tc(!pest. rlc~l:clll motion in the f(,:I.;;;ihlc n~v;il'Il~, 
(b) con,;lwincd ~lecpe.'\t, dc . ..;emll mol ion along a knowlI t:tllI

.'I11·aillt, 
(f:) tllllstallt weighl hl:lllwe fnHll alt l111JOIII\\'11 ('(JIl~traillt. 

111 the pn!1>cnt iu\'c:,lil-!;atiun, tite . ..;(: pnU'cdllrc~ nre fnrilwr 

J!;cllcralil.ed :Uld ll~ed to synthesize Ihe di.:k lI:,ing a dYllflmil':> 
technoillgy in the llb:-iCllCe of :111)' :-;latieal tuu,..;lmillt:" wherehy 
the 10we,.,l, nnt.ural freqlll!lH:y of viilral iOI) 1>hunid exceed a .,,;pl!l~iljcd 
)'e.";OIl:I1ICe fl'{!CjIlCIII·Y. Thc freqltell1',\' i" again a fillH'I illllal ",hid. 
I\ ... ~ot:ialc . ..; to every point. ill de~il-!;l1 :,p:u:C 11 .-:et of fUlld:illlclllal 
vihruliollfll freqllclll:il..'slIlIll ha~1\ "illac,k bll.'\" type I'cpn'.,,;clltat.illll, 

The freqnen(:.r t:alt:lI1ation ... are performed ill:,ide the hnx unci the 

rcdc . ..;i~n pnu'cdure" arc ha . ..;ed enlirely 01\ Ihe 01111'111-:1 "et. or 
llllmhcr:; giving I he fHII<i:lll1clItal frl'qncnc~ie., al I'lll'h dc:-:igll 
iteration. The,..;e procedure . ..; :lre iIHlepelldl)]lt tlf the :tILlliy:-;is 

cmployed nnd lIrc llpplicahll: to Jll'ohlpll\::' in ('OlLjlllli'l ion with 
lillal)'~i:-: program;,; 1I11'l~l,Hly :lVllilahlc. 'r\l!el'll:uivei~'. the :uct!lla
ui..;ms ill:-iidc the I)ox may Ill' utilized (li-ltIJ \11 ~ellcrale IIL(' dircc!
l-ilJ1L:-; of ~;ca\'(:h in d('~igll "pace. However, tile lIeed for ]'cf;m~1I 

aJ\aiY!'ib !'fI1l1 illc:'> for pcrfllJ'llling JllOl'l~ cfT{:f'I in"! redc!'iil-!;lI c'yde,'i 
1':ln he mort! I'cadil.\' llssc"-l-ied uflcr tlte initial J'c.";\ih:, han! het:1I 
c\,allul\cd n~illJ!; existing I}\'ogmm .... 

The 1IU1llcrical etllllJll1tatioll~ were perflll'1lu:cl 011 a Ki)F~' {'nm
}lltler r,ivillg weight. l'cdllc\ iOIl~ of rlU Jle]'('l~llt HIIII 2~ PCI,(,{!1I1. f,)f 

---Nomenclature-------------·-.....,--------------

(JI inner radius of disk 
(f.,. untet· radill:'; of di,;k 

r = l'I1di:d distance 

h(,. ) 
p 

II'lhl 
b, 

b. 

a, 

/'j 
L 
U 

thi('k\!~:,~ al :1l'adial distan('c r 

dcnsity ',f 1lI111eriai 

weight flllldiollal 

width \If hilI! (fixoo) 

width of rim (fixed) 

illllCI' I'lldilt~ of rim 

huh 1':Hlill~ (variable) 

thiekllt'ss llt,l'llciiw; 0i 

ILlwcr h4HUHI 011 (/2 

upper hc.ulld UIl a~ 
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f = p()~itive tolerance ()Jl the thiek
lies:'; 

l' vibrat iOllal frcqlll'lI(,~· 

1'" 
x ~ 

1'e."llIItlnC(! fl't"IlWIWY 

(113/ •• " bm_~' a~) is the · .. ectol' of 
tie.<;ign pamllJe1er,,: 

uc, .. igll eYl'lc ('011111 er 

O'b ' , .. / Am_4, Am-l), din~di/)n 
of ~C:lrch 

stcplclIglh ill t!t'."igll .-:pace 
weight fUllctilJll 
dWlIge in 1Il:\"';S :.\ variahle .:'cc

tilln:'; Uj 

frequcncy dWlIge 

'}j eflieif!lIcy tue/li('ienl :.1 1':\lliHS (Jj 

I:' kincl ie cnergy d(!Il..::il~· 

1) = pOklltia! elJl'l'g.'· dell . ..;it,\· 
V ma:xim\llll "ot('lIlial ('llerJ.!:~· 

1<..' YUIIII!!;',; lLIodulll:' 

" = POi:,!'oll'~ratill 

If = :lXiai di"placl'lll('nt 

11' ,.adia} '"0"'1'0""'" of ",ia} dis· 
plat'Cmcllt 

n 1l11p;ldar \'CI4H'it~' I,f 1'C!lalion 

n = 1I111nher of nodal diaI!lCII'r..; 

o :l ng:ll' lH~\ wecn l'I)ll·..;et:lll i n' .,1 ('cp-
e..;t ciCst'enl \,('1;11)1'''; 
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reSUtltlllCC f1'eqllcllC:ics of ·1,10 and :WOf) eyclcs per :;ccoml, I'CSpCl:
lively, using: a turhinc disk idealization. A di::;t:us::;ion of these 
results is ill('illdcd l{,gel.hcr with!\ dc;,;cripljoll of some instabilities 
in t.hc synt,he:;is proccdure:) lIsed arising from the absence of allY 
str{'~"s constraints 011 the problem. 

2 hGnlinear Programming Formulation 
It, is possible to formulate the Jll'ohlmn analytically as n very 

gCllcml prohlem in the calmlllls of variations [111 in which the 
weight, functiollal to Le minimized is given by 

f "· 
IF Ill] ~ 27rprh(r )dr 

'" 
(I) 

where lll, am firc the inncr and outer rtlllii, rc:;peetively, h(r) is the 
I.hickness at., a radial distance rami p is thc tiensil,y uf mtltel'ial. 
Fur purpose:; of 1l1lTllcl'ieal computations, the vurint,ional formu
lation i.s tran:;formed into a discrete Houlincar programming 
formulation u:;ing finite diffcrences and is characlcrii:cd by n 
"black box" type repre.scntation for the frequency. 

Con~ider a thickncss distribut.ioll of t.he form (Fig. 1). 

h(r) = /)1 

her) 

b. 

(I, < r < (I, } 

a~ .::; r .::; {I",_I 

0"._1 .::; r .::; a", 

(2) 

where b1, "m, ai, (I'M a",_1 are COllstant",; while 02 is a variable 
sntisfying thc condition 

(3) 

where L, U llrc f~onstants. 
In atlditioll 
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h(r) ;::: E, (3(1) 

where E = positive tuleralH:e to ensure nOllllegative thickness. 
The di~k is c~sel\tiall'y nil idcnlii:IlLioll uf a tmbinc disk for which 
the width of the hub and t.he rim shape is fixed to allow for the 
at.t:tchment of the di::.;ks and tbe spacing of the blades in the tur
bine while the depth of the hub is variable to permit adjoining 
disk..:; to be shrunk onto n common shaft. The thickne.'3s dis
tribution for the I'cIHn.inder of the disk is variable hilt sym
metricnlly distributed about the midplane. 

COllsider allY pal,tit,ion of ~he interval la2, a"._ll defined hy 

In each subinterval [Ui_h ajL !,hc thickness h(r) is approximnted 
by a linear function hj(r)detillcd by (Fig. 2). 

(,I' -, 

where 

1,2, .... , m 

subst.ituting (2), (4) in (1) 

+ f't m

-121J'prh(r)dr =:: 1J'pb l (a2! - al') t 7rpb",(a",2 - a"'_I!) 
a. 

Therefore the weight functional has been reduced to a funetion of 
t.he de:;ign p3ramcte~ 

where 

W[h) - W(b" ... " bm_ i , (2) defined by (.5) 

bj ~ E, j = 3, ..... , m - 2 

f,,~a2~[J 

In nddition, the frequency il!ltisfies the condition 

p :;::: po 

,vlWl'C po = resonance frequcncy. 

(6) 

The dcsign Jl:lrameter~ representing a given design configura
tion are put into the "black hox/' out. of which come the corre
RJlonding vibrational freq\lcl!eie~ which ,\I'e cheeked ngllinst t.he 
viill'3.t ion con~trllints (6). The mechnllj~ms inside the box in
cln<le analysis routines fur the frequency I:nlculations which nre 
hascd Oil an itcrati,'c solution of the differential equations of 
vihrat iUlls IIsing t he ~ I:"kle:sfunl-I [olzer matrix technique [12-141. 
The method is rel:divcly simple and was 'llready programmed at 
thc start uf this invc..:;;.jigation. The contents of t.he box Hre dis
rcgnrdcll since the purpo:,e of t.his investigntion is tl) develop 
computational procedures for de.serihing problems with 1I0n

llnalyti<: cnn.straints. 
Thc n(JIllil1ea~ progranllning formulat.ion (6) is charaeterii:cd 

by: 

(a) multidimensional design space 
(0) IInndmtic weight fUllction 
(c) relative miuirna in the absence of convexity conditions 
(d) linear com;trnints on t.he de:;ign pnrumcters giving hy-

per/planes in design space 
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Fig. 2 Cross section of equivalent discJetixed disk 

(c) frequency is a fUIlctional with a "black box" representa
tion giving un unknown constraint hypcr/surface. 

3 Synthesis Procedures 
The synthesis procedures in the absence of any st.ress con

straints arc chnraclerizcd by: 

(a) steepest. dc!'cent motion until n vibration constraint is 
encountered, 

(b) constant weight redesign at the resonance frNjllCncy, 
(c) design pnramctcr hound~ uever violated. 
The cmnpntcr progr.'lIll (Fig. :1) tOllsi::,;ts of moving from an 

initial fcn.sihlc design in the directioll of the gmdicnt UJ a hct.tcr 
design some finite distanc(! away. This procC3S is repeated until 
n vibratioll cOIl:;trnillt. is ellcountered which prc\'(mt~ furt.her 
moves in the gradient direction. Then Ull alternate!:ltep is take\! 
which is a move along the COll!o]t:l11t weight surfnee, After the 
alternate :,;tep n fe:l.."ible dc,,;ign should have been obtained from 
which a steepest. descent. can be made. The proce;,;~ is continued 
until no move eun he made by cit,jICI' mode, at whieh time an 
optimum is said 10 he achieved, The reason:ng behind this 
procedure is tha\, !"illce the gradient. points in t he direction of 
greatest ch:\I\gc, it is the best, direction to move to improve till! 
design, If a move C:UUlf)t he made in the hest dir~ctioll then a 
move is made ",hidl nt Icast doe:> noL incrc:l.';;c the weight of tILt! 
design, The steepest, descent mode of travel is defined by the 
iterative (!{llmtioll 

q = 0,1,::!, " . (7) 

where ~(q) is the ilonn:llized dil'cdion of ,'!teepcst dcscent. :md t(Q) 

is the ,.,;tep Icngth whieh L"i deterJnilwd llsing a simplified f01'l11 of 
Hosen'::; gradient. project.ion method [IT)! in conjunction with the 
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Fig, 3 Struct ... ral synlhesis flow diagram 

side constraints, This ellables bidy large ::;tep lengths to Le 
ta.ken, th,:cby ecoHomiling on compui er tillle, 

A::. tiu: U{'~igllS fil'proach fi vibration constmint. smf.'lce, it is 
possible that the ::>tcp h:ngths n"ed ill Lhe :::tecpe,.,;t. dC.:icent, prll{'e
dme arc too large, wilh I"w result. that. lohe de:::ign pierces l.hrOIl~11 
dIe {'olL'it.raillt surface and move:; into a re,:!;irHl of colt:-t)'!lint 
violation where t.he vihrational fl'eqllcllci<:s of t!l.:! designs fir':! he
low tlJe J'csonanec frequency, If this is t,he tn:o;c, a quadratic: 
intCl'jJuiatioll proccdure is used to convcrge to n design at t.he 
refoionance frcquency hy thickening up the variahle sections of the 
di: .. k, This gives n design lIoint 01\ the boundary of thl: yiin','l.tion 
conslmint which is n 'lOlIallal~·t,ic surface due tu the "black hox'" 
llaLuJ'(~ of t.he frcquency, therehy pt'cdHtling the u~e uf ~t:lntbrd 
me\.hod~ of IInnline:tr programming sut:h as moving alun:~ the 
constraint ill a directiou in which the weight dcercllf;Cn, 11l.;\c:ldl 
an altNllate ::;tcp is \ltken along the COllsUmt weight, ,'urfu.ce, 
where the dil'ecliolls of ::;eal'ch :1l'e bn..,cd on either ::;eied.iv(! 
methods utilizing t.he physil:"" of I,he prnhlclIl or l'andom Ilwlhud"l 
HIltI at'e sUlnlll.aril\~d helow, 

Sel(~l;tor I-Two dC'.sign Jlal':lmeter~ are changed leavillg t.he 
rest tlllch.'l.ngetl. All }l("-,,,,ible eomhinfl tilms arc cOll~idel'ed, 

2 Selcctor 1J-A pCl'tmhal,ioll mctk)d u:o;ing t.he l.agl':lIlgi:m 
energy den:::it,y vector to estimal.e t.he normal to the vibmtion 
constraint. 

a Selector Ill-Three l:iuccl."::i.:'ive designs are used to cstimutc 
a new dil'ediUII of ~eal'(;h, This is used in e:1",;C there are :o;h:ll'p 

l'id!!;C5 on t,he viiJrat.ion con",;t raint. !:llll'face, 
4 Handolll mcthod::; where a ralldolH nllmbel' g(~IH!rator is 
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IL";t~1 10 /!:ellerate the dirediolls, Tbe inten>edion of Ihe.'ic rnll

dom directiolls wilh the con~:ant weight eOlltu\\!' IH'C found ami 
teslcd 1IS trial dc,,:ign:'. ,.\ modificd ",'cl'"iuu prupu.'Ict! hy S('hmit 
cl al [\0), is lL'icd: cai!cd the method of alterlLaie base planc;,;, A 
.:.'lllllmary fJf I hc:';c pl'()JI;l'flIH:'; i:.; give!1 belu\\', 

4 Seleelor I 
The ('OIL..;tan\' weight I'ctic.'Iign (:ondiliulI :It. thc reS()!1!\!1ee fre

qllCIH'Y i:-: g:iven by 

wilere 

JF(.) W(. + 11J!) 

eUl'l'cllt dc:,ign nl criti{'al frequency 

:-:tep length 

ti dired iOIl of search 

Substituting (8) in (;')) 

A];\2,,,_3(2 - A",_3[(fJ, - ba)A m_3 - ("3 + 2a~)]t 

(R) 

\\'hl!J'(~ Aj forj = I""" III - :1 arc the CUll1pOllents {If~, This 
giV(':-: H quadratic; ('qllalion for ddcl'lnillill~ the ;,;tI~p Icngth whcn 
the tiircclillll i:, :-:i)(~c'ificd. Alte!'!\ativel~', thi.'! i::; a CUIHlitioll on 
t.he dirediflll \\'heIL the step length is :"pc(~ilied, The Iat ler vie\\'
poiut. i:i adopted here, die ::itep lenglh being :;clcelell to ensure 
clesiJ,!;ll:-: wit.hin the de:-:ign pUl':ulleler hound:,:,:o thnl the propo~ed 
allenmtc slep de:-:igns necd he t'hecked IIgain:::\. t.he vibratitllt 
c:(,nstrainl.olll:,>', The random meth()(b tll'e less :,:e\t!etive and (;011-

:,lIme eon:-:itiernblc computeI' I.inw ill sCitr('hing t.hroll~h the ran
dom Jiredioll:5 for de .... igns that me acceptable wit.h resped to 
holh the de:-ign par:ullcter hOUl}(J:, awl the vibralioll ct)n~tr:lillts, 

The direct.ion l'o.~ille." of the direction for bOlllle;~g back into 
I he fe:l.-;ible regioll.<: Illlli'l !'iat bfy eondition (!,) and t.he llol"mali1.a
t.iuII (:oudition 

111-::1 

I: ~;' ~ 1 (10) 
j-I 

IlL gCLH!ml, these define lm illdctel'millatc :-;y.'!tem of eqll:ltiulls 
wl1ic:h are reduced \0 a tietennina\.e form h,\' :-;pecifying (/,'-;'») of . 
Oil! ('ornpftnenb ill ~{JllLe way and then calt:nlnting the remaining' 
two c'OInpllncnts II;..;illg eqll:ttiolls (!'), (10), It was fOllnd (;011-
venicnl to make Ihc . ..,e (III-ii) dire(~liol1 co;..;ine;..; zel'o 10 en::lll'e renl 
1:-01 I1I iOlls, 

The seetioll."; of gfcalc::5i and Jea,'il thit·klll!:-::; are llltcl'cd leaving 
Hie I'(':-;t. lUl(:iL:llIgcd, If Ilf) fea.:iihle de:,igll b fOI'I.hcomillg, the 
f'tep It~tlglh i:'i pJ'fJ~J'e:.;..;ively reduccd or a lIew dil'cc:liOL\ i.:i gen
erated <:lllTe.:ipondill~ 10 a difTerent 1~(III\I,i1Lalioll IIf dc...;igll param
eter:, Ib:lt arc :tlteretl, FilII det:lib of lhe ;\I1I1I,":-:i.-; are gi':ell ill 
I'deretlt't!:; ['2, :l] 10 whidl the remlcl' i:-; referred to fol' more ex
I'~!l:-;ivc (h'lail.". 

5 Selcelor 11 
H'I,d4:igh's principii! [17] ha~ed 011 the prupert ics flf the ef

fieiency eoeffieienl:; [IS] wa:-; u:-:ed 10 I'elate SIl1:lH f:hall~e:-; in frL'

((lIClH')' If) :;mall f'bangc:-; in dc:;ign 

(11) 

where 0.1/ 1, o,U~"" lire dLlll1gC;-; in the 1lI:l::;:; at Ihe variahle scc
tion:; :lIId 

~i 
PIJ(k - IJ) ------

2pV 
() 2) 
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where k, v arc t.he kinetie and polenl:'·\) energy IICll.'iilies respec
t.ivelY:ll1d r i:; the maximllm potential ~I\eq~y, From (ii), (8) 

5Mi = j - I, ___ , ut - 4 

111 - 3 

Sub:;liluting (la) in (L l) 

m-·I 

5p = I: 
i=l 

m-" 

'I: (14) 
j_l 

The hounce haek cotlflitioll i:; chamcteri1.ed hy op > 0, which is 
sati:;fi·~d by 

Ai 1} i' j ~ I, ',"'" m - 4 

A",_3 if 
()Iil 

1}m_l -- > 0 
<la, 

if 
()W 

~ -1}",-3 - < 0 
00, 

The :-;tep length i.'l ~iven hy 

I = ..\Iin 5 ;\iilL (hi 
(3:::;;,:::;",-2 

- ,), (a, - I.), (U - u,)( 
.) 

to ensure de~iglL::5 within the 
strain energy i:-; given ))." [IUI 

design parameler bound8. 

v- -+--+--IJ' Eh'(r) 1(°'" 1 011 1 0''')' 
- '24( I - l/t) ()r2 ,. ()r r'! ()OZ 

- ~(I - p) X 

(/1'(10 

where 

~pecd t,c I'ut at it'll of the Ilisk 

H \rUlIng'::! modulus 

l/ = Pois:sun's rat.io 

(15) 

( 16) 

The 

(17) 

1/(1', 0, t) nxinl dbpiacemclLt at. time 
i!litial coordinate::; arc 1',0, 

I of scet ion whuse 

Cotl.'!idel' :-:olul ion;.; h:tl'mulIieally dependent on bol ~l 0 !tilt! t 

It = li'(r) Sill (,,0 + 1'1) (18) 

where 11 i:; the number of nodal diameters. Sllb~tit.l!tillg; (IS) ilL 
(17) give:; 

,,~--='---- --+----IV Eh' I (d'IV 1 ,nv n' -)' 
2·1(1 - 1/ 2) dr'! r <II' 7 2 

[
d'li' ( 1 dlV n' __ ) 

- v) .- - -- - - 11' 
dr2 r dr ,.2 

n' (,ni' II')'J -_ <llr-) - - - - - + pll'lI·r-
/,2 Ill' l' . dr 

(I!) ) 

The detlcdioll mHI :-:Iope Ii .... , dlj.'/d,. re:-:pccI.ively arc given by the 

alii' 
from whieh -- i:-; calcllbted 

dl''! 
model shape mal,rt. ... using rmite 

tlilTel'CIH:es, The killclie elLergy i$ given by 
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THICKNESS (iNS) 
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Fig.4 Case (1): initial design, weight = 3.59 X 103 Ibs, frequency = 2755.65 cps 
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Fig. 5 CtI$e (1): flnoCdesign. weight = 1.57 X lOa Ibs, frequency 1658.85 cps, redesign attempts = 5, rvn 
time = 11 min. 
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2·7 

2·6 

vi 2·5 
~ 

024 
2 2.3 

<'l 
O 2.2 
x 
>-2·1 
u 
22·0 
UJ 
::> 
01·9 
UJ 

fE 1·8 

1·7 e-
1·6 

15 l-6rj 1·801·952·10225 2402-552702-853·003·153·303 453·60 
WEIGHT-illS. X 103 

Fig.6 Caso Cl}: weighl versus frequency cur .... o for Case (1) 

(cO) 

SlIbslit·uting (IS) in (:!O) gives 

The direction of bounce b:H:k into the fetl.'liblc regions i3 obtaiuE 
by projecting this direction onto the h:vperplanc (22). The stE 
length is given by (16). 1£ the prvpo::sed altt:rnate step dcsigr. 
arc non feasible t.he step length is pregres:;ivciy reduced. 

(21) 7 Resulls anll Discussion 

Equal,ions (10) :mu (21) determine the stmin nnd kinetic energy 
dellsities from which the direct.ion rat.ios (15) mny be cOlIlplIted. 
TIH~ direction of bounce is then ohtained hy projef!ting this direc
tiun onto the bypcrplane defined by the illtCl-:-;Cet.ioll of 

6 Selector 1/ I 

= const:.tnt} 

a2 = constant 
(22) 

Consider three sucr.cssivc designs x('1-2), Xh'-l), x(q) generated 
by the steepest descent equntion (7), The (!orrcsponJing fre
quencies arc giver. by 

Let x be the foot of the perpendicular from x('1) onto t,he direct-ion 
~(q-2) detinr.d by x(q-~), x(q-1), The lu;soeintcd frequency p is 
estimated by linearly interpobting on t!t('1~7) 

( 

t(q-l») i(q-l) 
p = 1 - -- cos (J p(q-2) + -- cos Op(q-I) 

l{q-'l.) t(q-2) 

where 

cos (} = ~(q-I). ~(q-l1 

The dil'cction rntios are giv(m by 

~ = )('1) - X 

= X _ )('1) 
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jf P<P'} 
ot,herwi::.c 

(2·l) 

(25) 

The numerical wOl'k was carried out on an ]':nglish Elect.ri. 
J(/)F9 Cow')uter llsing: Segmented Algol. The following casei 
clt:mlcteri7.e:1 by a fourdinlCnsional design space were considered 

Ca.se (1/ 2)-a stalldard turbine disk idealil.at.ion ll8ing res(~ 
nUlll:e freltllencies 4·tO, 2000 cyc:les per ::;:econd/respectively, (Figs) 
4-6). 

Case (a)-:m arbif.ral"y.tlesign conJigllrat.io!, in conjunctiOl. 
wiLh a rC<:.OllallC:C frequency of 2000 Cp3 to cxamine t.he possibiliJ 
tiel'! of relative minim", in t.he absence of cunvexit,y conditions 01 
I·he weight :md fea~ibli.: regions Figs. (7-10). 

Ca.iC (1) using a·rc..':onance frequcll('iyof-;f40cp~ ga~ve' dcsig~l~ 
which never enc:onntcl'cd a vibration constraint during ('00-

verv;enec t.u t.he optimum. Therefore an :trtificial resonance 
frequency 1)( 2000 cps was introduced to study the int.eract.ions 
of t,he synthesis wiLh thc ('on:;trnints giving rise t.o Cases (2, :-n, 
t.he illit-ial de."igns for Cases Cl, ~) being identical. 

The progl'ams wcre run using Selector I and II in turn for cuch 
of the cases (:!,3). The re~ults presentefi here !lre based 011 

Selector I. Seledor [I failed to generate a satisfactory direction 
each time, dllc to t,hc fnet that the kinetic energy density at one 
of the variable ~ect.ions became very large (of the order of 10' in 
suitable units) in rcl:lt.ion to the potential energr rlcnsities which 
were everywherc of t.he same order of magnitude (~103). This 
part of t.he im'cstigat.ion wns ,'cry heavy on computer time and it· 
WIlS therefore decided to try Seleelor III only on the fin:t1 designs 
in Cases (2, a) to sec whether furl,her improvements u'ere possible. 
Some improvement was obt.ained but was not commensurate with 
t-he time consumed. In the initial stuge:';, the boundary designs 
were not highly cOllstrnined and a feasihle design was obt.ained at 
the fir::;t at temptusinJ; Selector T. Thcreaft er, the designs became 
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THICKNESSQNS) 
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Fig. 7 Case (2): Onal design, woight = 2.56 = 103 Ib, frequen(y = 2008.62 cps, redesign aHcmp!s = 38, run 
timo = 53 min 
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Fig. 8 Case (3): initial design, woight = 3.60 X 103 Ib, frequency = 2182.93 cps 
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Fig. 9 Case (3): final design, weight 2.SS = 103, froquency 
':me = 56 min 

2000.00 cps, ,edo'ign attempts 39, run 

3·6 

3·5 

3-4 

3·3 

3·2 

3·1 

3·0 

2·9 

2-8 

2·7 

2·6 

2·5 

2-4 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
NO. OF 

CASE 3) 

10 J1. 12 13 
ITERATIONS. 

14 15 

CASE (2) 

16 17 18 

Fig. 10 Weighl versus redesign aHempfs for C~sos (2, 3) 

mum highly constrained with a eorrcspontlingly reduced wedge uf 
fcn.3ibility requiring a greatly inl:l'c:l:3cd numher of rcde:;igll nt
tcmptu before :\ Sllr,Cl~SSflll design was obt:lincd. This aeconnts 
for the shape of the plots of weight versus total redc~ign attempts 
(Fig. 10) where its arbitrary nature and the decreasing !Con-
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vcrgclwc rate make it, impos.,ib!c to determine when the syn
thesis is complete. Attempt.s to consider higher order design 
spal'cs proved ullsneccs~fulllS the progralll became too big for the 
machine. 

The final dC:iign iu Case (I) was bounded hy all four dt?Sign 
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parameter constraints while the fm:l! designs in Cases (2, :{) were 
hounded to within :l. rCllsonnble tolerance by the vibration con
straint. and the design parameter conslrnint a2 = L. However, 
this does not neccss:ll'ily mean that. the opt.imum lies ut the inter
sect.ion of one or more constrnint, sudtu.,;£:s. The fi11ftl dc..",i~rt., 
(Figs. 7,9) in Cases (2, ;{), although differing in weight, hy lc.;;;s 
t,han 1 percent, are radically different in eonfiguration. This 
may be due tn the loeal ins\'lhiiilies or to the i'll'csenc:c of pm:kcts 
of relative minima in the composite constraint. surface. FlIrther 
~'c,:jcarch he: needed to C5tahlitih this IlOillt. morc conclusivel\'. I . 

B Conclusions 
An Ilutomutcd synthesis capability was developed for disks 

Ilsing a I<hlack box" jyp~ I'cprescntnl,ion fol' t.hcfrcqucncy, weight 
reduet,ions of fiG.:~ pcreent, 28.0 llcrcent, 29..1 percent being re
corded for the three eases presented hCl>e. The frcquenc:'!: calcll
Intio·n.5 used here, though rdativcly simple from a mathcllllltienl 
standpoint., involve lhe pmgmmming of extremely long and 
complex rOlJtines. Thi~ eonld mean nm t.imes of about. 1 hr,m 
for comparatively few design cydes, over DS percent of the t.ime 
being consumed ill the frequency calculnlioll~. The t.ime fllld the 
design iterations required to ~l{:hie\'e a specified weight. reduction 

I 
increase.';; at. an increasing mle with tlu~ dimension of t.he dc.sign 
space, t.hus precl\lding nny systemntic evaluation of sueh c:t.Scs. 
In lldditioll,. SC\'cre limitat.ions \ .... ould already be present from 
storage con::;idcrtltiolls. 

Alternative llnaly:',:i~ routincs which could he used include an 
eigenvalue formulation [G-lOJ based on the method of finite 
elemcnts. This npPl'Oaeh t;CClIlS to orier bej,j.cl' possibilit,ie~ for 
cxploiting Scleetor I1, where t.he tngrllllgian energy densit.y vec
tor, whieh determine:; the normal to thc vihration const.raint 
smfncc, could he readily calculated u:::ing the memher stifTnc.":; nll(l 
mass mat.rices. A del·ivat.ion of t.his Bormal is given in rd(~relu:e 
(9]. The Sllllle difficlllt,ics regarding storage and t.inw ('ould ,;.ill 
he present,. ] n any C;lSC, t.hese programs were not available to 
the author at thesttH't uf t.hi .. im'e..:;ligntion. Another possihili~y 
is an equivalcnt reformulation of the probJem in which instead of 
the weight. heing minimized, the frequeru;y is maximi7.ed wit.h a 
constraint on the weight W[It] ~ We, along wilh the othcr con
stmillt.'5. These constraints are mnd) casier to handle :u\(1 cnuhle 
the more convent.iollal methods of nonlincar programming [20] 
t.o be better ut,ilized. 

The synt.hesis pl'ocecimes used here displayed t.he fi:lIllC gencrnl 
characteristics as those develoJlcd in the eal'lier illvestigllLiolls 
(1-3] using a stress constmint.. Thut is to suy, rapid initinl 
con\'crJ.{cnc{~ followed hy slow convcrgence as the designs became 
more hi!!;hl.\' constrained wit.h 3 cotrespondingly redueed wedj:!;c of 
fcasibilily. The munber of itcrations and t.he t.ime cOIl»ulllt!d 
inCl·c:lSc very cOllsiderabl~' wit.h the dimensions of the desi~l 
space. For iIL<;tance, C:lses (1,2) using a stress const.raint re
quired 02 ii,crationg wit.h a rim time of fi milllltes to achi(!ve a 
weight. reduction of ;)4 percent while the cOl'respon(ling; fiJ.{ures 
for an eleven-dimensional de:3ign space were lSG ih~ration:3 with a 
run time of ;{O miulIi.cs. It. is est,im!itcd that on the uvcragl!, t.he 
timc for a frcqucney (:alculatioll exceeds t.hat for :l st.ress cnleulll
t.iun by a f:.ctor of ovcr HI: 1. It ShotlJd also he noted that I,hc 
designs presented here would he substantially modified in the 
presence of n yield constraint. on t.h() sf-re;:;;:; wit.h a eorrespondingly 
reduced wcight dmn~c. 
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Application of Pontryagin' s Principle to a 
Minimum Weight Design Problem 
,,1 minimum ~tJeight desigll problem has beell formulated as a general problem ill optima/
cOl1lrol theory with the additicm of slale alld cOlllrol illCQIW/ity constraints. Complete 
analytical solutiolls have beel1 dcrit'cd IIsillg lite maximllm prindple of PonirYllgill. 

Intro~uction 

TillS investigation is part of n research progranl into 
comput.ational proccdure~ ba:;cu on the met.hods of mllthematica~ 
programming for optimizing structural systcms in the prescnce of 
constraints. A~ a first stcp in this direct iou, the weight, of 11 disk 
was minimized {l-:')jI subject to specified behllvioml and side 
constraints. The behaviural constraints were restricted to a con~ 
sidcration that the sta-esse...; should bl! everywhere below t.he yield 
st.ress l1nd the natural frequellcie:'i of vibrntion should lie within 
specified resonance bands. The :lide constraints on the other 
hand imposed restrictions on the dimen~ions and tolernnees of the 
disk. The problem wa."; formulated analytically [6-71 as n. Bolza. 
problem of I,he calculus of variations with the frcqucncies as con~ 
trol parnmeter:-1. The dC:'iign l'cquircllIents were represented by 
state and control inequality eOllstl':lillt,,:::, I,he control and state 
variables being given by fUllctions describing the variations in 
thickncss, stre:-;.-;, and defleetion fields. 

For pUl'pOScs of HUlllerical computalions, t.he vuriational 
forn~ula.ti(}n was transformed into a di",crctc lIonline~lr program
ming formulation which WI\S chllrtlctcrized by a "b1a(;k~h()x~type" 
reprcsentation for the beh:nriornl variables, giving rise to func
tional inequality cOllstraint~. These, together wit.h the side 
constmillts, were repre~clltcd in dc.:>igll space by hypcrsurfaces 
which fUl'med a compo!'>ile con,.:ll'.lint. surface. The weight was 
represented by a family of contolll':' of con::i~allt weight. and the 
problem con:3i~ted of determining tlJC lea:'>t. weigh1. cuntol1l' within 
t.hc fea"ible rcgion enveloped by the cOlllpo,.:itc const raiut surface. 
The solutiou,.; were based on a modified "steepcst-de,.;ccnt-ulter
l1ale step" mode of tl'llvel ill design "p:u'c. 

This invest.igation cOllsiders thc (:ont.illllol1!'> fPl'IllUiatioll of the 
problem ill thc absellce of a dynamie constraint. Analytical 

I Number:; ill brackets de:;ignatc HeferclII:es at t-nd of paper. 
Contributed by the Automatic Control Di"itiion and presented at 

the "'iuter AIII1t1al J'..leetinj.!;, 1.0;1 Angeles, Calif., NoYentl,cr 16-20, 
1969, of 'l'Ht; ,\)n;UICAX SOCIETY m' :\!t;CII.\XIC.\L Exr;J~.'t;F.Rg. 
.:\Ianu,;cript received lit AS:\lE HeadCjunrtcr:;, July 29. IOW. Paper 
~ o. ()9~ \\' AI Aut-I. 
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solut.ions ba.sed on the mu:->imum principle of POllt ryagin arc givell 
for t.he rcsulting variational formulat.ion, These reprcsent the 

"-first-order llceess8ry eOllditiollS for nn optimal solution t.hus 
enabling the unalytie chnmclcrist.ics of the problem to he com
pared with the IImllCl'ic:llrcslllts obtained previously. 

Statement of Problem 
The variational formulation is obtained by idealizing the ·tur

bine disk tu,; tl rotating cire:'llar disk of variable thicknc;.;s. The 
weight. is given by the fUlldional exprc!'>sion, Fig, 1, 

lVIIII = I"" 2,,-p,hV)d, 
c, 

(I) 

where 

al illller radius 

am onter radius 

her) thickness at a radial distance r 

p densit.y of material nssumed COl\stant 

The radial di"tullce;8 men.·i\lrcd :rom t.he a:->is of rot!ltion along the 
normal direetion, while her) is measured parallel to t.he !\.:->i:l of 
rotation. The behavinr of t he disk is govemed by t he differential 
NIIHl.I,iolUi 12,:{J 

du, 1 [ dh . h . 
ut.') + pw'lrh J - - ur-+-(ur -

d, It ,Ir r 
(2) 

dero er, - er, v clk 
dr ...,.. h u r dr 

_ IIpw'lr 
r 

wherc 0"., Uo are the mdilll nnd tangelltial slre!'se~, respectively, ~, 
is PoissolJ's ratiu, nnd w t.he anglllar velotit .... of rotation. Thc,;f} 
have heen derived 011 the n.-;sumption uf r:ulially ~YlllJnctric plane 
strcs:::. The cn.-.:e of plane sln!ss illvolving a.n additional COIll

ponent 0" rd cun he handled using an analy::;is similar tn th:11 pre
sented here. The state variahles are the :-'tressc;; which ~ali~fy 
.the ti'ansversaiit.y conditions 
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Fig. 1 Cross section of di,k 
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whereSIIS,.. are constnnts. 

v.,j .~II 
t~i(l,~ul 

The material uf the disk is assumed to obey the Tl'csclt yield 
condition 

(4) 

wherc 

This state constrnint region ili illu,;tratcd ill Fig. 2. 

Considcr a thickncss distriblltion of the form 

h(r) - b, 

They arc COl\t,iIlUOIl~ ill ai, a,,,. 
2 The fllHClioll h(r} belong:; tu thl! ('Oll~tlllli control set U de

fined by (;-,) and (0) . 
For given ndmi.~ible (:Olllro1..; her), f,(r), a, 5 r ::; u ... , the :-;tate 

equations (2) ill conjllllclilnl wilh the tmll~ver::;:\lity f~ondilioll'-': 

(3) po;o;:-:.c."'-" l\ unique cOlltillUOU:i :-,uiUli(lll whieh define:; a trajec
tory in .-;tate 1'ipacc alull~ which the ~tate:-: of the system are t.1·~~II~
ferred between the end 1Il:\IIifui,l.-.: 0(1), 0''''). These t.rujccturic . ..; 
arc cUllstraiucu lu lie wit.hin the illterior of I,he regioll of .:<t:lte 
space defined by (4). It. i;-; I'cqllil't~d to determine the f)pt,imai 
control h·(r), it·(r), a, ~ r .::; n ... whil'h etTccb st1('h n trnn;;fcr 
while minimizing the weight (), 

As shown next, t.he cOIl:;tmints (6) provide ur'!{~('s~ary ccndil ion;,; 
for the exi.,:tclu:e of :-:olUl iOIl~. 

Unconstrained Problem 
Consider the oJltimal control problem ill the ah~ellcc oi COII

straillts on the eOlltrol variables. :\linimizc 

J" M[h}:::!:: 11 27rprh(r)drl hEW (7) 

where 

Let h = h*(r) ¥ r E fro, rd he t.he minilllizing function in cia!;,; C2 
(i.e'l ;;*(1') exist-s and is contintlOlI.";), Then it i:-< minimizing: in t.he 
sllbcla;:;,S 

h(r) - "'(r) + .,~(,-): ~(r) E C' (8) 

where fo is a small parameter. 

Let 

F(.,) M [Id 

fTO" 211'"pr[h*(r) + foJ](r)}dr 

27rprh *(r)dr + fo :hrpr11(r)dr (" j'" 
J.. .. 

. J" - Mlh'l + " 27rpr~(r)dr 

" 
(9) 

Bul F(€Q) is n minimum atfo = 0 

F'(O) o 

f.
" 

• TO 2'1f'pr'1(r)dr o 

for arbitrary 11("), 
her) a,'::; r .::; am_I (;'}) Unt. t.his i:-i impossiblc and thcrefore the problcm has nn fiuitl' 

whcre bl, bm ) ai, am) Um_l arc eCln:=:.tallb while her), a~ arc variahle~ 

solutions over the entire fUllction ~p:1CC and solutions c~:i~t, olll~' 
for hounded h(r). 

snti,,;fying the constraint conditioll~ Constraints on h(r) 

01 < L .::; a~ 5 U < am_I Consider ele problem in the presence of the control con::.olraillt 
(6) 

where LI U, E nre pO:litive constraint.::;. 
The ('ollll"ols h(r), j(r)2 arc :,;aid to be admi .. :::llhle if 

'(-)_!!.( ) 
d, -
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1"1'0111 (7) 

M[hJ ~ 7rp(rl' - r02)f 

:.h*(r) = € ¥ r E Irll, rd 

M* :::!:: MIh*! = Trp(r1 2 - T\l2 )€ 

(10) 

(J 1 ) 

( 12) 
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Therefore optimul control is h:l.lIg-1lllllg ill fro, I'd. 

Presence 01 Controt Set U 
Therefore, the :;011lti01ls in the presence of t.he control :,;et. U are 

obtained in t.he following way. From (1) and (;i) 

+ Jam -I 21rprh(r)dr 

"' 
The minimum of the integral in equation (13) is give1l by 

or from (12) 
It*(r) = f ¥ r E [uz, am_d 

(13) 

(14) 

But the first. possibility i!i cxduded by the cOllstraint. condition 
(6). Therefore the optimal solution is given by 

J
a m _, 

min 27rprh(r)dr = lI'p(am_I' 
a, 

(14a) 

:. IVlh'; a,1 

(15) 

'fhis may be regarded a~ fi fUBct.ion of the control parameter a2 
und is to be minimized. Solutions exi::;t, only for bOllnded U2 :l.ud 
arc given by 

Maximum Principle 
The maximum principle (lf Pontryagin and t.he B:-'.::iocill,t.cu 

lInmiitoni:lIl formulation i:; IIsed to introduce the stnte variablcs 
into the problem. 

( 17) 

It. is kn'owlI from the maximum principle that. Ao is n Iloupo:'iitive 
con~Lant 

AO(r) = const. ::; U 

The hssociatcd ndjoint equations arc given by 

dA, 
dr 

0/1 

du, 

( 18) 

(I D) 

]u addition to the state and ndjoint. cqualioll.::i (2) and (19), it is 
nsslaned t.hat the yield cO\lditioll.::iati~fie.::i 

The control i!(r) i~ llllCoH~tl'l\illed and continuous 

MI 
:. -. "" A, + VA, ~ 0 

oh . 

(20) 

(21 ) 

a,' 

u 
if bl > E 

ifbl<f 
(16) 'I'herefore (17) reduce., to 

:.W· ";,, lV(h·; a~*l 11 = 211'prhAo ( A, - "') - --- (u, 
r 

(22) 

1rp min (b l - f )1.2, (b l - f)U2] 

+ bm(al1l2 _ am_t2) + EeLm_t' _ btal' (1611.) l'.laximizing J/ with rc.-;pcd to h(r)fl.J give::; 

Opt.imal control i:-; continuous Ilnd bang-bang in (a" am_I]. Solu
tions exi~t only ror hounded her), a!. 

.. ,(1) =(j 

• 
,.( ·d 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

~ 
(-----~:------~i------~------~-----------· " , , 

Fig. 2 Trosco Yield condilion---1wo dimension state conslroinl region 
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SU ........ , ( ,$1'!!*"'p4, 

Ao = const < 0 
(23) 

The state equt\tiolls reduce 10 

du, 
--;t;= 

(24) 

:.0, = Cl 
c, 
r' 

where Cl, C'l ul'e <'Ollstallls (If integration. Elilllinatillf!; r from 
(:!;-), 

(I + :Jv)u.' 

_ 4C,'(1 - v) - 2(1 + v)'C,pw' ~ 0 (2(1) 

This define~ It family of hyperholas in statt~ :;pacc whose cenler.; 

lie on t.he line 

"8 = V(fr (2;) 

Fl'ollh(2:1) and (:11) 

"~ 
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dAI X, - ~, 

,h , 
d~, Al - ,\~ 

(It , 
Therdol'c t.he alij(,iut e(llIatiulls are given hy 

X1(r) A + jJrl 

~,(r) A - Br' 
(29) 

whcre ..t, B art;' ('''lblullt:; of integration and (:OI'I'C:;POIIU to a two 

pal'alllelCI' family of pambolas who:-;e foe; l:e on the axis of rota
tion. The problem corre:;p(!lId:j to a nonallt~l1l()mOn~ system with 
fixed end point6 (11, a",. The optimaL contrul (23) is obtained by 
maximizing the llamiltc.lIliall L17.)-with rc;-;pect to the controls. 
The maximum principle lI~ed i!:l fipplicn.ble to puints within the in
terior of t.he ("oll~trnillt region (20,1. A mudified analysis np
plicable to points belonging to t.he boundary of t.his region is 
given next. 

Restricted Maximum Principle 

.. Sr' ··e1!'·U 

[~ (M,), ~ (cl"')] [_ ~ (;, + ~), ~] 
A = Du, e[,- i)uo dr h r r 

~ (d"'), ~ (M,) ~ _ v~, _ ~ 
00'. rir uuo (ir rh,' 

[

I) (dO,) 11 [ ",] 0A -(t; h r; _ 

~h (':~')J - v ~ 
(37) 

Therefore the adjoillt equations arc given by 

ciA (I)p)-' - ~ - AA + AB ~ vp 
clr ()h. 

(38) 

where 

These equations have been dcrived using Chaptel' 4 of rcferen£;t! 
(8] in which 

R = p; UC = h; 
DJ Df 
-~B· -~A· 
?Jue '()x ' 

I)R 
x = (u., UOI r); 

Dx Con:;idcr nn optimlll trnjec~ory such that 

F(",(r), ",(r)) ~ "0 ¥ r E [' .. 'il (30) Substit'"ling (aG) and (37) into (38) 

where 

(:lO) 

Let 

(31 ) 

p(Ur , uo, r; h, h) 

~ - ! [ ",;' + ~ (", - "') + P""'h] I)F 
h r ?JU r 

[
", - '" v. ] ol>' + --- - - ", h - vpw'r - (32) 

r h ?Jl!6 

Sinc;:: the optimal trajectol'Y defined by equation (2) belongs to 
t.he bOllntlnry of the cOllstraint. region (30) 

p(U" ero, r; h, h) = {) (33) 

:. her) ho exp 

{J' '[("' - "') F", - f"", ] d'} - --- + pw2r -
U r r FUr + rFuo r 

¥ r E [r .. ril (:H) 

where Fer" Fero denotes pnrtial derivat.ivc~ with respect. to U rl uu, 
rcsp('elivcly. 

Suu:)tit.uting (:{4) inlo (2) 

<fur = _ 1 + V (ur - (1o)l<'ero 

fir r FUr + vj<'uo 

d", 
dr 

1 + v(Ur - vo)Fc r 

FUr + ,,/t'UU 

This defines a two parameter family of trajectories in state Spllce. 

The,:,;e equatiolLs have been t1el·ivt:tl on the a:;;:'lIInption t,hat P 
po:i:-;e:; . ..,es continuolls sccl)\ul partial d('ri'{ative~ along the bound
:\I.y. This condition is satisfied for the Tre:-,ca yield surface (4) 
evel'ywhere ·cxc('pl at, the vel"licc:-5. However, the slre.""" stat-cs 
nre uniqllely (let ermined !It. the vert.iee.-; fiud I,he corrc:-;pondillg 
uptimal contrul i:-; obtained by direct. '::;l1b~titlltion in the fir::;:1 of 
eqnatiom; (2). 

Let. 
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dAI = XI - >", ~ XI + V;\., (pu r -

dr r' FUr + II/<'U8 r 

dX, 
dr 

x, - ~, X, + vX, (F", - F", .) - --- + + />'<T, 
r FUr + IIFO'o r 

Tresca Yield Condition 

(:19) 

The resHlt~ obt.ained thus far arc lllJplicablc to 1\ geneml yicld 
surface F, Consider the form of thes~ equations when applied 
to the Tl'csca condition (4) except at th.: vertice:'i, where the solu
tions nre uniqnely determined by the state variables. 

Therefore 1"0'.-, F uo, are constanl-s 

From (39), (40) 

1, (-AiF", -t- A,F",) 

~ (I + .)(F", + ,"(T,) [ 

Fer, + IIFU8 

Therefore integrating 

where 

-Xd?uo + A2/<'U r c,· 

FUr + FO'o 
(I -t- v) ,. + ,. 

rur . VrO'o 

C = po!;it.ive constant. 

Substiluting (;H) and (-l2) into (17) gives 

(4U) 

(41 ) 

(42) 

It is required to determine an opt..imal cl)lItrol h *(r) E U which 
maximizes (43). It can ea:-:iiy be verified that fur part.-; along AF 
or CU, l,'ig. 2, the second term on t.he right-hand side of (·t{) is 
negative while part:; along FE, BC, ED, anti B:\ give Jl()~itive 

values. Therefore the optimal slIlutiollS lie on t.he latter bmllche~ 
of the yield smface. 

COII.-;itier IMillts along ED 
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j.(r, - 0) 

(44) This implies from (2!l) and (t)4) 

j.(r,) (fifi ) 

'lIbslituting (·H) into (:35) gives 
(;;6) 

(4S) This adjnint vector is discontinuous on leaving 

j.(r, + 0) ~ j.(r,) - I'(r,)'i'l<' 

where 

:.11', = In arfJ (a> 0) 

1 + v f3 ~ --u.> 0 
1 - v 

(46) 

Undcr .... thc influence of this trajc{;tOl'Y the st.ate of t,hc system 
would eventunlly leave the bralH:h El) and move into the non
fcasihle rcgiqn of state sp:tce. Thcrcfore opt imnl cOIII rol mllst 
operate along FE .or ,CB. Consider point::; 1I1()!1g FE 

whcre 

I'(r) 

(;'8) 

Sllb:;titnt.iug (47) int.o (;,')8) gives 

IJ.Cr) = Jj - (I - v)..tr"'. re ~ I' ~ 1'/ (:,)11 ) 

0:$ Ug :$ 11'0 

Fuo = 0 
(47) Substituting (59) into (;")7) u:-;itlg (29) and (47) gives 

(GU) 

dug 11'0 - 11'8 
-~ (1 +v)--
dr r 

(48) From U.fi) and (GO), the adjoinl vectors 011 leaving may he de
termined i!! terms of t,he hYPCl'bolas 011 cllt.ry. 

:. UO' = 11'0 - br-{l +"l (49) 

where b is a po:,;itive ('oll::;t.ant of integration. 
i::; .obtained by ::;uh:;lit ut iug (47) int () (:H); 

The optimal control. 

her) = ho exp [ b r-o+>') 
(1 + v)u. 

- """r'] 
211'0 

(.>0) 

This i::; a mono tonic decreasing fllneliun of 1'. Therefore the 
second of the (,~lIstraillj, conditiun:o: (6) are satbfied by :o;elect.ing 

the constant· ho ~uch that. 

ho> t exp _ [ b 1'1-(1+1') _ f!!:J2
r I2]. 

(1 + v)uo 211'0 

The-adjoint equatioll::> are obtained in the following way. From 
(:liI):nnd (40) 

Conclusions 
COlllplete analytical :-;oinlioll:O: have been ohtained t1Sillg t.he 

POlltrYllgin formulat iOllaaJ llrc <:h~U'tw'eri7.ed hy 

3 F(u.(r), 0'//(1'» < 0'0 for /. E [u!, (ll/l_d implies h*(r) = E 

4 F(ur(r), ut/(r» = O'u ¥ r E [I' .. I'll E [a~, um_d implie:; 

h*(r) ~ lto exp I-_b __ - ,.-0 H) _ pw2r2) 
(1 + v)uo 20'0 

> E t.he optimal tm-

jectory corretiponding to lu ,I = Uu· 

dA, dA, 
----

5 Opl.imal state and control vector::; Ilnif].llcly dctermined at. 
the vcrtices oi the Tre.5ca hexagon by the ::;tate equal iun~. 

_. -!- - = 0 
dr . dr 

:. A,(r) + A,(r) D 

A,(r) 

A,(r) ~ 

DFUr - era 

FUr + Fuo 

DFuo + er" 

FUr + Fuo 

Substituting (47) into (Sa) gives 

A,(r) 

A,(r) 

D - er(l+~) ¥ r E (r~, rll 

~51) 

(52) 

(53) 

The :-najor results c'~i.:lhlished in Ihb section arc that. the optimal 
control (,")0) mu:;t operate along t.h: optimal trajectory Iurl = 11'0 

with adjoint equation:'; (fl·i). This result is confirmed by nu
merical rc;;u!tf; obtaincd prcviou=,ly 1.1, :3). 

Jump Condition 
The ttdjoint vector is cuntinuou:" nt the elltr~"lloiut r = r, 

Journal of Basic Engineering 

.... • 4. .> " 

G The control parametcr U2 at.tains ib limiting value::;. 

Condilions (1) and (2) hl\ve been derived u:;ing the t.I'aIlS

versality condition::; (:1) and t.hc state eqllations (2;,). A detailed 
nllaly:-;is Pt t.he verticc:; of the Trcsca hcxagon i.i ~ivml in reference 
[2]. 
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The problem considered is that of maximizing a linear combination of the natural 
frequencies of vibration of a turbine disc idealization of variable thickness. The problem 
is formulated as a geneml problem in optimal control theory with the addition of inequality 
constraints on the state variables. Significant progress has been made in solving the problem 
by using purely analytical techniques based on the maximum principle of Pontryagin. 
These transform the problem into a nonline..1f programming problem which is solved 
numerically by lIsing the Heaviside penalty function transformation in conjunction with 
Rosenbrock's hill-climbing techniques. 

Available computational experience indicates that these procedures provide powerful 
100ls for handling complex structural optimization problems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This investigation is a continuation of a research programme into analytical and computa
tional procedures based on the methods of mathematical programming for optimbng 
structural systems in the presence of design constraints. Initially mathematical programm~lIg 
procedures were successfully developed for obtaining minimum weight solutions to a turbine 
disc of variable thickness in the presence of constraints on the stresses and the frequencies of 
vibration [1-5]. The stresses were required to be below the yield stress for the material of the 
disc while the vibrational frequencies were constrained to be outside given critical frequency 
bands. The problem was formulated as a general problem in optimal control theory wilh the 
addition of inequality constraints on the state and control variables. These variables were 
given by functions describing the variations in the thickness stress and deformation fields, 
with the frequencies corresponding to control parameters. 

The continuous formulation [6-8] was described by the maximum principle of Pontryagin, 
whik the numerical computations were based on a discretized non-linear programming 
formulation obtained by using a piecewise linear representation for the control variables. 
The non-lineae programming formulation was characterized by non-analytic "black box" 
type constraints for the behavioural constraints, and the solutions were based on a generalized 
"steepest descent-alternate step" mode of travel in configuration space developed by Schmit 
et a/. [9]: this being one of the most powerful methods available at the time for solving 
structural optimization p,,'blems with non-analytic constraints. 

The work described here is an investigation of the dual problem of maximizing some linear 
combination of the frequencies of vibration of the turbine disc with a constraint on the total 
weight. The problem is again formulated as a general optimal control problem in the presence 
of inequality conslraints on the state and control variables. Significant progress has been made 
in solving the problem by using analytical procedures based on the (restricted) maximuJl'. 
principle of Pontryagin [10]. The adjoint systems of Ihe Pontryagin formulation are solved 
by using perturbation techniques which give rise to fourth-order difTerential equations. 
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20 B. M. E. DE SILVA 

These are solved by using WKB expansions [11]. These analytical proceduc5 transform the 
problem into a nonlinear programming problem, which is then solved by usi=g the Heaviside 
penalty function transformations [12, 13] of non-linear programming in conjunction with 
Rosenbrock's hill-climbing techniques [14]. 

This paper includes a description of the synthesis procedure" used to implement the 
optimized design cycles on an English Electric KDF9 computer together wilh a discussion of 
results. 

2. DISC CONFIGURATION 

The thickness distribution of tile disc is assumed to be of the form (Figure 1) 

h(r)=b, 

=h(r) 

QI<r<a2, 

Q2 '" r "" am_I, 

am_l < r 0:;;;; am, (I) 

where b
" 

bm, a" am and am_, are constants while h(r) ar,d 0, are variables satisfying the 
conditions 

h(r);;.. > 0, (2) 

where Land U are bounds on the hub radius while. is a small positive tolerance to ensure 
non-negative thicknesses. h(r) is the thickness at a radial distance r, h(r) being measured 
parallel to the axis of the disc. a" am are the inner and outer radii, respectively, while hI, b", 
are the widths ef the hub and rim respectively. 

The constraint on the total weight is 
D. J 21Tprh(') dr <. Wo (3) .. 

where p is the density of material, assumed to be constant and Wo is a positive constaa!. 

Fixed 

I 

t 
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0",-1 
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Figure J. Cross section of typical turbine disc. 
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For purposes of simplicity, the disc, which is essentially an idealization of a turbine disc, 
is studied in the absence of the blades. The width of the hub and 'the rim shape are fixed to 
allow for the attachment of the discs and the spacing of the blades in the turbine while the 
depth of the hub is variable to permit adjoining discs to be shrunk onto a common shaft. The 
thickness distribution for the remainder of the disc i3 variable but symmetrically distributed 
about the midplane. 

Conditions (2) and (3) determine the side constraints for the problem. The vibration aspects 
are discussed below. 

3. BEHAVIOURAL EQUA nONS 

The small deflection motion of a thin disc in polar coordinates is given by [IS] 

a'u I a I aQo 
phai' -:;. a,(,Q,) - r aB = 0, 

!~('M)_Mo_~aM'6_Q =0 ,a, ,. , r 00 ,. , 

. I aMo M,o I a 
rae- -,- - ra,(,M,o)- Qo =0, (4) 

where M" Mo, M,o are the bending and twisting moments, Q" Qo are the shear forces and 
u(', 0, t) is the axial displacement at time t of the section whose initial coordinates are (,,0). 

A cylindrical coordinate system 0(" B,z) is used, where Oz is along the axis of the disc, 
, is the radial distance from Oz, and ° is the angular coordinate about Oz. Eliminating Q" 
Qo from equations (4) gives 

where 

I a' (I a' I a ) 2 (a' I a) a' u ra,' (,M,) + " aB' - ra, Mo - r o,aB + roo M,o = phai" (5) 

(6) 

E is Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio for the material, both assumed to be constant. 
Consider solution, harmonically dependent on both ° and t: 

u("O,t) = IV(,)sin(nO+pt), (7)~ 
~ 

where n is the number of nodal diameters round the disc and p is the natural frequency of 
vibration. IV(,) is the radial form of the function which describes the axial displacement. 
Substituting equations (6) and (7) into equation (5) gives 

d
4

IV +2(~dh +~)d' IV +[~d'h + 6+3vd" +~(dh)' _ 211'+ I]d' W 
d,4 h d, , d,' ,.d,' h, d, ,., d, " d,' 

+ [~d'" _ 6n' + 3dh +~(dh)' + 2n' + I] dIV 
h,d,' h,' d, h', d, " d, 

-n'[~ d'" _.2... dh + ~ (dh)' + 4 _11'] W = 12(1- v') 2 IV 
h,'d,' h,' d, h',' d,,4 Eh' pp . (8) 
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This is the basic equation describing the behaviour of the disc, in flexural morion only. In 
order that Pontryagin's Principle be applied, this is reduced to a system of four equations of 
the lirst order. 

The transversality conditions are provided by (he boundary conditions at the edges of the 
disc. For example, suppose the inner edge is damped while the outer edge is free. Then [16] 

OU 
u=-=O atr=aJ, or ' 
M,=O, atr=am, 

This latter condition reduces to 

!..(o'U +! all +..!.. a'lI) + (1- v) a' (all _ '!.) = 0 
ar or' r ar r' ao' r' ao' ar r ' 

Substituting equation (7) into equations (9) a"d (9a) then gives 

at r =al: 
dW 

W=ct;=O, 

d' W (I dW /1' ) --+v ----W =0 dr2 r dr r2 ' 

(9) 

at r = am' (9a) 

The natural frequencies of vibration correspond to the eigenvall!cs of the differential system 
of equations (8) and (10). Since the boundary conditions (IO)·are homogeneous there will 
be a set of eigenvalues for the natural frequency p. 

There are design advantages which result when the natural frequencies are as large as 
possible; in this investigation, therefore, it was attempted to maximize a linear combination 
of the natural frequencies by choosing a suitable representation for the shape function in an 
optimal way subject to the satisfying of the behaviour equations (8) and (10) and the design 
constreints (2) and (3). The mathematical formulation of this problem as an optimal control 
problem is given below. 

4. OPTIMp L CONTROL PROBLEM 

Introduce the transformation relations 

d"-I) W 
Xi = dr u l)' i = 1,2, 3, 4, . 

d"-I) I! 
Xl+4 = dr(l-l) , i = 1,2, 

d'I! 
lI=dr" (11) 

so that the control function is represented by d' hldr' and is a measure of tile curvature of the 
thickness profile of the disc. The state variables are (he thickness her), the radial deformation 
W(r) and their derivatives. Substituting equations (11) into equations (8) gives 

;=1,2,3, \ 
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(12) 

These correspond to the state equations for which the state and control variables arc defined 
by equations (I I). The appropriate state and control vectors are as follows: 

( 
dW d

2
Wd

3
W/ dh) statevector:x=(x)! .. "X6)= W'dr"' dr2' dr) h'dr ; 

. - d2 h 
control vector: 11 = dr2 ; 

control parameter vector: p = (Ph"" PI)' (13) 

These are the first I natural frequencies of the disc, arranged in ascending order 0 "p, < P2 < 

",<P" 
Substituting equations (I I) into equations (10) gives the following: 

0(1): x,(a,) ~ x,(a.) ~ 0; 

O(m,. () [x,(aml /(2 ( l] -O . . x) am +V ------zX) Gm - , 
am am 

(14) 

These correspond to the initial and termi;;al transversal it)' conditions. The stale inequality 
comtraints are given by [sec equations (2), (3) and (I1)l 

X5;;;" E, "ifr E [a2,am_d. 
a. f 21Tprx, dr <; Wo. 

a. 

The merit criterion is defined by a function of the focm 

I 

G(p) ~ L c,p" 
I-I 

(15)/ 
~. 

(16) 

where the coefficients C, are weighting factors based 011 the Gaussian distribution function 

C, = sb(PI ;.p,), i = 1, .. ,' I, 

sb(t) = _1_ e-<"I2>. 
V2,; (17) 

- .~ 

'. '. 

, 
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Hence, 

and 

The Gaussian distribution function was selected to give principal priority to the fundamental 
frequency PI and decreasing priorities to the higher frequencies p" ... , P" The initial values 
for the P, used in equations (17) are obtained from experimental data for standard turbine 
disc configurations. These determine the coefficients C, which are subsequently held constant 
during the synthesis. The merit criterion (16) gives a synthesis problem which appears to be 
closely allied in a dual sense, to a problem considered earlier [2, 5], whereby the weight of 
tbe turbine disc idealization was minimized subject to a constant on the natural frequencies of 
vibration, the frequencies being constrained to lie outside specified resonance bands. Tbe 
establishment of this type of dual relationship could lead as a next step to a consideration of 
tbe more difficult but industrially important problem of designing a turbine disc to avoid 
certain critical frequency bands, while exhibiting optimal weight-frequency characteristics. 

5. PONTRYAGIN FORMULATION 

The optimal control problem consists in maximiziilg the merit criterion (17) subject to the 
state differential equations (12) in conjunction with the transversality conditions (14) and the 
stateconstraints(l5). The state and control vectors are dcfined byequations (13). The solutions 
are based on the maximum principle ofPontryagin, the main results of which are summarized 
below for purposes of ready reference. For further details the reader is referred to reference 
[10]. 

Suppose that a dynamical system with state variables x ~ (x" ... ,x,) has equations of 
motion described by 

dx 
dr ~ f(x, D, p, r), (l2a) 

where u(r) E U, defined over some interval ro ,,;; r,,;; r" is a vector of controls and p is a vector 
of control parameters. The state variables art assumed to satisfy initial and terminal conditions 
of the form 

x(r 0) E 0(0) ; (l4a) 

where 8(0) and 8(1) are specified end manifolds in state space. Thus, for a given DE U, and a 
given p, tbe state equati~:ls (12~) in conjunction with the transversality conditions (l4a) possess 
a unique continuous solution x(r) which defines a trajectory in state space along which the 
states of the system are transferred between the end manifolds 8(0) and 8(1). 

In addition, suppose that the system states are comtrained to lie in a given region B of 
state space defined by 

B={xJg(x),,;;O}; BeE'. (15a) 

This means tha, only those paths from the initial manifold 8(0) to the terminal manifold 0(1) 
which lie entirely in B are admissible. The object of the analysis is to determine an optimal 
control u(r) E U for ro ,,;; r.;;; r, and an optimal control parameter p which effects such a 
transfer while extremizing a merit criterion of the form 

G ~ G(p). (17a) 
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The necessary conditions for an extremal solution are contained in Pontryagin's maximum 
principle which calls for the maximization with respect to U E U of the Hamiltonian function 
defined by the scalar product 

II = A.f, 

where A = (A, ... \) are the adjoint variables satisfying the differential equations 

dA -=-v II d,. ~, 

(l8a) 

(20a) 

where v x denotes the gradient operator with respect to the state variables. This form of the 
maximum principle is applicable to arcs of the optimal trajectory which lies within the interior 
of the state constraint domain (J 5a), g(x) < O. For arcs of the optimal trajectory which lies on 
tbe boundary of B, 

g(x) =0, 

wbere ro,.; r, < r,,.; r,. The pointsx(r,), x(r,) are called the entry and leaving points respect
ively. The extremal conditions are now describ"d by the restricted maximum principle (see 
chapter 4 of reference [10]), whereby 

p(x,lI,p) == ',g.f = 0, for 'ifre[r" r,J 

provided vxg. f does not contain r. Controls u E Uwhich satisfy the above conditions are said 
to belong to the restricted control set. 

These results are now applied to the disc protlcm for which the Hamiltonian is defined by 
[see equations (12) and (lSa)] 

_(3U + 6+3v x,+ 6~l_ 2n': I)XJ-2(~X'+~)X']+A'X'+A6U' 
Xs xsr Xs r Xs r 

(18) 

where A,(r); i = I, ... , 6 are the components of the adjoint. vector, the state and control 
vectors and parameters being given by equations (i 3). The solutions are based on the following 
configurations for the optimal trajector:;: (i) arcs of the optimal trajectory which lies within 
tbe interior of the state constraini regioll X, > e; (ii) arcs of the optimal trajectory which lies 
011 the boundary X, = e for which the restricted maximum principle [10] is applicable. 

The composite representation for the optimal trajectory between the end manifolds 
8'" and 8'm) defined by equations (14) is obtained oy matching these separate arcs at the entry 
and leaving poi~ts. From equations (13), the optimal trajectory determines the optimal 
shape and deformation functions for the disc. 

A detailed consideration of the above cases is presented in sections 6 and 7. 

6. INTERIOR OF CONSTRAINT REGION 

The configuration of interest here corresponds to arcs of the optimal trajectory lying in the 
interior of the state constraint region (15), x, > e. Ti,e control u(r) is unbounded and continu
ous in [a2,am_tl, so that, from the maximization condition, 

oH = A, [311' v:' _ 31'x, _ 3X,] + A. = O. 
au xsr xsr Xs 

{I 9) 

\ , 
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With the Hamiltonian as defined in equation (18), the adjoint equations (20a) reduce to 

dA, aH 
-=--=-A, +A,B, 
dr ax, 

dA, all 
-=--=-A, +A,C, 
dr OX, 

dA, = _ aH = -A, + A, D, 
dr ax, 
dA, all 
-=--=-A,£ 
dr aX5 ' 

dA6 all 
-=--=-A,F-A" <!r ilX6 

(20) 

where 
12(1 - v') pp' 3,,' VI/ 9,,' X6 11'(/1' - 4) 

A +-----
Ex~ xsr2 xsrl ,4 

3vu 6n' + 3 6vx~ 2n' + I 
B=----x +--+---

Xs' xsr2 6 x~r ,3' 

C 
3u 6 + 3v 6x~ 2,,' + I 

=-+--x6 +-, ---,-, 
Xs XsT Xs r 

D= 2 (
3X

6 +~), 
x, r 

£=[ 

Complete anal~:ic31 sO;1jti~ns to the differential system (20) are very difficult to obtain and 
recourse is made to the following approximate technique. The validity of this method is 
justified a posteriori. 

Consider series solutions of the form 

i= I, 2, .. " 6, (21) 

where,) is a small parameter which has essentially a mathematical rather than physical 
significance. Suppose A, is small. This means A,o = 0, so that'\, = 0(')). Substitute equations 
(21) into equation (19) and equate to zero the lowest power of ,), giving A60 = O. Similarly 

--------
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substitute equations (21) into equations (20) and equate the corresponding coefficients of 7)0. 

This gives, on solving the resulting differential equations, the zero-order solutions for A: 

;\10 = A~, 

"20 = -,,~ r + ~t 
A,O = AWr'/2) - A~ r + A~, 
A.O = ASO = A" = O. 

Therefore the adjoint vector is given by 

A, = A? + 0(7)), 

A, = -A? r + A~ + 0(7)), 

A, = A?(r'/2) - ,\gr + A~ + 0(7)), 

A, = 0(7)), 

A, = 0(7)), 

A6 = 0(7)). 

. (22) 

(23) 

Equations (22) are obtained by excluding the equation dA,/dr = --A, + A, D in equations (20). 
Therefore from equations (22), IDI must be large for consistency. From equations (13), and 
the definition of D, 

where 

Therefore, 

D "" 2 (
3X

6 +~) = 2 (~dh +~) '" k x, r h dr r 

Ikl~O. 

C 
h(r) ~ - e"" 

'" ,I/J ' 

h'(r) '" ~h, 
P 

h'(r) '" 9h. 

C>O, 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

These determine the optimal thicknes> for sub-intervals of [a"om_d for which her) "" E. The 
proof of condition (25) that Ikl is large is given in section 8. This is the justification for the 
earlier assumption that A, is small. Therefore equations (23) and (26) determine a compatible 
set of solutions for the adjoint equations (20). 

The optimal cteformp.ticn W(r) is obtained by substituting equations (26) into equation (8), 
and simplifying by using the condition (25), to give the differential equation 

d'W d'W ,d'W vk'dW_rI2(1-v')pp' l/'vP] ~ 
d ' + 2k d ' + k d' + d El' +, W - O. r r r r r l J r M 

(27) 

The solutions to this equation are given below for the cases when k is large and negative, 
and k is large and positive. These, together with condition (25) determine the interior arcs of 
the opti",al trajectory, which are subsequently matched with the boundary arcs (at the entry 
and leaving points) to give the composite shape function for the disc. 

Casela:k<O 

This corresponds t6 k large and negative. 
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Put X = -k(r - a,), in equation (27) and let Ikl -+ <Xl. This gives, after simplification, the 
following differential equation: 

d4 W d' W d' W 
dx' - 2 dx' + dx' - A4f(x) W = 0, (28) 

where 
(large), 

f() 12(1 - .') pp'. k )2/3 '!l 
X EC'lkl'4!l (- a, + x eX> O. 

Put W = 0''' u(x) in equation (28). This gives the following differential equation for u(x): 

d
4

u Id'u [I ] 
dx4 -::2 dx' + 16 - A4f(x) u = O. (29) 

Since the parameter A is large; this equation can be solved by using WKB expansions of the 
form 

(30) 

Substituting equation (30) into equation (29) and equating to zero coefficients of A4, A' • ... 
gives 

4>; = {f{x)} lt4 e"''', s=O, 1,2,3, 

go = {f{x)} -lI8. 

Therefore 

, x ( 
W{x) = .~o "', e'''[f(xW''' exp [Ae"'" x J {f(x)} 1/4 dx] x I + 0 (~)), (31) 

where IX" S = 0, 1,2,3 are constants of integration. Finally, the form of equation (27) for large 
positive values of k is considered below. 

Caoelb:k>O 

Put x = k{r - a,); k -+ <Xl in equation (27). This gives, on simplification, 

d4 W d' W d' W 
dx'- + 2 dx' + dx' '" O. 

Solving this results in 

W(r) = "" + "" r + ("" + "" r) e-", (32) 

where IX" ""; "'" "", a,'" constants of integration. Equations (32) and (31) determine the 
solutions to equation (27). The state and control variables are given by equations (13), (26), 
(32) and (31). These equations determine the comptete representation for the system when the 
optimal trajectory belongs to the interior of the state constraint region. 

The corresponding equations ',vhen the optimal trajectory belongs to the boundary are 
given below, in section 7. 

7. BOUNDARY OF CONSTRAINT REGION 

The restricted maximum principle is applied to arcs of the optimal trajectory lying on the 
state constraint boundary [10]. Let the boundary arc be defined by 

x,{r) = <, Vr E [r"r,], (33) 
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where a2 < r, < r, < am_I> and x(r,), x(r,) are the entry and leaving 7.ints, respectively. The 
restricted control set described in section 5 is now formed: 

V.(x, -.) ~(O,O,O,O, 1,0). 

Therefore p=scalar product ofVx(x, -.) with the right-hand sidf;'i of the state equations 
(12) is equal to x,. Hence 

X6=O, 

u~O. (33a) 

This is to be expected since her) '" x, ~. implies x, '" dhldr ~ 0 and t·::; d'hldr' ~ O. 
Substituting into the state equations (12) or (8) and simplifying thcn gives 

d4 W +~9JW _2n'+ld'W +2n'+ldW +[n'(n'-4)_12(1-."')PP']w~0 
dr 4 r drJ r2 dr 2 rJ dr r 4 1:,:(2 . 

The solutions to this fourth-order equation are 

W(r) ~ ",J.(Qr) + ". Y,.(Qr) + ",o!,,(Qr) + "11 K,,(Qr) (33b) 

whereJ,,(r) and Y.(r) are Bessel functions, I.(Qr) and K,,(Qr) are modified Bessel functions, 
«s, 0:9' IXI0 and 0:11 are constants of integration and 

Q4 ~ 12(1 - v')pp'IE.'. 

State and control variables are given by equations (13), (33a) and (331)). This concludes the 
analysis for an opiimal thickness h*(r) "" •. 

8. OPTIMAL THICKNESS PATTERN 

Equations (26), (31) and (32) corresponding to interior arcs of th" optimal trajectory 
determine the optimal shape and deformation functions for 1"1 large. These are merged at 
r, and r, with the corresponding solutions (33a), (33b) for the boundllry arcs to yield the 
optimal design configuration. 

The optimal thickness is given by (see Figures 2-4) 

hOer) = ,,-(c), 

= E, 

Q2 < T < re, 

Te<r<rh 

rl<r.:.;;;;am_l, (34) 

where h-(r), h+(r) correspond to the function (26) for values of" < 0 a,,',; k > 0, respectively. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the functions h-(r) a"d "+(r), respectively, corr~$ponding to interior 
arcs of the optimal trajectory. For k < 0, "-(r) is a monotonic decr<,~,,'r,g function of r, so 
that in the interval a, 0<; r 0<; r" h-(r) decreases monotonically from b I ".Old reaches its lower 
limit. at r~' ·r,. At (hb point, the optimal trajectory enters the boun<i ,.ry of the state con
straint domain, leaving it finally at r ~ r" so that hOer) ~ • for r,';; r.; ,;',. From Figure 3 it 
is seen that in the interval r, ..; r..; am-I> the optimal thickness is given >y h+(r). h+(r) has a 
minimum at 

r = Ilk+, 

so that r,;;:; Ilk+. This result is used in equation (38) in obtaining the s;<"o ,oonstraints. In the 
interval [r"Gm _,), "'(r) = h+(r) increases mono tonically from its IimitiI:;f' value. to bm• 

But from physical continuity conditions 

h-(a,) = b" 

h+(r,) =', 
h-(r,) = " 

"+(Gm_,) = bm• (35) 
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hlr) 

k, 

L-------____________ ~r 

Figure 2. Thickness for k < O.lk,J < Ik,1 < Ik,l. 

~~------------~r Ilk 

Figure 3. Thickness for k > O. kJ > kl > k~; IJ'*"(r)'" (C+/r If3 )cxp(k+,./3); d"'*"/dr = (C+/3rIfJ)(k'*" _ 1/1') 
exp(k+ r/3). 

Thelefore, substituting equation (35) into equation (26) yields 

b, = (C-/aj") 0'-"", 

Eliminating C- gives 

and therefore 

Again 

Eliminating C+ gives 

and so 

E = (C-/r ~/3) ek-re!3. 

bm = (C +ja)j':l) e'ff"am_IIJ, 

E = (C+jrJIJ)ei<-tT/J3. 

k+ = 3 lnlbm(a'~-I)I' 
am_I - rl E 'I 

(36) 

(36a) 

(37) 

(37a) 

Conditions (36a) and (37a) establish the validity of condition (25), which is the justification 
for the assumption of A. small in section 5. 
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Equations (35-37) nnd (26) also establish the continuity of x,"' h and x,"' dh/dr at 
r = 'e. rh which is a ne~essary condition for the analysis to be valid. 

9. SIDE CONSTRAINTS 

These represent constraints on the geometrical configuration of the disc. From Figures 
3 and 4, with equation (37) being used since 11+(r) has a minimum at r = I/k+ 

I _am _ 1 - r , [I bm (am_,)",]-, 
" >- k+ - 3 n -;- ---;:;- , 

> Qm-I -+ 0 as E -+ 0+.' 
r, = 31n {(bm/.)(am_,/r,)"'} + I 

Therefore this inequality reduces to 

But, for compatibility, 
:12 < re < r,. 

Tl:e weight is given by equations (3) and (34); 

a", a2 re '1 f 27Tprh*(r)dr = f 27Tprb, dr + f 2.:prh-(r)dr + f 27Tprdr 
D, D, D, '. 

'e " ... _1 

+27TP f rh-(r)dr+27Tp f rh+(r)dr. 
D, " 

Therefore the constraint on the weight is given by 

I,(a" r" r,) <:; 0, 

-.--------

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

- ~--=-= 
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where 

re "m_I 

+21TP f rh-(r}dr + 21Tp f rh+(r}dr- Wo. 
"2 " 

These integrals are evaluated by using standard numerical integration procedures [l7J. 
Thc side constraints are given by equations (38}-(40) and their two-dimensional rcp

resentation in the (r"r,) plane is shown in Figure 5. 

r, 

Figure 5. Optimal control problem -)- Ilon·linear programming problem. (re - rl) design parameter 
subspace. ----, Portions of the boundary on which solutions cannot lie; --, portions of the boundary on 
which solutions can lie. 

10. BEHAVIOURAL CONSTRAINTS 

The radial deformations within the subinteTVals [a"a,], [am_"amJ are 

W(r} = "-,,J.(Q,} + "-13 Y.(Qr} + ,,-.. I.(Qr} + "-,,K.(Qr}, 

W(r} = "-I6J.(Qr} + "-17 Y.(Qr} + "-,,I.(Qr} + ,,-,.K.(Qr}, 
01 ~r<a2' 

Gm-I" r '" Gm. (41) 

where "-", ... , "-,. are constants of intt~ration [sce equation (33}J. The behavioural require
rnents are given by eliminating the constants of integration (aO,cth" " 0(19) from equations 
(32), (33), (36) and (41). The boundary conditions arc obtained from equation (1O) and the 
continuity of W, dW/d" d' W/dr' and d' W/dr' at r = a" r" r" am+ These arise from con
tinuity rcquirem"n~s for the state vector (12). They are also necessary physical conditions for 
the continuity of deflection, slope, bcnding and shear forces. The elimination process gives 
a 20 x 20 determinantal cquation of the form 

All 0 0 A .. 0 
A2I 0 A" 0 0 

f,(a" r" r"p} == 
0 An AJJ 0 0 

(42) 
0 A4, 0 0 A.,I = 0, 

0 0 0 0 B'I 0 0 0 0 B, 
where the AI) are 4 x 4 submatrices, while B, and B, are of order 2 x 4. 

. ... 4, -
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The non-zero elements of (42) correspond to the different types of Bessel functions used in 
section 7. The arguments of these functions are proportional to p, so that on evaluation the 
determinant (42) gives for I, a polynomial in the frequency so that 

I, '" L I-',(a" r" r,) p' = O. , 
The frequencies are given by the rooto of this polynomial, so that 

p = pea, re, r,), (43) 

, where p is the vector of the first I roots of the polynomial I, and corresponds to the control 
parameter vector (13). 

, 

From equation (43) the merit criterion (17) mmt also be a function of a" r, and r,: 

(44) 

The vibrational frequencies are introduced into the synthesis procedures through equation 
(42) which is computed numerically by using standard triangularization procedures. 

11. NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 

The non-linear programming formulation is, furmally, as follows: 

Maximize G(p) subject to/,(a" r"r,),,;; 0, L,,;; a,,,;; U, 0,,;; r, < am-h 

a, < r, < r,,[,(a,,,,, r" p) = O. (45) 

This is solved by transforming the problem into a series of unconstrained optimization prob
lems by using the He"viside penalty function transformation [12, 13]. These uncol1strained 
problems are solved by using Rosenbrock's method [14]. 

12. RESUI.;rS AND DISCUSSION 

The numerical computations were performed on an English Electric KDF 9 computer 
using ALGOL. The computational effort waS characterized by extremely large and complex 
programming procedures which imposed severe limitations on storage and test facilitieo. 
A substantial amount of the time was consumed in the Bessel function calculations [18]. In 
addition, considerable numerical difficulties arose in the calculation of the determinantal 
function/,(a" r" r"p) due to the presence of very large numbers, giving rise to local regions of 
instability in the synthesis. 

The program was initiated by a set of values for a" r" r, and p which satisfied the side 
constraints. However it was not possible to ensure the vanishing of I,. This was not a serious 
disadvantage since the Heaviside penalty function transformation [12] always generates a 
feasible point as the solution to the equivalent .. "constrained problem. 

For these reasons the available computational experience is limited, although an examina
tion of the preliminary results indicates that the synthesis is progressing in the right direction. 
The really effect:ve utilic.ation of the numerical procedures requires a more powerful range 
of computers than was available at the time of this investigation. 

13. CONCLUSION 

Powerful synthesis procedures based on the methods of mathematical programming have 
been developed for solving a highly complex structural optimization problem. Considerable 
progress has been made in solving the problem by using purely analytical techniques based 
on the ma,<imum principle of Pontryagin which transforms the problem into a non-linear 
programming problem. 

3 
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Available computational experience indicates the possibilities of developing a highly 
systematic synthesis capability when u,ed in conjunction with ver), large, high-speed digital 
computers. The available evidence appears to warrant further investigation and development 
in this direction, with particular emphasis on more automatic software packages for 
handling very large problems. 
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An Eigcnvalue Analysis for Cnlculating the 
Vibrational Modes of Stcam Turbine Discs 

B. M. E. DE SILVA 

Deparlmelll of AJalilemalics, University 0/ Technology, Loughborough, Leictstershire. England 

Summary 

This paper describes the application of numerical procedures to an engineering design 
problem of considerable practical importance. The problem is that of calculating the natural 
frequt"ncics of vibration of steam turbine discs. The analysis is based on a variational formu
lation in conjunction with finite' difference procedures to transform the problem to an eigen
value problem. This is characterized by a ~ymmetric band matrix, and the vibrational 
frequencies which correspond to the eigenvalues are computed using standard eigenvaluc 
programming packages. The analysis includes a description of both natural and forced 
boundary conditions for the problem. 

An essential feature of this investigation is the relative simplicity in elasticity theory useci 
and the associated computational procedures. As such it should be of interest to teachers of 
final year engineeriIlg mathematics courses and to mechanical engineering students embarking 
on an M.Sc. programme. , 

From a research standpoint, the paper ohers the possibility of extending the analysis to 
include shear correction effects and thick discs. These again are of considerable practical 
interest. 

Introduction 
The formulation of efficient analytical and computational procedures for determining 
the natural modes of vibration of steam turbine disc, is of considerable importance in 
the development of an automated turbine design capability.'" These vibrational pro· 
ble.ns, by their very nature, preclude the use of purely analytical methods of solution 
which, on the whole, are applicable only to discs of constant thickness' or of parabolic 
scape.' Therefore recourse must be made to approximaie numerical procedures. Such 
procedures used in conjunction with digital computers have led to the development of 
highly systematic programs for stu,lying the vibrational characteristics of turbine discs. 

Prominent amongst these are the transfer matrix methods',·G in which the frequencies 
are given by the roots of a certain polynomial. The roots are determined using inter· 
polation or spline function techniques.' The spline function techniques consist essentially 
in caleulatin:, ,ucces<ivo values of the polynomial for different value, of the frequency 
(w) and a plot of the polynomial against w is made. Those values of w for which the 
polynomial is zero are the required natural frequencies. Alternatively, an interpolation 
procedure, based on an initial wand an incrernent /'J.w, can be used. These must operate 
near the actual frequency in orde, to obtain rapid convergence. 

The transfer matrix methods, though relatively simple from a mathematical standpoint, 
involve the programming of extremely long and complex routines and impose consider· 
able limitations on storage facilities. However, thcy arc efficient for most calcuiations ill 
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which the designer uses his intuition, judgement and experience to reduce the number of 
polynomial calculations thereby obtaining rapid convergcnce. 

They become significantly less efficient when coupled with synthesis program"" for 
optimizing the design process by gencrating a sequence of trial designs of improving 
merit. Most of these correspond to designs significantly different from standard disc 
configurations. So that it is cxtremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain realistic 
starting procedures for use in conjunction with interpolation or splinc function tech
niques. Consequenlly convergence is slow and unstable and often converges to a root of 
different order. 

These difficulties can be overcome by using a variational formulatio'll in conjunction 
with finite difference techniques to transform the problem to an eigenvalue problem. 
This is characterized by a symmetric band matrix, the eigenvalues of which correspond 
to the vibrational frequencies. These computations can be carried out efficiently and 
rapidly using standard matrix usercode programs.'o Mathcmatically, the problem is re
presented by the eigenvalue equation 

where 
Aw = w'Bw 

w = natural frequency of vibration 

w = deformation vector at the nodal points 

A = symmetric band matrix of width 5 

B = positive diagonal fl'latrix 

(I) 

Therefore w2 arc the eigenvalues of the symmf:tric band matrix B-1 AB-i. The analysis 
is capable of describing all possible combinations of boundary conditions. 

From a teaching standpoint, the analysis is both concise and elegant, and shuuld be 
of interest to teachers of final year engineering mathematics COHrses and to mechanical 
engineers embarking on an M.Sc. programme. 

Variational Formulation 

The tllr!)ine disc is idealized as a rotating circular disc of variable thickness (Figure I). 
The thickness distribution is given by 

her) = b
" al~r:E;;a2 ) 

= variable, a2<r~G~'IJ_l 

= bM • Gm-l ~1':E;;aJ[ 

(2) 

where bl • bM, aI' o'}., (l.ll_I' GM are constants. The radial distance is measured from the axis 
of rotation alon~ lhe normal direction, while her) is measured parallel to the axis of 
rotation. 

The strain and kinetic energies due to the bending 'deformation arc given by 
Timoshenko.ll 

v = II!? {(82
u +~ ou +..!. 82

11)'_2(1_1') [8'U (~Oll +..!. 8'~) _ (~~ Oil)']) r dr dB 
2 or' r or ,2 aiJ2 or' r or r' aB- or r iJO 

(3) 

(4) 
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where I/(r, 8, /) = axial displacement at time / of section whose initial co-ordinates are r, O. 

Eh'(r) (b d' 'ff ) 
D= 12(I-v,)g en mgsll ness 

E = Young's modulus 

v = Pois~on's ratio 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

The work done by the centrifugal forces is calculated as follows (Figure 2): 
Let c/> = slope in radial plane on disc, therefore 

c/>= ~~ 
Centrifugal force on element p d V is given by 

8 

F = P d VD.'(r-IIc/» 

= pD.2(r-uc/»"rdrdO 

Work done on this element = F sin "'U = Fuc/> 

( 01/) all 
= pQ' r-u or "ilr urdrd8 

.t.. 

, 
: 

.' 
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F 

pdV 

z 
Figure 2. Centrifugal effe(t.~ on disc deformation 

Therefore 

(5) 

where 
Q = rotational speed of disc 

This is derived on the assumption of small bending deformations. Therefore from 
Hamilton's principle 

f
tlDlll a (T- V+A)dt = 0 
initial 

Finite Difference Formulation 

Consider deflections harmonically do~cndent on both 0 and t. 

u = IV(r)sin(n8+l't) 
where 

n = number of nodal diameters. 

Substituting equations (3), (4), (5) and (7) in equation (6) gives 

where 
a JL(r)dr = 0 

L(r)=- --+----IV -2I1-v) -- ----IV D ((d' IV 1 d IV 11' )' [d' IV (1 d W 11' ) 
2 dr' r dr r' ' dr' r dr r' 

"'(dW W)']) dW w' -- --- +pQ'hrlV---phJV' 
,'drr dr2 

---,--- -

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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This is discretized using the central difference approximations 

(10) 

obtained by dividing the interval [a" am] into finite increments by points (r., r, • .... r n) 
selected at equally spaced intervals of length /l. Therefore 

al:rO<~1<r2.~ ... <rm_l<rnl=aM } 
't - 'O+l.6., 1- 0, 1, ... ,m (11) 

The function L(r) defined by equation (9) is calculated at the points (r., r, • .... r m) using 
equation (10). Therefore .' 

L, = L(rJ 

• = a,_, W;_l +b, W;+C/+1 W;+l +d, 11,/_, w,+e, W, W/+' +Ji w,+l W,_,- ~ pr,h, IV; . . 

where (12) 

b,=- 2+-- -2(!-v) ____ _ D, r, [( n' /l2)' (2/12/l2 n2/l2)] 
. 2Ll4 - r; r; rt 

d· = _.i.!. 1-- 2+-- +(I-v) -----__ __ pO"';h. D r [( Ll) ( n'Ll') (Ll n'Ll2 n'Ll3)] I. 
I .6.' 2ri r; 'i r1' rt 26, I 

e,=----i....! 1+- 2+-'7 +(I-v) -----+ __ +-p!J.2 r'h, Dr· [( Ll) (n2~') ( Ll n'Ll' /I'Ll3)] I 
.6.' 2ri 't 't r; r~ 2A 1. 

Ji = D, r, [2(1- Ll') -(1 _ v) n2 Ll'] 
2Ll4 4r1' 2rl' 

Discretizing ;'he integrai (8) using a trapezoidal type approximation in conjunction with 
equation (12) gives 

t Ldr = Ll(~.+ ~~' L,+ ~m) 

(13) 
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i = - I 

°m-l+b + . I = -2- m-I C,.,_l' 1= nz-

Cm+1 
=-2-

p,= ~, 

;=m 

;= m t I 

i= - I 

1 ~i~m-2 

i=m-I 

i=m 

.r. 
'li= 2' i= - I 

O~i~m-2 

;=111-1 

Eigenvalue Formulation 
The stationary condition (8) transforms to 

o i'. ow. L(r)dr = 0, , " 
i= -l,O, ... ,n+l 

.----- -~~ 
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Therefore from equation (13) 

2''-1 W_1 +,8-1 WO+Y-l W, = 0, i = -I 

w' 
,8-1 W_1 +2"0 Wo +,80 1V, +1'0 W, = 2" proho IVo, i = 0 

y_,w_,+,8on~+2"lw,+,8,IV,+y,W3=w2p"lh,W" i= I 

Yi-2 "'£-2 + ,Bi-l ~-l + 2CXi ll'i+.8i ~+l +Yi Wi+2 = w 2 prihi H'i' i = 2, ... , m- 2 

Ym-3 Wm- a+{3m-2 Wm_ 2+2crm_l Wm_1 + {1m-1 ~II +Ym-l Wm+1 

= (1)2 prm-1/tm_l W,n-l' i = m-I 

w' 
Ym-2 Wm-.2+{Jm-l W,n-l +2a:m w'n ~f1tn Wm+l = T prmhm WfIj! i = m 

')/m-l Wm- 1 +f1m Jv,n+2am+l Wm+l = 0, i = 111+ 1 
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(14) 

Eliminating the redundant variables IV_I' w,,,+l' these equations can be written in the 
matrix form 

Aw = w2 Bw (15) 
where 

(16) 

o 
B=p (17) 

o 
TJ'crefore B is a positive diagonal matrix while A is a symmetric matrix which has the 
special form given by 

A= 

,8, . 
2 -1 "'0--

2"_1 

,8,8 1'-1 
.- -1--2-

"-1 
Y. 

,8,8 1'-1 
0-- -1--- 1'0 

2"_1 

1':'1 2" 1--- ,81 - 2"-1 1'1 

,81 2", ,8, 1', 

o 
20:m_ 2 ,8m-' , 
,8m-' 

2 Ym-l " ,---m- 2cxm+1 

,8m-l o 
Ym-2 

,8m Ym-l 
,8m-l 2a::m+l 

(18) 
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All the elements are zero except those in the principal diagonal and four adjacent 
diagonals. This is called a band matrix of width five. From equation (15) 

det(A-w'B) = 0 
Therefore 

det (B-1 AB-L w' I) = 0 (19) 

Therefore w' are the eigenvalues of tbe symmetric band matrix B-1 AB-i. They are 
calculated using standard matrix usercode programs (English Electric Marconi KDF9). 

Boundary Conditions 

This analysis is based on the natural boundary condition and corresponds to the inner 
and outer radii of the disc being free. The other physical boundary conditions correspond 
to the r"rced boundary conditions for the problem, so that the minimization must be 
carried out subject to these constraint conditions. The modified matrices are readily 
obtained from the original A, B· matrices by deleting citber the first row and column, 
tbe last row and column, or both, and changing the first or last or both elements of 
the resulting matrices. 

For example, suppose the inner radius is clamped and the outer radius free. Therefore 

From equations (10) and (11) 

dW 
W = - = 0 at r = a, 

dr 

Wo =0 

W_, = W, 

Using these results in equations (13) and (14) gives 
A 0,1) w(l) = w 2 BU,!} w(11 

where 

well = (7) 
Wm 

(20) 

A"·ll, B",ll are matrices of order III obtained by deleting the first row and column of the 
original matrices A, B defined by equations (17) and (18), and such that 

Alli}! ~2("_,+,,,+y,.,) 
For different boundary conditions different submatrices of A, B are chosen for the 

eigenvalue calculations. Table I gives these submatrices for the various boundary 
conditions. 

Conclusions 
This eigenvalue analysis is admirably suitable for programming on a digital computer 
and enables the rapid calculation of the natural frequencies of vibration and the modal 
shape matrix. 

The eigenvalue calculations are based on reducing the matrix to tridiagonal form by 
Householder's method." The eigenvalues of this matrix are found by a modified Sturm 
sequence method'" The corresponding eigenvectors arc found by the Wielandt inverse 
iteration mcthod." 

The program was written in usercode for use on an English Electric KDF9 computer. 
The lIow chart for the program is given in Figure 3. 
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" Outer 
'" radius 

Inner "-
radius " 

Free 

Clamped 

Simply 

supported 

• 

Table I. Modified matri.:e~. APt. BPII and associated elements for various boundary conditions 

Free 

A,B 

A(I,lI, BO,I) 

A~l' 1) = 2(a_l + at +Y-l) 

An. 1). On, 1) 

Atl,1) _ 2[ (2ro + VD.)' 
11 - 0:1 2 A +0!1 "0 vu 

Clamped 

A (m+l, m+1I, B11>I+l, m+1) 

B(I, 1; ... +1, m+1) 

An, 1; "'+1, 1>1+11 

B(i, Ij mH. m+1) 

An. 1; mH, mHI = 2[" (2ro+ v.6.)'+" 
11 -1 2ro _ v6. I 

(2r, +vt.) ] 
- 2"0- v6. ')'-1 

A~:..E ::!:} ,.,+11 = 2(0:111+1 + CXm_l + I'm-I) 

Simply supported 

~ (m+1. m+1), BI",+1I, m+l) 

BO, 1; mH. m+11 

AC1, I; .,.+1, mHI _ 
m-I, m-I - [ (2r - V"')' 2 0::",+1 2,.: + v.6. + CXm_1 

(2r - v"')' J 
- 2,:+v..1. Ym-l 

A U, 1; m+l, ... +1) 

Bn, Ij m+l, ",+1) 

All, 1; m+l, m+l) = 2[ (2ro+ VLl)' _ (2ro+ v.6.)' ] 
11 ex_I 2 A + O:t 2 A Y-1 

"0 - VU "0 Vu. 

Aft, 1; m+l, m+U = 2[a (2,..,.. - vt1) + a 
"._1, ".-1 "'+1 2,. ... + vu m-I 
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READ DATA 
E. v, 0, p, Il, g, m 

CALCULATE 
A = (a,,-a,)/m 
rl::: al+j~ (i = 0, ... , m) 
ht = h(r,) (i = O • .... 111) 

Ehlg 
D, = 12(1 -v') 

CALCULATE 
ai-h bi. CHh dt 

el,!' (i = 0, ... , m) 

CALCULATE 
Oil, Pi, Yi 

(i = O ..... m) 

FOR~,r MATRICES 
A. B 

FORM 
B"'; B-1 AB-I 

ENTER EIGENYALUE 
ROUTINE 

PRINT !'.IGENYALUES 
AND EIGENYECTORS 

Figure 3. Flow charr for disC" eigellva/ue calculations 
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From a research standpoint, the analysis includes the possibilities of generalizations 
to include shear correction terms and the efTects of large thickness theory, giving rise to 
non-1inear eigenvalue problems. 
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Chapter 8 

Feasible Direction M~thods in Structural Optimization 

B.M.E. de Silva 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes procedures in the class of feasible 

. direction methods which have 6een applied to structural optimi

zation problems. A feasible direction method was perhaps the 

first of the nonlinear programming procedures to be employed in 

structural opti~izatiori by Schmit in'1960(1), and methods in 

this class enjoyed intensive development during the subsequent 

.six years •. They .continue to be under development, but at a 

less rapid pace, and to be applied effectively to significant 

engineering problems, some of ~hich are described in this chap-

ter. 

The basis of feasible direction methods was outlined by 

Fletcher in Section 5.4 •. They are in the class of direct 

search algorithms and therefore address themselves to the de

termination of the distance ak and direction dk of travel from -
the kth to the (k+l)t~ point in design space,. i.e. 

(8.1) 

The direction dk is feasible .if a move in that direction does 

not cause constraint violation, i.e. 

(8. Z) 

for a system with m constraints. This requires.a negative dot 

product of the move direction and the gradient to each active 

11 

'I 

'I 

I 
I 
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constraint. Denote ~gt as the gradient of one of the p active 

. constraints l, ••. ,t, •.. ,p. Collecting these in an nxp matrix 

. designated as [~g], where n is the number of design variables, 

we have as the condition of feasibility 

2 

T k . 
[Vg] d ~ O. (8.3) - -

A desirable condition upon the direction of move is that 

it also results in a reduction of the merit function, Le. be 

useable. In this case, the ~athematical condition is stated as· 

(8.4)· 

Furthermore, note should be taken of the side constraints, 
• 

which define upper (U
j

) and lower (L j ) bounds on each design 

~ariable x j , i.e. 

. 
L. <·x. < U., j = l, ... ·,n 

J - J - J 
c' 

(8.S) 

Nearly all the applications to be described here employ an 

accelerated steepest descent mode (see Section S.2), to travel 

from an initial feasible design point (or steepest ·ascent if 

the initial point is infeasible) to a constraint. When the 

constraint is reached it is impossible to move in ·the steep de

scent direction without piercing the constraint. An alternate 

redesign procedure is therefore required which insures continu-

ation of the optimum design process. The development of effi

cient directions and distances of search from the boundary of 

the constraint set constitutes a central phase of the feasible 

direction procedure; it is studied in this chapter under the 

following categories: 

1 
I. , 

I : , 
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1. Constant merit redesign (Section 8.2). 

2. Travel on the constraint surface, with the direction 

of travel ~q being a projection of the merit function gradient 

on the constraint boundary (Section 8.3). 

3. Travel in a direction between the limits defined in 

(1) and (2), with the direction chosen "optimally" via utiliza

tion of a linear programming algorithm (Section 8.4). 

These alternative procedures will now be discussed in 

turn. 

8.2 Constant Merit Redesign 

8.2.1 Method of Alternate Base Planes 

Amongst the first successful attempts at the boundary re

design problem was the method of alternate base planes used by 

Schmit, et al(1-3) for the minimum weight design of trusses and 

waffle plates. This III t J 
! is a quasi -random method which 

seeks a feasible design on the const ant weight contour 

t~rough a main constraint. The problems were characterized by 

linear side constraints which were handled separatel~ to ensure' 

designs. most of which lie within the low~r (Lj ) and upper (Uj ) 

bounds on the design variables. The basic steps o~ the algo

rithm are as follows (Figure 8.1): 

(i) The program begins by generating random searchdirec

tions di in planes normal to the coordinate lines OXl , OX2 , •.• , 

OXn in turn. This scanning i's controlled by a counter i which 

is initially set to unity. 

(ii) Generate the direction cosines of the straight line 

of travel, 
, , 

, ",' 

:1 
11 

I 

I 
I 

I 
i 
! 
i 

.I 
1 
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I 

I 
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d i. . n 2 1/2 
.. R./( }R. ). ; j .. 1,2 ••••• n. j -I i 

1 1 j ~i 1 '. 

,,0 j a i 

where R
j 

are random numbers •. 

(iii) Calculate the distance to the side constraints 

i a ... (L. 
J 1 

k . 
(U. - x") Id~ 

. J 1 J 

j .. 1.2 ..... n. j t- i 

j .. 1.2 •.••• n, j t- i 

t 
This ensures that the proposed designs satisfy most of the side 

constraints. From this set of values ~i the smallest positive 

value is selected and designated Ai and the negative value hav

ing the smallest absolute value.is designated pi. 

(iv) Six random "numbers R (q .. 1.2 ••••• 6) between 0 and . q. . 

1 are generated in two sets of three and are multiplied by Ai 

and Pi to ~ive the distance of travel in the base plane. desig-
. ~ 

na ted by "lA' i. e. 

q .. 1.2.3 

q " 4.5.6 

(v) The proposed new designs are given by 
' .. 

i IS xk aid i 
~q + q~ 

- where calculated from the constant weight condition 
, 

k aid i k i i xi IS W(x1 + ' ... , x. 1 + !l d.· l' q l' ).- q ).- q .• 
1 

k i i xk i . 
xi+1 + !lqd i +r ' • • • + aqd~) n 

, " 

\ , c 

11 
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(vi) Check the six proposed designs against the behavior-

al constraints in the order q • 1,2, ••• ,6. If anyone of xi is 
-q 

feasible, steepest descent motion continues as before. Other

wise go to step (vii). 

(vii) Replacei + i+l, go to step (ii) and repeat itera

. tions. 

Step (vii) is equivalent to changing the base plane. If 

still no feasible design is forthcoming, the boundary point is 

taken aS,the optimal. 

8.2.2 A Hill-Climbing Procedure 
" 

The above method was applied by deSilva(4;S) to the mini

mum weight design of discs subject to stress and vibration con

straints. The method consumed conside,rable computer time in 

,searching through the random direc'tions to determine a feasible 

,point on the constant weight contour and deteriorated rapidly 

for high dimensional design spaces. Schmit and Fox(6) used a 

simple hill-climbing technique based on a zig-zag concept to 

determine the optimal response of a spring-mass-damper system 

characterized by merit contours with a sharp ridge. This is a 

·more rational method, based on an understanding of the problem, 

and a modification of this procedure by deSilva(S) rs as fol-

lows: 
k-2 k'-l k ! ,! ,! are three successive designs generate~ by 

gradient mode of travel with xk a boundary point on a behavior-

al constraint 

(8.6) 
I 

where 

·11 
,I 
11 

'I 
; 
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. k k-l k- 2 
gj(~ ),gj(x ). gj(x . ) < 0 j .. l ..... m 

(8.7) 
and k 

g1(~ ) = 0 for at least one 1 in 1 < 1 < m 

For the disc problem to be discussed in further detail 

subsequently. the g1 corresponds to the vibration constraints 

in which the fundamental frequencies are required to exceed 

· specified lower bounds. Let ~ be the foot of the perpendicular 

from ~~ onto th~ gradient mode vector ~k-2 from xk- 2 (Figure 

8.2). 

k-l 
e)~k-l 

k-l ~ 
• x .. (1 + a cos - a cos(e)xk-2 (8.8) • • 

~ "'""'K-Z" "'""'K-Z" ~ a a 

where 

0 cos e .. k··2 k-l d 'd 

This is the scalar product of the (normalized) 

vectors ~k-2. ~k-l with associated step lengths 

steepest descent 
k-2 k-l 

Cl ,a .• 

The angle e measures the amount of zig- zag.. In the .absence of 

a sharp ridge on the merit contours. e is small. cos e>· 0 and 

the point ~ will be close to. but seldom on. the behavioral 

· constraint g1 which is essentially a numerical or non-analytic 

· constraint. 

Consider a direction with direction ratios defined by 

(8.9) 
k .. x - x otherwise 

~ 

Under suitable conditions. ~k approximates a tangent move 

towards the interior of the feasible set. In the disc problem 
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the weight is a quadratic in xn but linear in the remaining 

variables xl' xz •...• xn - 1 · The proposed direction of search 

is obtained by projecting the normalized direction (8.9) onto 

the constant weight hyperp1ane .• 

• • • J (8.10) 

The distance of travel yields an. alternate step within the de-. 

sign variable bounds (8.5): 

min {(Xj k 
l~j~n 

. k 
- L.). (U. - x. )} 

J J J 
(8.11) 

For a design violating a main constraint the step length (8.11) 

is progressively reduced. For multiple constraints. p in num

ber. the direction (8.9) is replaced by the weighted sum 

k R k 
d ." L c.d. 
- R.=1 h_" t , 

(8.1Z) 

where cR. are non-negative weighting factors determined using 

Zoutendijk-type procedures(7) •. 

A different alternate step mode uses the distance of trav

el (8.11) to generate the direction of bounce into the feasible 

. regions. The direction cosines dr. i =.l.Z ••••• n. are con

strained by the condition that the objective function remain 

constant. 

and the condition that dk be normalized 

where ak is the step length defined by (8.11). The system 

11 

li 
'I 

I 
I 
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(8.13) is indeterminate for n > Z. Complete solutions are ob

tained by using the physics of the problem to specify (n-Z) 

components of dk and calculating the rest from Equations 

(8.13) • 

The method was applied to the minim~l weight design of 

discs(4) in which the stresses were constrained to lie below 

8 

the yield stress for the material. One such turbine disc to 

be optimized is shown in Figure 8.3. The problem is discre
i' 

tized using a piecewise linear representation f6r the disc pro-

file (Figure 8.4). The shape function her) (where r is the ra

dial distance from the axis of rotation) is therefore approxi

mated by a sequence of discrete thickness variables {b j , j E J} 

at Sricified radial 

sign considerations 

distance {a., j E J}. From engineering de-
. J 

the width of the hub and the rim shape are 

specified while the hub radius a Z is variable. Thus, the de

sign vadab1es are {b j , j E J; aZ}' The weight is linear in b j 

but quadratic in aZ' 

The stress computations were based on Donath's method (see 

Ref. 4), and cannot be expressed as analytically defined func

tions of the design variables. The behavior variables are 

functions only in the sense that they are computer' oriented 

rules for determining the behavior associated with a given de

sign and are ,not given in a closed analytical form in terms of 

the design variables. The behavior variables may be regarded 

as a "black box" into which are put the design variables repre-

senting a given design and out of which comes the corresponding 

b~havior variables for that design. These are then checked 

11 
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against the behavioral constraints. The side constraints are 

essentially linear and are of the form b j ~ E; j E J; L < a Z ~ 

U where E, Land U are .specified positive tolerances. 

The computer program starts from an initial feasible de-

9 

sign and enters an accelerated steepest descent mode of travel, 

continuing in this mode until a constraint is encountered. It 

. is then no loneer possible to move in this mode without pier-

cing the constraint. In this problem, this situation occurs 

when a section b" , E J of the disc is at the yield stress. A· 

feasible design is sought by thickening this section and thin

ning the section b~, s E J furthest from the yield stress in 

such a manner as to leave the weight unchanged. All other 

thicknesses remain unchanged •. Thus, .... 
" di" o . i f ',s 

." 
, 

,> 0; i " R. (8.14) 
") 

< 0; i .. ,s 

dR.' ds were calculated from the simultaneous equations (8.13) 

and gave polynomial equations consistent with (8.14). The step 

size was determined by (8.11) to ensure designs within the de

sign variable bounds. Initially, a feasible point'was obtained 

at the first redesign attempt and thereafter as the designs be

came more highly constrained, a feasible design was still 

forthcoming after the first few attempts. The synthesis was 

programmed to successively reduce the step length (8.11) ~f no 

feasible design was forthcoming after a specified number of re

design attempts. ·If still no feasible design was forthcoming, 

the next section furthest from yield was thinned and the above 

I 
.1 

i. 
I 
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process repeated. As a last resort, the program enters the al

ternate base plane redesign procedure. 

Optimum designs for the turbine disc of Figure 8.3 were 

accomplished for design spaces which ranged from four to eleven 

design variables. The initial design for an eleven-dimensional 

representation is illustrated in Figure 8.4. Results are shown 

for the random and selective search procedures, respectively, 

in Figures 8.5 and 8.6. Figure 8.7 shows the variation of the 

design weight as a function of the number of redesign attempts • 

Other results for this problem and complete details of the 

method are presented in Reference 4. 

8.2.3 Structural Analysis-Influenced Travel 

The alternate step modes studied hitherto do not utilize 

. the mechanisms inside the structural analysis packages to .in

fluence the design optimizations from a main constraint. Gel

latly and Gallagher(8) use constraint merit redesign techniques 

for the minimum weight design of trus·ses subject to .stress and 

deflection constraints. The design variables are the cross

sectional areas, giving rise to a linear merit· functions. The 

behavior variables are the element stresses and nodal deflec-

tions. They direct the boundary search by calc~lating·the ,nor

mals to the behavioral constraints in static and dynamic re-

sponseregimes. To describe the associated formulations, we 

designate the relevant equations of matrix displacement analy-

sis as 

(8.15) 
a as/). 
.... ... ..... 

• 

I 
I 
~ 

1 
I. 

:1 

I 
,I 
:1 
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where ~, ~, and ~ are~ respectively, the stiffness, stresi, and 

design load matrices. The stiffness matrix at a given point in 

the design scq~ence (K ) will be altered due to the change in 
~o 

the element stiffness matrix· (K:) associated with the ith de-
~~ 

sign variable. Thus, the new stiffness (~ is represented by 
f " 

(8.16) 

where ox. is the change in the associated design variable. 
~ 

Reference 8 demonstrates that a local approximation to the nor-

mals to the behavioral constraints is then given by 

(8.17) 

In the method of reference 8~ the direction of bounce is 

obtained by projecting the normal onto the Constant weight hy

perplane. For points on multiple constraints, Gellatly(9) sug

gests a constraint direction based on the weighted sum of con

straint normals, of the same form as Equation (8.12). The di

rection on the weight hyperplane is a linear combination of the 

form 

(8.18) 

where c is a constant and ~~,iS the normal to the constant 

weight hyperplane, i.e. 

(8.19) 

For bounce back into the feasible regions, the direction 

I[ ., 
I 
I 

[ 

I 
I 
I. 
I 

[ 

, 

I 
1 , 
I· 
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k ' 
~Iwlnust ,make acute angles with 'all constr~int normals. ,This 

condi tion' is express ible in the form 

(8.20) 

where &, are specified tolerances, usually selected to be uni

ty. From (8. I \l') 

k 'k 
c~\(~D + 

cdk;dk + 
~W ~m, 

(8.21) 
for all m 

These equations form a determiriate system for cl' The matrix 

of coefficients tends to be ill-conditioned in the neighborhood 

of an optimal. 

8.3 Constrained Boundarr Motion 
8.3.1 Best's Method(IO, 1) 

One of the earliest applications of travel along the con-

straints in the 

to Best (10,11) • 

context of the structural design problem is due 
~ , 

His method starts from a trial design in the 

feasible region and steeply descends to the nearest (main) con

straint. From a boundary point the method moves on the con-
<, 

straint surface in a direction in which the merit decreases 

m'ost rapidly. 

Suppose the point lies at the intersection of p constraint 

hypersurfaces. The normals are determined using techniques 

similar to Equation (8.17) and are collected in the matrix 

[!g]. The direction of travel (~k) is orthogonal to [!g]. 

(8.22) 
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and is assumed normalized, Le. Equation (8.13b) applies. The 

rate of decrease of the weight in the direction dk is deter

mined by 

n 
d W[ k akd_k] .. _ t aw d~ 

- -:---K x + l' __ '1 ax l' -1 da ,- , 
(8.23) 

The problem consists in maximizing (8.23) subject to the 

constraint conditions (8.13b, 8.22) so as to give th~ optimal 

direction of travel, ~k. We can accomplish this by the La

grange multiplier technique.' Introduce the Lagrange mu1tip1i-

Then 

-VW + [Vg] A + 2~ dk = 0 ... _ : 0- (8.24) 

where ~ .. {A1' ••• , ~p}. 

From (8.13b, 8.,22, and 8.24), the'direction of travel is 

given by 

where 

'k HVW 
d --
- ,= ZAo 

H .. I'- [~g]{[~g]T[~g]}-l[~g]T 

~ .. _![(H~W)T(HVW)]1/2 
o 2 ... - --

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

The operator H plays a central role in the gradient projection -
method as will be shown subsequent1Y,in Section 8.3.2. 

The distance of travel is estimat~dto the nearest con-

straint, so that, to first order 

(8.27)' 

The required step length is then 
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k . -gj (~k) 
a '= m~n{ k l' k } (8.28) 

j(d)\7g.(x) 
.... - J -

The method was appli~d by Best(lO,ll) to the minimum 

weight d~sign tif cantilever box structures in the presence of 

stress and deflection constraints. The method is primarily ap

plicable to problems with very flat constraints in which move

ment·in the direction ~k does not give rise to significant con

straint violation. This condition is usually not satisfied by 

behavioral constraints in structural mechanics. A modification 

was proposed by Schmit(12) where condition (8.22) is replaced 

by (8.3). This reduces the problem to one with inequality con-· 

straints with a corresponding increase in complexity. 

Cons·trained boundary motion in conjunction with a dynamic 

constraint was used by Zarghamee(13) to maximize the frequency 

s~bject to a linear weight constraint. The frequency is calcu

lated from the eigenvalue equation 

(8.29) 

where ~, ~ are the stiffness and mass matrices respectively and 

. ~j is here the modal shape corresponding to the eigenfrequency 

·wj . The modified stiffness matrix is given by (8.~6) and for 

the modified mass matrix 

M .. M + r6x.M. 
_ _0 . 1-1 

l. . 
(8.30) 

Differentiating (8.29) pa!tially with respect to xi and using 

(8.16) and (8.30) 

+ [~ - (8.31) 

I 
I 

I 
1 
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Assume the eigenvectors a j t~ form a complete set so that we 

C3n express their gradients as 

Cla j 

15 

(8.32) 

where"Bk .. are constants. 
1.,J 

Also, we take note of the orthogonality property of the 

eigenvalues with respect to ~ as a weighting matrix: 

(8.33) 

where o .. 
1.) is the Kronecker delta (0 ij .. 0 if irj and 6 .. 1.) 

.. 1 if 

i"j) • 

From (8.31-8.33) 

Clw j .. (aj)T[k. - wjM.]a j (8.34) (lx i ~ ~ 1. ... ...~-

This measures the rate of change of the frequency in terms of 

the corresponding eigenvector. The constraint on the total 

weight is of the form 

n 
+ ~ w.x. 

. 11.1. 1.= 

where w(~) < Wo' Hence we have the linear constraint 

n 
~ W.x· < 0 . 1 1. 1. -1." 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

The problem therefor"e consists in maximizing the frequency 

wj(~) subject to the linear constraint. The solution was based 

on the gradient projection method for linear constraints, in 

which the gradient direction (8.34) is proj~cted on the linear 

constraint using the-projection operator H. This gradient pro-
~ 
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jection method is again taken up below. Generalizations of the 

analysis to more complex structures are given by Turner(14,lS). 

8.3.2 Gradient Projection Method 

The gradient proj ection method, due to Rosen ( ;10) , has 

proved to be of value in the structurai optimization area and 

applications to various structural systems are given by Brown 

and Ang(17). 

For nonlinear constraints, the method offers considerable 

flexibility and scope and consists in orthogonal projection of 

the gradient into the linear manifold of the supporting hyper

planes to the active constraints. The basic steps of the algo-

rithm are summarized as follows: 

Suppose ~k lies on p constraint surfaces. Using prior 

symbolism, the n x p matrix of normals is designated as [~gl. 

where each column is assumed linearly independent of the rest. 

The projection operator, ~, for the linear manifold spanned by • 

the supporting hyperplanesis given by Equation (8.26). The 

normalized direction of travel (dk) is therefore defined by 

HVW 
d k " I H (\7W) I ( 8 • 37) - -

The gradient vector ~W(~k) can be written as a linear combina

tion of the projected gradient and the normals rg.(xk) to the 
.... J .... _. 

active constraints 

where the r i are constants. 

P k 
!r.Vg.(x) 

i=l ~- ~ -
(8.38 ) 

It can be shown that if -HVW a 0 --
and r < 0 then ~k is a local optimum. Whenever! I~~WI > 0 ~ 

i 
I 

i 
i ., 
,'~ 

. I 
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small step length ak is tak~n in the projected direction (8.37) 

to a point of improved merit. Because of the curvature of the 

boundary, this will be a non-feasible point and an interpola

tion procedure, as detailed in Reference 17. 

When -H'VW = 0 and r. > 0 for some i (i = l, .•• ,p) the con-
1 ATe re".,oo(~ 

straints for which r i .> 0l\and the analys is is performed on the 

intersection of the remaining constraints. This is represented 

. by sets of recursion relations on ~, !, and are given in Refer

ence 16. 

8.4 Linear Programming-type Methods 

Another method of boundary redesign is Zoutendijk's method 

of feasible directions [7) which has been applied by Pope(18) 

to static problems and by Fox and Kapoor(19,ZO) to minimum 

weight design problems which include 

the natural frequencies. The method 

inequality constraints on 
f ' 

consists in reducing the 

problem to a series of linear programs. We describe the method 

with reference to the problem treated by Fox and Kapoor. 

The method first requires calculation of gradients to the 

active constraints. Equation (8.34) can be adapted to the cal

culation at the normal to the frequency constraint. The nor

mals to the deflection constraints are given by the derivatives 

to the eigenvectors, as follows: 

By differentiation of Equation (8.30) with respect to xi 

and using Eq. (8.33). we have 

. k ak 
[~ - III

J'2) YS k .~ + [a;. 
k i . 1 ,J 

.. 0 (8.39) 

Premultiplying by (Ak)T and using the orthogonality condi--

, 
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tion (Equation 8.33), 'we have for k~j 

uh T[k 
~ ~ 

from which 

k 
- III ) 

a 0 
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(8.40) 

(8.41) 

Also, for k=j, we have by differentiation of (8.33) with re-

spect to x. and other operations 
1. 

(8.42) 

Equations (8.34, 8.41 and 8.42) determine the normals to the 

behavioral constraints. The linear program for the problem is 

now formulated as the determination of a direction dk which 
~ 

minimizes the linear function (~k)T~W subject to the con-

straints represented by Equations (8.3) and (8.4), except that 

ak is determined by (8.l~ for linear side constraints. 

8.5 Closure 

This chapter has described some of the more commonly used 

boundary redesign techniques for· structural problems. Many of 

these have structural analysis packages which, alt~ough rela

tively simple from a mathematical standpoint, involve extremely 

long and complex programming routines which .consume consider

able computer space and time. This limits a fuller utilization 

of classical nonlinear programming algorithms. The objective 

of structural optimization is not the determination of the nu

merical optimum to the constrained problem but rather improving 

the efficiency of existing structural systems. As a result of 
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these considerations there is a growing tendency to utilize the 

struct~ral analysis procedures to solve the boundary redesign 

problem. Analysis procedures based on finite element proce

dures enable a more automatic coupling of ~he analysis and syn

thesis phases of the.design process. 
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Figures. Chapter S 

Figure 8.1 Method of Alternate Base Planes. 

Figure 8.2 Estimate for Direction of Bounce Given 
Tllree Successive Steepest Descent More 
Designs. 

Figure 8.3 Cross-Section of Typical Turbine Disc. 

Figure 8.4 Numerical Example. Initial Design. 

Figure 8.S Numerical Example. Final Design via 
Selective Search Procedure. 

Figure 8.6 Numerical Example. Final Design via 
Random Search Procedure. 

Figure 8.7 Numerical Example. Weight vs. Number of 
Redesign Cycles. Selective vs. Random 
Search Procedures. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Chapter 1 

radius of plate; also weight parameter in beam analysis 

inner and outer radii respectively of d;:.sc 

outer radius of hub 

. inner radius of rim 

behaviour matrix 

elements of the behaviour matrix 

bounds on the b i 

width of the disc hub and r~m respectively 

weight parameter 

submatrix of normals to active constraints 

general form for inequality constraints 

dissipation rate per unit volume 

Young's modulus 

components of strain tensor 

radial and tangential components of strain 

strain components in generalised coordinates 

maximum value of e aa 

flexibility matrix 

body forces per unit volume 

yield function 

fatigue susceptibility coefficient 

gradient vector 

Heaviside unit step function 
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q 
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RI. R2 

r 
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0 

S 

ST 

Su 
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thickness of disc at a radial distance r 

stiffness of the i-member of structure 

stiffness matrix 

yield constant 

curvature in generalised coordinates 

lower bound on design variable vector 

lower bound on behaviour matrix 

length of beam 

mass matrix 

fully plastic bending moment 

radial and tangential components or bending moment 

bending moments in generalised coordinates 

beam weight per unit length 

steepest descent vector for studying ridge effects in 

merit contours 

coefficients of the linearised weight function 

load matrix 

transverse load per unit area 

generalised stress and strain components respectively 

design cycle counter 

matrix of the normals.to constraints 

radii of curvature in the circumferential and meridianal 

plane 

radial distance measured from axis of disc 

elements of g 

intermediate radial point in hub 

closed surface in the material under consideration 

part of S on which the surface forces Ti are specified 

part of S on which the velocity components u. vanish 
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T 
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l! 

l!* 

u 

u· 
1 

u· 
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iii 

stress matrix 

radial stresses at inner and outer radii respectively 

tensi le load per uni t circumferential length 

-surface tractions per unit area 

distance of travel in design parameter space 

strain energy per unit area 

agoper bound on design variable vector 

upper bound on behaviour matrix 

deflection 

compatible velocity field components 

velocity field for a structure on the point of collapse 

-optimal bound ary search vector 

. volume enclosed by S 

volume of structure on the point of collapse 

absolute minimum weight volume 

volume of structure which is safe 

transverse velocity field in plastic case; radial 

component of displacement in elastic case; also used in 

certain instances to denote weight 

W initial optimal weight estimation 
o 

Ws draw down w~ight 

x design variable vector 

z plate thickness measured from undeformed middle surface 

aI, a2, aI, a2 coefficients used in a penalty function formulation based 

on exponential functions 

J!b. 
1 

6W 

o (max) 
-

gap vector, 

weight reduction 

upper bound on deflection vector 
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matrix with element o. 
. J 

deflections in structure 

i-eigenvector for standard vibration equation 

control parameter on step length 

.± 1 

hinge rotation, also angular coordinate 

constant of proportionality 

i-eigenvalues for standard vibration equation 

Poisson's ratio 

penalty function component of ~s(~) in the Heaviside 

transformation 

direction of travel 

modified objective function incorporating constraints 

using penalty function techniques 

density of material 

matrix with element o. 
1. 

stresses in structure 

component of stress tensor 

yield stress 

radial component of stress 

tangential component of stress 
\ 

principal .circumferential and meridianal stress 
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L 

N 

n 
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u 
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et 
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v 

radial coordinate at standard sections of disc 

thickness coordinates at standard sections of disc 

behaviour constraint functions 

union of Gk 

constraint hypersurfaces 1n design space 

equivalent representation for design constraints 

system Hamiltonian 

index se t for i 

index set for j 

upper bound on element thickness 

bounds on the·behaviour variables 

normalisation factor 

total number of points Of division of disc 

radial coordinates at intermediate sections of disc 

thickness coordinates at intermediate sections of disc 

feasib le region 

side constraint functions 

bounds on the behaviour variables 

control function 

modified weight functional 

coefficient of thermal expansion 

variable metric type step length 

lower bound on step length 

step length along ~ 
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T 
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~J 

t 

u 

!! 

v 

V •• 
~J 

v 

W(r) 

Qe 

control parameter for modified weight functional 

adj oint variab les 

search direction from boundary point 

temperature difference 

principal shearing stresses 

amplitude for the displacements 

Lagrangian function 

Lagrangian energy density 

number of nodal "diameters round disc 

natural frequency of vibration 

criticat' frequency 

shear forces 

kinetic energy 

elements of quadratic form for T 

kinetic energy density 

axial displacement as a function of polar coordinates 

r, e and time t 

control vector 

potential energy 

elements of quadratic form for V 

potential energy density 

vi 

radial form of function which des~ribes axial displacement 

state vector 
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c . 
m) 

n 

n· 
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vii 

phase factor for the displacements 

additional mass elements 

efficiency coefficient 

(small) displacements from equilibrium configuration 

speed of rotation of disc 
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Chapter 4 

t 

integrand of J 

vector of state differential equations 

integral component of I 

non-integral component of I 

inequality constraints 

Hamiltonian incorporating inequality constraints 

Hamiltonian in the absence of inequality constraints 

merit criterion 

modified functional for first variation analysis 

order of vector w 

order· of vector ~ 

order'. of vector· l!' 

scalar product of the state differential equations with 

the normals to the-active constraints 

suffix denoting. active constraints 

independent variable 

initial and final values of t 

control parameter vector 

partitioned control vector 

Bellman optimality function 

control yector 

state vector 

initial and final manifolds 

viii 

generalised Lagrange Multiplier associated with the state 

differential equations 

generalised Lagrange multiplier associated with 

inequality constraints 
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ix 

arbitrary constants of integration 

yield condition for'material 

intermediate radial points 

initial and final manifolds 

function of class C2 

adjoint vector 

coefficients of G ' 

coefficients of the adjoint equations 

transformed objective function 

constraint function on weight 

locator polynomial for frequency 

meri t functional' 

large parameter 

k-natural frequency of vibration 

upper bound on weight 

arbitrary constants of integration 

small parameter for power series expansion of A 

large parameter 

coefficients of f2 

Gaussian distribution function 

arguments of the Bessel functions 
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